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BIBLICAL ANGELOLOGY AND RESULTANT PROBLEMS 
Introduction 
THE CORRECT VIEWPOINT 
1. Not everything is revealed 
2. Angel-worship 
3. Denial of Existence of Angels 
4. Modern views 
5. The Lutheran viewpoint 
I• 
THE SCRIPTURAL DOCTRINE PROPER 
(a.s presented in the works of Lutheran dogmaticians and 
writers) 
1. The term "angel" 
2. The 11 angel of the Lord" 
3. Nature of angels in general 
a. They are spirits 
b. Have appeared in human form 
c. Different from God 
d. Time of creation 
e. Attributes and Characteristics 
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1) Complete spirits 
2) Personal creatures 
3) Have threefold knowledge 
4) Moral 
5) Strong and mighty 
6) Illocal 
7) Of different ranks 
8) Very numerous 
4. Original State of Angels 
5. The Holy Angels 
a. Their nature 
1) Remained holy 
2) Now cannot sin 
3) "elect angels" 
b. Their work 
1) Praise God 
2) Carry out His commands 
3) Were present at important happenings 
in the king~om of God 
4) Are used to punish evil-doers 
5) Serve the Christians 
6) Watch children especially 
7) The "guardian angel" 
8) Are interested in the church 
9) Watch over us till our last hour 
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6. The Evil Angels 
a. Their nature 
1) Confirmed in wickedness 
2) Utterly perverted 
3) Hopelessly lost 
4) Will be eternally punished 
b. Their work 
1) Destroy works of God 
2) Ha rm man 
3) Unbelief is their work 
4) Spiritual obsession 
5) Bodily possession 
6) Hostile against church, state, and home 
II. 
SPECIFIC PROBLEMS 
{arising from and suggested by the Angelology of the New 
Testament) 
1. The Sexlessness of the Angels 
a. The prevalence of sex in God's creation 
b. The views of the dogmaticians 
c. "Neither marry nor are given in marriage" 
d. The views of commentators 
e. Does non-marriage mean no sex? 
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f. Need of sex 
g. "Angel-marriages" 
h. "Angel-food" 
1. Appearance in human form 
1) Their eating 
2) Their speaking 
3) Jewish views 
4) Always referred to as males 
j • Forma ass1stens 
k. Conclusions 
2. The Rank of the Angels 
a. Not all of the same rank 
b. Rank denoted by various terms 




g. "Thrones, principalities, powers, dominions, etc." 
h. Orders also among devils 
1. Comparative silence of Lutheran and Protestant 
dogmaticians on this matter 
j. Views of Church Fathers 
k. Jewish views 
1. Catholic teaching 
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3. Demoniac Possession 
a. The work of the devils 
b. Spiritual obsession 
c. Corporeal possession 
1) Definition 
2) Marks of possession 
d. New Testament instances 
1) Names of demons 
2) Names of demoniacs 
e. Christ's healing of demoniacs 
f. Denials of possession 
g. Denials of demons 
h. Critical views about the attitude 
of Jesus to the demoniacs 
1. The Reality of Demonic Powers 
j. Sp1r1tism and Demoniac Possession 
k. Modern Instances of Possession 
1) In Oriental countries 
2) In our own civilization 
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THE CORRECT VIEWPOINT 
The Scriptura l doctrine of the angels has caused 
much discussion in the theological world throughout the 
centuries. It occupied the minds and the efforts of 
the early Fathers of the Church and has continued to 
be a point of dogma tical discussion even today. 
As with other doctrines of Scripture, God ha s not 
revealed every minute point and detail of the doctrine 
of the angels. Much of it is hidden from our frail 
human understanding. Many things which our idle curio-
sity would like to know are unrevealed. These unre-
vealed mysteries must wait for the full and complete 
revelation in future glory. Nevertheless Scripture has 
given us sufficient information also about the angels of 
God for our instruction and comfort. Still there are 
many who refuse to stay within the Scriptural bounds also 
on this subject, the doctrine of the angels. 
The departure from Scripture and its Golden Middle 
Road has given rise to two radical unscriptural tenden-
cies. Either too much emphasis is placed upon the angels, 
so that they a.re elevated to a position almost akin to 
divinity, or they are looked upon as something secondary 
and unimportant, yes, even as something that does not 
exist at all. 
In the early Apostolic Church an attempt was made 
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by false prophets to introduce angel-adoration, as we 
are told Col. 2, 18: "Let no man beguile you of your 
reward in a voluntary humility and worshipping of 
angels, intruding into those things which he hath not 
seen, vainly puffed up by his fleshly mind." "In the 
third century after Christ this form of idolatry was so 
strongly threatening the church, that a synod had to 
raise its voice emphatically against this angel-worship." 1) 
To this day both the Roman and Greek Catholic church 
adore and revere angels. Angela are made the objects of 
worship and adoration (cultus religioaus) by Antichrist 
and his followers. In the saint-worship of the Roman 
Catholic Church also "the veneration and invocation of 
the holy angels" is included. Cleverly they try to jus-
tify their position by the employment of different te~a, 
making the distinction between the 'adorare', used of 
prayers to God, and 'invocare', the honor paid to the 
saints. The Scriptural use of r,~o~KuYi'tY for both the 
cultus civilis and the cultus divinus is used to defend 
their practice. Therefore the Roman Catechism can say: 
"The veneration and invocation of the holy angels and 
beatified souls are not in conflict with the law that 
God alone should be worshipped. For though Christians are 
said to adore angels according to the example of Old Tes-
d "'l in "Our 1) w. Kramer, The Holy Angels of the Lor ---puu • 
Home Jlission", Vol. IX, No. 9. Sept. 1933. 
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tament saints, they do not give them that adoration 
which is due to God. 11 21 
Still an eminent and approved Catholic writer can 
say: "The Church exhorts her children not only to honor 
the Blessed Virgin, but also to invoke her intercession. 
It is evident from Scripture that the angels and saints 
in heaven can hear our prayers and that they have power 
and the will to help us. Gen. 48,16; Tobias 12; Luke 15, 
10; Zech. 1, 12.13. 11 3) 
In the Eastern Church the ·angels are more prominent 
as objects of worship than in the Roman. "Angels and 
saints are invoked as intercessors between man and God; 
especially the guardian angel is to be invoked." 41 
Adoration of the angels in any shape or form is 
idolatry, a transgression of God·' s first commandment. 
The angels are and ever will remain creatures, altogether 
undeserving of even the slightest worship. They them-
selves bring protest against it. Op. Rev. 22, 8.9s "And 
I, John, saw these things and heard them. And when I had 
heard and seen, I fell down to worship before the feet of 
the angel which showed me these things. Then saith he 
2) Popular Symbolics, par. 246, p. 197. 
3) Gibbons, The Faith of OUr Fathers, P• lB'l. 
4) Popular Symbolics, par. 205, p. 141. 
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unto me, See thou do it not; for I am thy fellowservant, 
and of thy brethren the prophets, and of them which keep 
the sayings of this book; worship God." And surely we 
Christians do not need and should not use angels as 
mediators in our prayers. We can approach the throne of 
grace directly and boldly in Jesus' name with firm con-
fidence. 
Swinging with the pendulum into altogether the 
opposite direction is the Sadduceeical view, which finds 
expression in the Modernistic doctrines of today. Through-
out almost twenty centuries this view has not changed 
essentially. At St. Paul's time St. Luke could write in · 
the Book of Acta: "For the Sadducees say that there 1a no 
resurrection, neither angel, nor spirit ••• " (Acta 23,8). 
Thia trend of thought was caught up and continued by the 
Rationalists of the last centuries. Representative of 
the group (Schleiermacher, Kirn, etc.) is the statement 
of N1tzsch-Stephan: "D1e Real1taet der Engel kann man 
einerseits zwar nicht fuer unmoeglich erklaeren, anderer-
aeits aber auch nicht erweisen." "Die ganze Theorie von 
dem Teufel ala dem ersten gefallenen Engel 1st nur eine 
dogma tische Hypo these. 11 5) Karl Hase, an aesthetic 
Rationalist, rejects the doctrine of angels altogether 
and consigns it to the realm of poesy and superstition. 
5) Pieper, Christliche Dogmatik, I, p. 601, footnote 1499. 
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Thus also Christian Science denies the existence of angels, 
and what is more, of Satan. Mrs. Eddy asserts: "The 
supposition that there are good and evil spirits is a 
mistake." 6) The devil is defined as "a lie, error". 
The positive, less radical, theologians do not wish 
to banish the view of the existence of the angels alto-
gether, but maintain that the Scriptural statements do not 
suffice to formulate a doctrine of Angelology. '!hey assert 
that the doctrine of the angels does not occupy a central 
position among the doctrines revealed for our salvation, 
and therefore, they unconcernedly pass it by. Represen-
tative of this view is the statement by Kirn: "Da ein 
innerlich notwendiger Zusammenhang der christlichen Heils-
wahrheit und Heilserfahrung nicht besteht, so hat die 
Dogmat1k keine besondere Lehre von den Engeln aufzustellen."7) 
Nevertheless, we maintain, that, though it 1s a "non-
fundamental" doctrine, still any one who accepts the 
Scriptures as God's Word and consequently its plan of sal-
vation, must also acknowledge and accept what it says about 
the angels. That there are holy angels comforts us with 
the glorious fact that God in His infinite love has given 
us not only Hie own dear Son to suffer, bleed and die 
that we might live eternally, but that through his angels 
6J s·cience and Health with Key to the Scriptures, "Jlary B. Eddy, p.70. 
7) Ev. Dogm. p. 72. 
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He also guards, guides and protects us on every step 
through life, from the cradle to the grave, yea to heaven. 
That there are evil angels constantly warns us to be on 
our guard, to fortify ourselves with the word of God and 
the sacraments, lest we become their prey and lose our 
precious heritage and eternal bliss. 
Other less radical theologians define their position 
in words like the following: 
"In the Scriptures we have frequent notices of 
spiritual intelligences existing in another state of 
being, and constituting a celestial family or hierarchy, 
over which Jehovah presides. The Bible does not, however, 
treat of this matter professedly and as a doctrine of 
religion, but merely adverts to it incidentally as a fact, 
without furnishing any details to gratify curiosity. The 
practice of the Jews of referring to the agency of angels 
every manifestation of the greatness and power of God has 
led some to contend that angels have no real existence, 
but are merely personifications of unknown powers of 
nature; and we are reminded that, 1n like manner, among 
the Gentiles, whatever was wonderful, or strange, or 
unaccountable, was referred by them to the agency of some 
one of their gods. It may be admit~ed that the passages 
in which angels are described as speaking and delivering 
messages might be interpreted of .forcible or apparently 
supernatural suggestions to the mind, but they are some-
times represented as performing acts which are wholly in-
consistent with this notion (Gen. 16, 7-12; Judg. 13, 1-21; 
Matt. 28, 2-4); and other passages (e.g. Matt. 22, 30; 
Hebr. l,4sq.) would be without force or meaning if angels 
had no real existence • " 8) 
Today Modernism, popularized in America chiefly by 
Lyman Abbot and w. Rauschenbusch (social gospel) and 
espoused by leaders in the Federal Council of Churches, 
a·) Cyclopedia. of Biblical, Theological, and Ecclesiastical 
Literature, Mc011ntock and Strong-, s.v • .Angel. 
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being essentially naturalistic, denies the existence of 
good or evil spirits. 
The importance which the Lutheran church has attached 
to the doctrine of the angels, and especially to the fact 
that angels really exist has been very ably stated by 
Rev. w. Kramer in a conference paper on "The Holy Angels 
of the Lord", presented before the Minnesota District. He 
says: 
"The doctrine of the holy angels is not and cannot 
be classified as a fundamental doctrine of the Bible. 
Saving faith has only one object, namely, Jesus Christ, 
the crucified, risen, and ascended Savior. And yet we 
Christians must know and believe this doctrine of the 
Lord's angels. It is by no means unimportant and super-
fluous. It forms a great portion of the Bible. If we 
want to accept the Bible we must of necessity also accept 
this doctrine. We find this doctrine of the angels taught 
in the Bible from Genesis to Revelation, side by side with 
the great central doctrines of the Bible, closely and 
intimately connected and interwoven with these. The fact 
1s, if we intend to cut the doctrine of the angels out of 
the Bible, we must carve away its very heart, the Christmas, 
Easter, and Ascension stories. The d·octr1ne of the holy 
angels 1s closely and intimately connected and interwoven 
with these. Yea, if we deny the doctrine of the angels, 
we accuse our own Savior of false doctrine and misrepresen-
tations. Jesus taught the doctrine of the holy angels. 
If we want to accept Him and Hie truth, we must of necessity 
also accept this part of His Word. 
"Many people deny the doctrine of the angels, laugh, 
snee~ and smile ·at us foolish Christians for believing 
such silly, childish doctrines, such 'Christianized fairy 
tales', as some have called the doctrine of the angels. 
The Bible tells us, Acts 23,8, that the Sadducees of old 
denied the existence of angels. We find such Sadducees also 
today. Our daily newspapers and many magazines are sprinkled 
with direct and indirect sneers and slurs at this doctrine. 
The unbelievers and Modernists of our day deny the doctrine 
of the angels. They claim that this doctrine is a heathenish 
idea imported into the Bible from ancient heathen religions. 
And this their denial is broadcasted from pulpits and in 
books to young and old. But such is the disastrous con-
sequence, if people begin to hate the Bible and fight against 
its teachings. The entire debate about angels is but a 
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skirmish on one of the far outposts of the battlefield 
where the war between belief and unbelief is waging. 
These people hate the doctrine of the angels, because 
they hate the Bible. 
"But thinking themselves wise, they become fools. 
Even our human reason deems it possible that there are 
angels. Our human reason argues, "If God has created so 
many millions of different visible creatures, why not 
also invisible? If God has honored this earth by placing 
rational beings upon it, why 1s it not possible that He 
also beautified heaven by placing rational beings into it?" 
"The people who flatly deny angels have sunk beneath 
the level of ancient and modern heathen. The belief in 
angels has been so deeply implanted into the heart of man-
kind that it crops out in a weak, whispering echo 1n their 
religions even long after they have left the clear and . 
plain Word of God. The ancient Philistines must have 
believed in angels (1 Sam. 29,9). The ancient Babylonians 
and Assyrians spoke much about the flying, winged bulls 
with human heads and winged men with eagle and hawk faces. 
The old Egyptians, Etruscans, Romana and Greeks believed 
1n a host of spiritual, supernatural beings. 
"If anyone denies the doctrine of the angels, he 
denies even more than the devil. Even Satan cannot and 
does not deny the existence of the holy angels. When he 
tempted Jesus asking Him to plunge Himself down headlong 
from the dizzy heights of the temple's pinnacle, he tried 
to win his point by saying, "For it 1s written, 'He shall 
give His angels charge concerning Thee'"· How foolish 
and unreasonable it would be for anyone to try to deny 
angels. It 1s and remains true: there really are holy 
angels." 9) 
The Scriptural position on Angelology 1s ably defended 
by many so-ca~led conservative dogmatic1ans. But the best 
treatment, a thoroughly orthodox, soundly Scriptural pre-
sentation, is found among the Lutheran dogmat1c1ana, both 
old and new, Quenstedt, Gerhard, Baier, Pieper, Hoenecke, etc. 
This ~resentation we wish to submit summarily before 
turning our attention to individual difficult points. 
9) Our Home Mission, Vol. IX, No. 9. Sept. 1933. 
• 
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THE SCRIPTURAL DOCTRINE PROPER 
THE TERM 11ANGEL11 
The word "ane;el" is a frequently used term in Holy 
Scripture. "From Genesis to Revelation the angels of 
God are prominently mentioned, one hundred and eight 
times in the Old Testament and one hundred and sixty-~ive 
times in the New Testament." 16) 
Ta.king the term "angel II in general, and making no 
distinction between the evil and the good angels, (the 
angels of God and the Satanic legions), and the otaer 
uses of the word, we find tha.t according to the accepted 
English Concordance (Analytical Concordance to the Bible, 
Robert Young) the term "angel" is used in 174 different 
New Testament Scriptural passages. An equal number of 
occurrences of the term "angelus", (174), is listed in 
Dutripon's 6oncordance, based upon the Vulgate. (Concordan-
tiae B1bliorum Sacrorum (Vulgatae Edltionis), F.P,Dutripon). 
Whereas, accordtng to a ponderous Greek Concordance (The 
Englishman's Greek Concordance of the New Testament, 4th Ed., 
George V. Wigram) the word " c£ttt!, Aos " is used 183 times 
in the passages of New Testa.ment revelation, 
The term "angel" is an official title, denoting a 
messenger. Among all the more modern languages the terms 
10) The Angels of God, Arno a. Gaebel.ein, p. 12. 
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are similar and give evidence of having come from the 
same root. From the Greek ( d/(" ..\ 0 s , from ,;,((t-' Aw, 
to send, to dispatch with a message) the term has passed 
over to the Latin (angelus) and to the languages derived 
from the Latin. Also the German "Engel" is from the same 
word. The Hebrew term ( 7 ~ *.!}) is from an obsolete 
root, which nevertheless also means "to send". 
St. Augustine already points out a fact ·which is 
accepted by all Christian dogmaticians: "Angelus officii 
nomen est, non naturae". Often this fact is forgotten and 
that leads to confusion in the understanding of Scripture 
on this point. The nature of the angels is designated by 
the term "spirit" ( 11Yt.vj"-°'-) ,-- but more about that later. 
Owing to. this general meaning of the term, we find 
that it is applied in Scripture also to men, who are dis-
charging the office of legate or ambassador. Gen. 32, 
3 .6: "And Jacob sent messengers ( CJ ' ~~ * q) before him to 
Esau his brother unto the land of Seir, the country of Edom ••• 
And the messengers (O':J,~!:,9,1) returned to Jacob, saying, We 
T . - -
came to thy brother Esau, and also he cometh to meet thee, 
and four hundred men with him." James 2, 25: "Likewise 
also was not Rahab the harlot justified by works, when she 
had received the messengers ( ,oJs J.((t'Aous), and had sent 
them out another way?" 
In particular this term is applied to prophets. 2 Chron. 
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36, 15.16: "And the Lord God of their fathers sent to them 
by llis messengers ( l' ~~ fo,q - 7 ~ =f ) , rising up betimes, and 
sending, because he had compassion on Kia people, and on Kis 
dwelling place. But they mocked the messengers of God 
( 0 '1_7 · $ ~~ iJ '~ f ~ Q ) , and despised His words, and misused 
liis prophets, until the wrath of God arose against Kia 
people, till there was no remedy." Hag. 1, 13: "Then 
spake Haggai, the Lord's messenger ( ,1 j i7 ; } ,'! ~ Q ) in the 
Lord's message unto the people, saying, I am with you, saith 
the Lord". The Levitical priests are designated by this 
term, Mal. 2, 7: "For the priest's lips should keep knov,-
ledge, and they should seek the law at his mouth; for he is 
the messenger of the Lord ( il j ,7: 1 ~ }9) of hosts". And in 
the New Testament ministers are called II :J.roc ). 0 ' II' 
Rev. 2 and 3, "Unto the angel of the church of ••••• write, etc." 
Thus also John the Baptist is called "angel", messenger, 
Mal. 3,1; Matt. 11,10. 
In this matter the Latin versions of the Bible dis-
tinguish between divine and human messengers. They render 
the divine "angelus"; the human "nuntius" or "legatus". 
Another specifically Scriptural use of the term 
"angel" is the expression "angel of the Lord", the Angelus 
Increatus, "The Angel of the Covenant", "Der Grossbote 
unserer Sel1gkeit11 • The discussion of this designation 
presents sufficient material for a treatise in itself. Let 
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it here suffice to mention the rule of Quenstedt to deter-
mine, whether in a given passage the angel is a common 
angel, or this illustrious Angel:''Whenever and wherever 
. the name Jehovah, or a divine attribute or work or divine 
worship is accorded to an angel appearing _ to the patriarch~ 
and other believers in the Old Testament, there not a 
created angel, but the Uncreated Angel, namely, the Son of 
God, the Captain of the host, the Lord of all the angels, 
is to be understood. By an ineffable condescension He con-
descended to appear to the patriarchs in an assumed form, 
and thus gave them, s.a it were, a prelude of his future 
1ncarna tion." 11) 
Aside from these uses of the term "angel", by far the 
preponderance of Scriptural statements denotes with the 
word 'angel' 11 fini te sp1r1 ts, without bodies, and complete 
in their spiritual nature, personal, rational, and moral 
beings of great but limited wisdom and power, and of 
various ranks and orders". 12) 
NATURE OF ANGELS IN GENERAL 
The holy angels are spirits ( it>'t..ff'« r«- ). "Are they 
not all ministering spirits, sent forth to minister for 
11) Dau, Lectures on Dr. Graebner's Dogmatic Theology, p. 129. 
12) A.L.Graebner, Doctrinal Theology, p. 49. 
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them who shall be heirs of salvation?" (Heb. 1,14). 
11Sunt autem angel1 11 , says Baier, "sua natura spiritus". 
A spirit is a rational being without a body, an immaterial 
being, not composed of body and soul as we are. The angels 
are bodiless creatures and hence invisible to the human eye. 
They have not even a fine, delicate, ethereal, or heavenly 
body. Some of the ancient Church Fathers, Justin and Origen, · 
the Mohammedans, some Calvinists and Arminians, Hugo Grotius, 
and modern theologians have ascribed to the angels a delicate, 
ethereal corporeity, a "substantia corporea sublici", like 
the wind, or like the breath of a living being. 
Kurtz expresses himself thus: "Innerhalb der Kreatur 
1st die Leiblichkeit die Bedingung aller Existenz, das Organ 
aller Taetigkeit, die Folie des Geistes; durch sie erhaelt 
die Kreatur ihre Begrenzung, ihre Bestimmung und 1hren Halt-
punkt; ohne sie wuerde sie haltungslos verscbwimmen und zer-
flieszen."13)Hollaz treats this matter in the following words: 
"Angeli aunt spiritus omnis materiae, tam crassioris quam 
subtilioris, expertes". 
But When Scripture uses the term "spirit" it empioys 
it "in oppositione adaequata ad corpus", 1.e. in complete 
or perfect contrast to body. "A spirit has no flesh and 
bones", Christ says, Luke 24, 39. There the risen Lord 
appears before His disciples in the most ethereal body 
imaginable ( the u~!'-"" l'o'f 7s) , the glorified resurrection 
13) Pieper, Chr. Dogm. I, 604. 
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body, but allays their fears by telling them that He 1s 
not a spirit. Eph. 6, 12 also tells us that when we 
fi ght against diabolical spirits we are not fighting 
against "flesh and blood". 
Invisible; bodiless creatures though they are, 
angels have often appeared to man in Bible-times, in 
visions and dreams. An angel came to Joseph informing 
him to flee at once into the land of Egypt, Matt. 2,13. 
The a ppearance of angels in visions or dreams was one of 
the methods which God used in those days to make known 
His will and to revea l future things in special cases. 
The Bible also records instances where angels 
appea red v,isi bly in the form of a human body. Angela 
came to Abraham and Lot in the form of men, Gen. 19. 
They s poke, ate, drank and walked with them. In visible 
form the angels Gabriel appeared to Zacharias in the temple 
and announced the birth of John the Baptist, Luke 1. In 
visible form he also appeared to the virgin Mary to 
announce the birth of the Savior. Also on Christmas Eve, 
on Easter Morn, and on Ascension Day angels v1ere seen in 
visible forms. Of this visible appearance Dr. Pieper says: 
"Die Leiber, in welchen die an sich leiblosen und unsicht-
baren Engel bei bestimmten Gelegenheiten erschienen sind, 
duerfen wir daher nur als zeitweilig angenommene Gestalten 
auffassen, die nicht zu ihrem Wesen gehoerten (tinio 
accidentalis) und nur dem Zweck der zeitweiligen S1chtbar-
machung dienten." (I, 604). 
In other v,ords, these bodies were only temporary bodies, 
accepted and assumed only temporarily for special 
specific purposes. God gave these bodies to angels to 
enable them to appear for a certain period of time for a 
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special, temporary purpose. How these bodies were. cres.ted, 
we do not know. They were laid aside after they served their 
purpose. 
Dr. Dau writes on this point: 
The bodies 1n which the angels have appeared were 
only temporarily assumed. The dogmat1c1ans call these 
bodies forma ass1stens, to distinguish them from forma 
informans, which designates a body that belongs to the 
essence of an individual. The union of some individual 
ansel to the body which he has assumed on a given occasion 
is called unio a.ccidentalis, and distinguished from unio 
~turalis seu assistentialis. Scharf says: 'A forma 
assistens is anything which directs the movement and 
activity of something, but does not enter into the essence 
of that thing', e.g. the driver is the forma assistens of 
his team of horses, the teacher that of the pupils. And 
the bodies which they assume, the angels obtain by the 
crea tive will and power of God, not by their own power 
( Kromayer) • " 14) 
To this Osiander adds: "Homines edunt et bi bunt ob egestatelll... ) 
angeli autem 1nstar flammae consumunt cibum ob potentiam". 15 
Yet there is a difference tetween these spiritual 
beings and God. God is also a spirit. But He is infinite, 
eternal; uncreated. The angels, however, are finite, 
created spirits. They were made by God at the beginning of 
time. They also were created out of nothing as the other 
creatures by the almighty, creative word of God. At the 
first glance it 1s somewhat surprising that Moses does not 
expressly and directly describe the creation of angels in 
Gen. 1. But his silence at this piliace does not deny their 
creation at this time. Carefully reading Gen. 2,1.2, "Thus 
the heavens and the earth were finished and all the host of 
them", we find the existence of the angels indicated. This 
14) Dau, Lectures on Dr. G~aebner~s Outlines, P• 150. 
15) ~aier-Walther, II, P• 109. 
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is also verified by many other passages of the Bible. In 
Job 1,6 the holy angels are called "the sons of God11 ---
sons by creation. Ps. 148,2 says: "Praise Him all ye 
angels; praise Him all His hosts" and then verse 5 says', 
"Let them praise the name of the Lord, for He commanded and 
they were created." Here we have a direct statement that 
the angels were created by the command of God. Likewise we 
find such statements in the New Testament, Col. 1,16: 11 For 
by Him were all things created, that are in heaven, and that 
a.re in earth, v.isi ble and invisible, whether they be thrones, 
or dominions, or principalities, or powers: all things were 
c~eated by Him, and for Him. 11 
The question arises, When were the angels created? 
Some of the early Church Fathers believed that God created 
the angels before the beginning of Gen. 1. This view is 
also held by some today. This seems to be altogether contrary 
to Scripture. The angels must have been created by God within 
the same period of time as all other creatures, some time 
within the six days of creation. Within the six creation-
days all creatures were made. Consequently, the angels were 
not created before the first day. Before the first day God 
alone existed. The record of creation says:(Gen. 2,1) "Thus 
(by the word of the Lord in the six creation days) the heavens 
and the earth were finished, and all the host of them". That 
view is also held by the gre·at dogmatician, Dr. Pieper:(!, 603) 
11Was die Zeit der Erschaffung der Engel betrifft, so faellt 
sie in das Sechstagewerk. Die Engel wurden nicht vor der Welt 
erschaffen, we11 vor der Welt nur Gott war, Joh. 1,1-3." 
Thus also Gerhard (Loci, L, De Creatione et Angelia, par.39): 
11Scriptura per spatium antemundanum semper 1ntell1git aetern1-
tatem, ut patet Pa. 90; Prov. 8; Ioh. 1 et al11s Scripturae 
locis. Iam vero angelis non competit aeternitas. 11 
• 
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The angels were not created after the sixth day. At the 
end of the sixth day everything was finished and completed. 
But the Bible does not tell us exactly on which of the six 
days the angels were created. 
Mention must be made of a very significant Bible 
pa ssage, Job 38, 4-7, "Where was thou when I laid the 
foundation of the earth? •••• ~ben the morning stars sang 
together, and all the sons of God shouted for joy11 • It 
is evidentvthat God is here speaking of His first acts 
of crea tion. While God was performing this creative work, 
the morning stars sang together and all the "sons of God" 
shouted for joy. Hence the angels may have been created 
before or in connection with this work of the first day. 
Perhaps they were made before God ereated anything else; but 
it can hardly be held that they were created before the 
first day. We do best if we do not try to fix the exact 
date. 
The angels are complete in their spiritual nature. 
Thus the angels are distinguished from the souls of men, 
who are incomplete spirits,b ecause human souls are not 
created to exist by themselves bµt only with a body, with 
which as its component part, they form unum per se, an 
entity. 
Angels, furthermore, are personal creatures. They 
possess personality. They refer to themselves as persona. 
They bear personal names (Gabriel, Michael, etc.). They 
bear titles indicating personal rank ("powers, dominions, 
principalities"). They hold a personal relation to God • 
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Angels are rational, intelligent creatures. They perform 
actions which presuppose a v,ell-developed intellect, such 
as praising God· (Is. 6,3), worshipping Him (Hebr. 1,6), 
watching over His church. 
"Was die Faehigkeiten der Engel anlangt, so schreibt 
ihnen die Schrift, und zwar sowohl den guten als den 
boesen, Erl{ennen ( intellectus) und Wollen ( voluntaa) zu ••• 
Dasz auch den boesen Engeln Verstand und Wille zukommt, geht 
aus der Versuchung hervor, durch die der Teufel an Eva 
( l Mos. 3) und an Christum (Matth. 4) herantrat ." 16) 
A threefold knowledge of the angels may be distinguished: 
cognitio naturalis, revelata, et beatifica. They have 
na tural or concreated knowledge. God has created them 
wise and intelligent beings who know many things. They 
also have revealed l{nowledge of God; they know and under-
otand many things because He has revealed and explained 
these to them. "Revealed knowledge, too, was shared alike 
by good and evil angels before the Fall, but after the Fall 
it was taken away from the wicked angels, as a punishment 
of their fall, while the good angels do not need it after 
the Fall, because they are transferred to the state of 
glory, and now have obtained beatific knowledge." 17) 
But even though the angels, especially also the holy 
angels, have great wisdom, yet they are not allwise. They 
16) Pieper,. Christliche Dogmatik, I, 605. 
17) Dau, Lectures on Dr. Gra.ebner~s outlines, P• 131. 
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do not know everything. They do not know future things 
unless God has revealed these to them. They do not know 
man's secret thoughts. They also do not know the exact 
date of the Day of Judgment. 
The angels are moral beings. "They have the faculty 
of desiring what is good and eschewing what is evil. They 
understand the import of obedience and disobedience. This 
quality has undergone a change in some of them through the 
defection from God." 18 l 
The angels are strong and mighty. They have power 
which by far exceeds and surpasses the greatest strength 
of men. With superhuman and supernatural power God has 
equipped the holy angels, for they are to be the guardians 
of Christians against evil men and wicked angels. 
Scripture indicates the grea t power of the angels through 
various designations. They are called '!. · :J ... !. · J. ~ ( "mighty 
men of strength" - "starke Helden" - A.V. "excei- in strength") 
in Psalm 103, 20; l~/uf os , ("mighty") in Matt. 12, 29; 
·ratA0 .' l w.i.r tws ol<l~ Oll ("angels of His - Christ's - strength") 
in 2 These. 1,7• That the good angels are more powerful 
than the evil, Scripture indicates, when it pictures the 
former as men's protectors against the latter. Quenstedt 
says: "The power of the angels is so great, it would be 
sufficient to upset the universe and stop its ordered 
18) Dau, p. 132. 
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existence, but being entirely dependent upon the will of 
God, subject to Hie providential acts, angel-power cannot 
accomplish what it might" .19J And to this Luther says: 
"But the angels are so mighty that they out of their own 
power, which was created in them, perform miracles •11 20) 
Angels have demonstrated their strength on various 
occasions. Scripture abounds with such references. An 
angel rolled away the stone from Christ's tomb; an angel 
delivered Peter from prison; an angel destroyed Sennacherib's 
army, etc. But though they have great power, their power 
is limited. The angels' mighty power is always subject to 
God's almighty power, and it is proportioned and limited 
to such tasks as God assigns to them, or permits of them. 
Since angels have no body, they are not anchored to 
one place as we are. Still they are not omnipresent. God 
alone is present everywhere at the· saIQe time. The angels 
can be present at only one definite place at one definite 
time. They are somewhere, yet 1llooal. They can, however, 
move very fast and travel at an incredible rate of speed 
(Pa. 104, 4; Heb. 1,7). Thia may make them appear ubiqui-
tous, but their movement is like ours, progression, step by 
step. 
The angels are organized into well-trained hosts. D1f-
19) Systema, r, 666 sq~ ~uae et quan~a sit angelorum potentia. 
20) St. Louis Ed. I, 1245. 
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ferent classes and groups, orders and ranks, are indicated 
by the assertions of Scripture. Scripture mentions 
"Michael, the archangel" (Jude 9), "seraphim" (Is. 6), 
11 cherub1m 11 (Gen. 3,24, etc.), "principalities, powers, 
might, thrones, dominions" (Col. 1,16; Col. 2,10; Eph. 3,10; 
Eph. 1,21; 1 Pet. 3,22). This, however, does. not. prove 
that they differ in kind or essence. Also among the evil 
angels different ranks are indicated, "the devil and his 
angels" (Matt. 25,41), "Beelzebub, the prince of devils" 
(Luke 11). All that we can know about the matter is that 
there are orders and ranks in the angel-world, but it is 
impossible to fix the grades and determine their sequence, 
for in the passages ·of Scripture in which these ranks are 
mentioned, there is no unity of order. Pieper asserts: "Aber 
die Zahl der Ordnungen und ihren genauen Unterschied koennen 
wir nicht ~estimmen, well hierzu die Angaben der Schrift 
nicht hinreichen11 • 21) 
The angels are very numerous. God created a great 
number of angels, for us a numberless, an innumerable 
multitude. In the Bible they are called "hosts", mighty 
armies, more than 300 times. On Christmas eve "the whole 
multitude of heavenly hosts" ( -r, ).j&os orl°<(t:°,~ o.lf'«" c'oo1 ) ' 
Luke 2, 13, sang of the glory of the Christ-child. 
Definite numbers are also mentioned in the Bible. Daniel 7, 
10 says: "Thousand thousands ministered unto him, and ten 
thousand times ten thousand stood before him"; Matt. 26, 
21) Ohr. Dogm.. r, 609. 
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53: 11Thinkest thou that I cannot now pray to My Father, and 
He shall presently give me more than twelve legions of 
angels?" We cannot fix the exact number of angels. They 
are "an innumerable company of angels" (Hebr. 12,22). 
And yet their number 1s a fixed number. God only knows 
their exact number. 
That number neither increases nor decreases. It 1a 
not subject to change from natural causes. Their number 1s 
not increased through procreation, because no marriages 
take place among them (Matt. 22, 30: "For 1n the resur-
rection they neither marry, nor are given 1n marriage, but 
,/ 
are as the angels of God in heaven.") This has led many to 
go a step farther in their deductions and assert that the 
angels are sexless. Neither is their number decreased nor 
diminished through death, for the angels are immortal 
(Luke 20, 36: "Neither can they die any more, for they are 
equal unto the angels"). Numerous dogmat1c1ans make this 
distinction: They deny the corruptibility of the angels, 
but affirm their ann1hilability. And they circumvent the 
inconvenience of ascribing eternity to the angels by having 
coined the term 'sempiternity' and applying it to them. 
Originally all the angels were created pure and holy. 
(Pieper: "po si ti v gut" , I, 610) • From a moral point of 
view they all were essentially equal. Since it must be 
held that the angels were created within the six days of 
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creation, the words of the Lord when he pronounced every 
thing that He had made "very good" (Gen. 1,31) must also 
apply to them. The angels were not created in a "status 
purae naturae", that la, morally indifferent, as the 
Papists claim; still less, with a proneness to sin. Their 
original position is called "status gratiae". "In this 
state the angels correctly knew God, loved Him above al;, 
things, believed Him truthfully, confided in His goodness, 
obeyed His commands, and had the hope of eternal life. 
Their intellect and will were so constituted that they 
could perform the act of faith and every act of obedience 
from pure love of God, without being in any way coerced." 22) 
The original state of the angels was continued only 
by a part of their number. That we now have two kinds of 
angels is due to the fact that a number of angels did not 
remain in "statue originalls", ·but fell away from God into 
sin. They are called by Scripture the "angels that sinned" 
( 2 Pet. 2, 14) and "that kept not their first estate·, . but 
left their own habitation" (Jude 6). They are evil, then, 
as Quenstedt says "non ortu, sed lapsu, non entitate, s¢d 
qualitate". They are irreparably lost, without any hope 
of salvation (in malo conf1rmat1). The good angels are 
those Which persevered in their original state and are now 
confirmed in their bliss (in bono confirmati). 
22 )' Dau, Lectures, p. 133. 
) 
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THE HOLY ANGELS 
"Those angels who persevered in their primeval state 
were,. in accordance with di vine election, confirmed in 
holiness and in the enjoyment of everlasting bliss and 
communion with God in a state of glory11 .23J Our catechism 
describes the good angels 1n the following words: "They 
· are holy spirits, already confirmed in their bliss and of 
great power, who praise God, carry out his commands, and 
serve mankind. 11 24) How long the original state of grace 
lasted for the angels, that is, when that separation took 
place after which some were permanently good, others per-
manently ~vil, we cannot say. We can only say that the 
separation took place before the Fall of man, because the 
Tempter appears as a lying and mendacious spirit even at 
that time, while the fact that God appointed the cherubim 
to guard Eden after the expulsion of Adam indicates that 
the good angels had by that time become confirmed in their 
original goodness, immune from sin and temptations by their 
evil · comrades, for which reason they could be entrusted 
with their duty. Now their "status gratiae" has passed to 
their "status gloriae". During the period of probation they 
rendered God constant obedience. When the evil angels re-
volted, they remained firm in their allegiance. God now 
filled .these faithful spirits with the light of glory and 
23) Graebner, Outlines of Doctrinal. Theology, P• 51. 
24) Schwan, Oatechism, qu. 114. 
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and admitted them to the beatific vision of Himself. 
(Matt. 18,10). 
All the angels were created holy; some remained holy; 
and these will always remain holy. They were created good, 
righteous, perfect, sinless. They remained in their original, 
concreated holiness and purity. They consistently do the 
will of their Heavenly Father. They hate everything sinful, 
a.nd love and do everything good and pure. They rejoice, if 
by the grace of God a penitent sinner turns away from the 
devil and sin and casts himself down at Jesus' feet for 
forgiveness an4 with the promise to amend hie sinful life. 
They sorrow over every impenitent sinner who remains on the 
broad road · to hell in sin and shame and vice. The holy 
angels will always remain holy and clean and sinless. They 
are in the bliss of heaven, enjoying the highest and most 
perfect kind of happiness and the most complete joy and 
satisfaction. Nothing le lacking for them. Sorrow and pain 
and trouble and affliction are unknown to them. The holy 
angels see the face of the holy and majestic God directly, 
continually, always. Surely that is bliss, perfect and 
supreme happiness, joy, and satisfaction. Dr. Pieper says: 
11 This conf1rma.t1on in bliss is a self-evident necessity. God 
would most assuredly not put us Christians who are to inherit 
the bliss of heaven, into the care and protection of the 
angels, unless they were absolutely sure and safe and trust-
worthy servants and guardians. 11 ("Dieser status des non 
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posse peccare 1st n1cht fuer eine 'Erd1chtung' zu erklaeren, 
sondern ala e1ne selbstverstaendl1che Voraussetzung zu er-
kennen. Gott wuerde die Engel n1cht zum Dienst derer, die 
ererben sollen die Seligkeit, bestellt haben, wenn d1e 
Engei selbst n1cht vollkommen sichere Diener und Beschuetzer 
waeren". I, 610). 
The holy angels have deep, sincere, pure love for 
God. With their beholding of the Father's face the most 
sincere love 1s combined, by which the w.ill of these angels 
began to cling inseparably to God as the supreme object of 
their affection. Their will is always and perfectly directed 
to and upon God and all good things. Their will was un-
changeably determined to .act only in agreement with the 
will of God, without a slip or taint in their actions. 
It 1s now impossible for them to sin. Their im-
peccability, however, does not limit their freedom of 
action. Ability to stn is not an essential element of that 
freedom. Pieper: "Dem Einwand, dasz die guten Engel nicht 
'sittlich frei' seien, wenn sie nicht mehr suendigen koenn-
ten, liegt ein verkehrter Begriff von sittlicher Freiheit 
zugrunde. Man will naemlich moralische Wesen . nur dann sitt-
lich frei nennen, wenn sie auch ebensowohl das Boese tun 
koennen ala das Gute. Hiernach wuerde es im Himmel und in 
Ewigkeit keine 'sittliche Freiheit' geben, weil die seligen 
Menschen von Gottes Herrlichkeit durchstrahlt und verklaert 
nicht mehr suendigen koennen." 25)' 
25 J Chriatliche Dogmatik, I, 611. 
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Since Scripture speaks of "elect angels" (1 Timothy 
5' 21: ot t1<).i 1<1:o, ~;,, ~ AoL ) we can safely conclude that 
there has been an election also of the angels. The con-
firmation of the angels 1n their bliss took place in accord-
ance with divine election. It is not easy to describe this 
election, or predestination, of the angels to a life of 
glory. The following considerations must be taken into 
account: 1) An absolute decree of God, by which some were 
predestinated, while the others were rejected is not com-
patible with the uniform grace and goodness of God. The 
Calvinists apply their absolute decree of predestination 
and reprobation also to the angels. Nor is this to be ex-
plained by saying that God had foreseen the obedience which 
the good angels would render him. 2) The election of the 
angels is not identical to, nor can it be embraced, in the 
election of the believers. The believers were elected in 
Christ who took upon himself their flesh and blood. Christ 
"took not on Him the nature of angels" · (Hebr. 2,16); he did 
not redeem the angels because they were not in need of re-
demption. The Scholastics, Papists, and some Reformed have 
applied the entire way of salvation, appainted for men, also 
to the angels. 
Though the angels of the Lord are perfectly pure and 
holy, yet there is a great difference between their holiness 
and purity and the holiness of God. The Bible tells us: 
"Behold, He put no trust in His servants, and His angels 
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He charged with folly" (Job 4, 15) and "Behold, He putteth 
no trust in His saints; yea, the heavens are not clean in 
His sight" (Job 15, 15). These passages do not tell us that 
the angels are sinful at times and cannot be trusted, but 
that even the holy, pure, clean and perfect angels cannot 
compare with God in holiness and purity. 
"Oh, what shining, happy creatures the angels of the 
Lord must be~ When Moses had been on Mt. Sinai with God 
for forty days and nights and returned to the people of 
Israel, 'the skin of his face shone While he talked with 
them' , so that he had to put a veil over his face. If 
Moses' face shone from being with God forty days and nights, 
how much more must the holy angels shine, who see God face 
to face always. And how happy it must make us to think 
that some day we shall be in heaven through faith in Jesus 
Christ, to see Him face to face as He ls and to enjoy the 
bliss of our heavenly home prepared for us by the blood 
of the Savior." 26) 
The blissful, happy life of the good angels ls not 
spent in dull idleness and inactivity. They are happy in 
a number of activities, some of which pertain to God and 
constitute the very bliss of the angels, others pertain to 
men whom the angels rejoice to serve at the command of God. 
They are seen standing before God, 1n the expectant 
attitude of dutiful servants who are ready to carry out the 
Lord's errands, and to minister unto Him by doing His 
pleasure. They serve God and man, especially the Christians. 
They have duties in heaven and duties upon ~arth. 
Their duty in heaven 1s to praise and worship God and 
26) Kramer, The· Holy Angela of the Lord. 
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magnify His glory. To praise their Creator is one of the 
offices and duties for which they were created, and they 
perform this duty gladly, cheerfully, and willingly. They 
are called upon in Scripture to raise their voices in 
praise to God. (Ps. 142, 2: "Praise ye Him, all His 
angels; praise Him all His hosts"). Before the majestic 
strains of the heavenly hymns of praise all earthly music 
pales into insignificance. When Isaiah in his vision (Is. 6) 
saw the angels about the throne of the Lord and heard the 
majestic Tersanctus in the heavenly temple, the posts, 
sills, and thresholds reverberated with the sound thereof. 
St. John in his beautiful visions of the book of Revelation 
describes also the praise of the holy angels, when he says: 
"And I beheld, and I heard the voice of many angels round 
about the throne and beasts and elders: and the number of 
them was ten thousand times ten thousand, and thousands of 
thousands, saying, Worthy is the Lamb that wes slain to 
receive power and .riches and wisdom and strength and honor 
and glory and blessing" (Rev. 5, 11-12) and "And I heard 
a voice from heaven as the voice of many waters and as the 
voice of great thunder; and I heard the voice of harpers 
harping with their harps and they sung as it were a new 
song before the throne" (Rev. 14,2). When the greatest 
manifestation of God's love, the incarnation of His only 
Son, took place, the entire heavenly choirs burst forth 
in the glorious "Glory to God in the highest, and on earth 
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peace, good-will toward men", which resounded over hill-
sides and plains of little Bethlehem town. Continually 
the angels sing God's praises in true heavenly beauty. 
However, this is by far not their only duty. They 
serve God also in doing His pleasure and executing His 
commandments. They are His messengers and ministers. 
This they do, not because God stands in need of their 
service, but because it pleases God to use them thus 
(Non ex quadam Dei indigentia, sed ex voluntate Dei libera). 
God being all-wise knows what is going on in this world and 
needs no messengers to keep Him informed. He is almighty, 
and therefore by the word of His power can do all things, 
and would not need the angels to carry out His commands. 
Yet it has pleased Him to create this mighty host for His 
own purposes to serve Him. Their very name indicates that 
they are the "messengers" of the Lord. They are "hearkening 
unto the voice of His word." (Pe. 103, 20). They stand 
about His throne in prompt obedience. They have but one 
sentiment, to be willing servants of the Most High. 
They are intensely interested in all happenings in 
the kingdom of God. The mystery of redemption is for them 
an object of awe and adoration. They desire to look into 
the deep mystery of the sufferings of Christ for man's sal-
vation, 1 Pet. 1,12. They rejoice over every sinner that 
repentantly turns to God. 
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"While the beatific vision and intuitive knowledge of 
God which the good angels enjoy is said to constitute their 
"beatudo essentialis" they are said to enjoy also a 
"beatudo accidental isl., because in their service of God they 
are acquainted with the mysteries of the grace of God in 
the government of the universe, the redemption of the human 
race by the incarnation of His Son, the government of the 
Church, the conversion of sinners, etc., all of which dis-
coveries yield to the angels' intense gladness and inflame 
them with ever new motives for loving God. This latter 
beatitude of the angels, being subject to circumstances in 
time, is increased until the end of time shall arrive. 11 27) 
Very significantly the Bible mentions the presence of 
the holy angels at all principal occurrences in the kingdom 
of God. God employed the holy angels when He made His holy 
law, the ten commandments, known to Israel amid the thunderings, 
lightnings, and quakings of Mt. Sinai. "The chariots of 
God are twenty thousand, even thousands of angels; the Lord 
is among them as in Sinai in the holy place" (Pa. 68,17). 
"Who received the Law by the disposition of the angels" 
(Acts 7, 53). God uses angels to announce the conception, 
birth, resurrection and second coming of His Son. They 
announced also the birth of the Messiah's forerunner. To 
Zacharias the angel Gabriel says: "I am Gabriel that stand 
in the presence of God and am sent to speak unto thee and to 
show thee these glad tidings" (Luke 1,19). This same Gabriel 
then also appeared to the virgin mother Mary. An angel 
announced to the shepherds at Bethlehem: "Fear not, for, 
behold, I bring you good tidings of great joy, which shall 
be to all people. For unto you is born this day in the 
27) Dau, Iactures, p. 135. 
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city of David, a SaviorJwhich is Christ the Lord". (Luke 
2, 10-11). Angels ministered to Jesus after His temptation 
in the wilderness, (Matt. 4,11). In the darkness of 
Gethsemane when the heavy burden of sin was crushing down 
upon the Savior, "there appeared an angel unto him from 
heaven, strengthening him". (Luke 22, 43). Angels told the 
resurrection tidings to the world (Luke 24). They stood 
by at the ascension (Acts 1,10). They shall surround Him 
when He comes in glory as Judge (Matt. 25, 31). 
God also uses His angels to execute His wrath and 
punishment upon wicked evil-doers and upon sinning 
Christians. The angels sent to Lot at Sodom say: "Vie will 
destroy this place ••• and the Lord hath sent us to destroy 
it". (Gen. 19,13). 2 Kings 19,35 tells us: "And it 
came to pass that night that the angel of the Lord went out 
and smote in the camp of the Assyrians an hundred fourscore 
and five thousand". We also know from God's word that by 
His angels God inflicted those terrible plagues upon 
Pharaoh and the Egyptians. Upon the sinning believer, 
David, God used His holy angels to inflict a terrible 
plague. 2 Sam. 24, 15.16: "So the Lord sent a pestilence 
upon Israel from the morning even to the time appointed: 
and there died of the people from Dan even to Beersheba 
seventy thousand men. And when the angel stretched out his 
hand upon Jerusalem to destroy it, the Lord repented him of 
the evil, and said to the angel that destroyed the people, 
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It is enough: stay now thine hand." 
Our great comfort rests in this fact that God sends 
His holy angels for the protection and guidance of the 
heirs of salvation. The holy angels are to serve particular-
ly the Christians. And in the service which the angels ren-
der men they serve at the same time God, Who sends them 
forth for such ministration to individual believers. This 
service of the holy angels 1s supremely important. Luther 
says: "If God for only one day would cease to rule and pro-
tect the world by His holy angels, the whole human race would 
be destroyed 1n the twinkling of an eye. The devil would 
tear and destroy everything through famines, pestilences, 
wars, and fires. 11 28) But, as Luther furthermore states, the 
devil ls to be compared to a chain-dog. When at the end of 
his chain, he must stop. He can go only as far as God per-
mits him to go. Graphically the whole history of Job also 
proves this. And as Jacob in a dream saw the open heaven 
and the angels of God ascending and descending, so upon the 
believers the angels are constantly descending, to stand by 
them, to help, lead, guide and protect them 1n this vale of 
tears. Many wonderful Bible stories show that the angels 
are the watchmen of the children of God. Jacob and his 
family were accompanied by the angel army (Gen. 32); Elisha 
and his servant were surrounded by a mighty host (2 Kings 6); 
of Job it ls said that God "made a hedge about him" (Job 1,10); 
28) St. Louis E'd. II, 729. 
I 
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Hezekiah's prayer was fulfilled when an angel destroyed the 
Assyrians army (2 Chron. 32); Daniel ~raises the Lord who 
sent an angel to shut the lions' mouth (Dan. 6). Those 
are but a few of countless Scriptural instances of angel-
help. In the days of infancy (Matt. 18,10), and in mature 
life (Ps. 34,7; 91,11), yea, also in the hour of death 
(Luke 16,22) the god-fearing have the guardian care of the 
angels guaranteed to them. 
Rightly does Rev. Kramer say: "What a grand comfort 
for us Christians~ By day, by night, at home, abroad, we 
are guided by our God through Hie holy angels. From the 
cradle to the grave we are surrounded and guarded by a 
special, heavenly body-guard. Through life's long day and 
death's dark night the holy angels are constantly by our 
side . When we rise in the morning, we can fold our hands 
and pray, 'Heavenly Father, I pray Thou wouldst keep me 
this day from harm and every evil, that all my doings and 
life may please Thee. For into Thy hands I commend myself, 
my body and soul and all things. Let Thy holy angel be 
with me, that the wicked foe may have no power over me.' 
During the working hours of the day let this be our prayer: 
'Lord, to me Thine angel sending, 
Keep me from the subtle foe; 
From his craft and might defending, 
Never let Thy wand'rer go, 
Till my final rest shall come 
And Thine angel bear me home.' 
When the day's toil is over let us again raise our 
eye heavenward in prayer, saying, 
'Though destruction walk around us, 
Though the arrows past us fly, 
Angel-guards from Thee surround us; 
We are safe, if Thou art nigh.' "29) 
Especially do the holy angels guard and protect 
little children. Those little ones who by baptism become 
His lambs experience particularly the love and regard of 
29) Kram.er, The Holy Ange.ls or the Lord. 
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the Savior. Of them He says: "Their angels do always behold 
the face of my Father which is in heaven. 11 (Matt. 18,10). 
Over the infants' cradle the angels hover; they guard his 
first faltering steps. Many a Christian parent can bear 
witness to that fact. However, this consideration should 
also be a warning to us not to offend the little ones by 
evil word and wicked example. (Matt. 18, 6). 
In this connection the question has been raised whether 
it is proper to believe that particular angels are detailed 
for ministering to particular individuals. In other words, 
does God give every individual Christian a special, 
personal "guardian angel"? This belief in the "guardian 
angel" ls very old. It is held by many today. It seems 
that the early Christians at Jerusalem held this belief 1n 
special guardian angels. It was also the favorite opinion 
of many of the early Church Fathers. Jerome said: "Great 
is the dignity of each soul, since to each one is given at 
birth a special guardian angel". Basilius said: "Each be-
liever in Christ has a special guardian angel, as long as 
we do not drive him away by sin". Luther at times also 
expressed this opinion, when. he says: "Therefore, it is 
certain that every child, as soon as it is born, has a 
special angel, who is greater and mightier than the King 
of France and the Roman Emperor",30) and "We should be 
certain that every human being has a special angel who 
30) St. Louis- E:d.. ll"II, 2784 
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looks upon and watches him".31J Gerhard believes that 
"ordinarily" this is the case. Baier is inclined to admit 
this, but says that the service of the other angels must 
not be denied men, because of their having a guardian 
angel appointed for them. Most of these beliefs are based 
on Matt. 18,10 and Acts 12,15. (Matt. 18,10: "Take heed 
that ye despise not one of these little ones; for I say 
unto you, That in heaven their angels do always behold the 
face of my Father which is in heaven"; Acts 12,15: "And 
they said unto her, Thou art mad. But she constantly 
affirmed that it was even so. Then s~id they, It is his 
angel") • But Dr. Pieper concludes: "Die Frage, ob Jedem 
Christen ein eigener Schutzengel beigegeben sei, wollen 
die Theologen n1cht best1mmt bejahen, we11 Stellen w1e 
Matth. 18,10 und Apost. 12,15 zu e1nem str1ngenten Beweisz 
nich t hinre1chen". 32) Quenstedt holds that the whole 
matter is a "questio problematica, non fidei articulus". 
Asking the question: "An cuilibet pio angelus certus in 
custodiam divinitus datus sit?" he replies: "Non unum 
saltem, sed plures angelos bonos singulis fidel1bus in 
custodlam dates ease recte ex Scrlptura· colligltur; an 
vero unuicu1que f1del1um inde ob ortu suo certus angelos 
custos, ••• itemque, an cura et gubernatio ecclesiae certis 
angelis demandata sit, atque an unicuique prov1nc1ae 
31) St. Louis Ed. XIII, 2783. 
32) Chr. Dogm. I., 612. 
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peculiaris praesit angelus, partim incertum, partim falsum 
est."33) Dr. Dau offers this consideration: "In Ps. 34, 7 
'angel' is in the singular, and the service which he renders 
extends to many. In Pe. 91,11 'angels' is in the plural, 
and their service is extended to an individual. The 
service of the angels is rendered to men not only singly, 
but also collectively, in the three divinely ordained 
estates of church, sts.te, and family." 34-) 
Paganism, Rabbinical theology, and Mohammedanism 
with their belief in local genii, tutelary deities, and 
the Roman Catholic Church with its teaching of guardian-
angels, patron saints, etc. are in opposition to the 
teachings of Scripture. Among Calvinists the belief is 
occasionally found that for each one of the elect a 
guardian angel has been appointed--- surely an unnecessary 
provision of God, if He elected by an absolute deeree. 
Because of the great interest of the angels 1n all 
the works of God and be·cause of their concern for God's 
believing children, it naturally follows that they are 
highly interested in His Church on earth and its promul-
gation, mission work. The ministry of the Gospel has not 
been entrusted into their hands, still also in this 
respect do they assist the Christians. An angel informed 
Philip to meet the Ethyopian eunuch (Acts 8). An angel 
33 J Systema, I., 686 sqq. 
M) Dau, Lectures, p. 135. 
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was sent to C·ornelius directing his attention to Simon 
Peter. While Paul on his way to Rome was in shipwreck, 
an angel of God appeared to him and said: "Fear not, Paul, 
thou must be brought before Caesar; and lo, God hath 
given thee all them that sail with thee" (Acts 27). 
Unto this very day the angels rejoice to behold the vic-
torious and glorious march of the Gospel of Jesus to the 
ends of the earth. From 1 Cor. 11,10 and 1 Tim. 5,21 we 
learn that the angels are present at the gatherings of 
Christians for worship. The women and the pastor are 
warningly reminded of this fact. Timothy is reminded that 
the very thought that e.ngels are observing him must induce 
him to the faithful performance of his ministerial and 
pastoral work. 
The angels will stand watch over us until our last 
hour and moment. In that last, greatest and severest 
sorrow they stand at our side, ready to carry our departing 
souls to heaven. As they carried the soul of Lazarus to 
Abra.ham's bosom {Luke 16, 22), so they will also bear us 
from misery and sorrow to the heavenly palace, the Golden 
Jerusalem. As long as this world stands the holy angels 
will perform their work. In the last and final Harvest 
"the reapers are the angels" (Matt. 13, 39). They will 
gather all men before Christ's judgment seat. They shall 
gather the elect (Matt. 24,31). They shall cast the wicked 
into hell (Matt. 13, 49.50). Those who confessed Him 
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before men, Christ will also confess before His holy 
angels. (Luke 12, 8). 
Let us not drive away the holy angels by willful 
sinning and wrong-doing. An old Church Father has said: 
"Smoke drives away the bees and stench the pigeons, so also 
the evil-smelling sin drives away the angels, the guardians 
of our life." However, here the words of Dr. Pieper 
should well be kept in heart and mind: 11 Wegen dieser Ver-
richtungen sollen wir die Engel n1cht (mit neueren Theologen) 
fuer 'ueberflueesig' achten, sondern uns ~hres Dienstes 
freuen und troeeten, auch Scheu tragen, i~r Miszfallen zu 
erregen, ihnen s.ber fn keiner Weise rel1g1oese Verehrung 
erweisen, nicht zu ihnen beten usw., well ate Kreaturen 
sind. und bleiben11 .35) Augustine says: "We honor the angels 
by our love, not by our ·service, and we build them no 
temples." 
The Smalcald Articles confess: "And although the angels 
in heaven pray for us (as Christ Himself also does), as also 
do the saints on earth, and perhaps also in heaven, yet it 
does not follow thence that we should invoke and adore the 
angels and saints, and fast, hold festivals, celebrate Mass 
in their honor, make offerings, and establish churches, 
altars, divine worship, and in still other ways serve them, 
and regard them as helpers in need (as patrons and intercessors) 
and divide among them all kinds of help, and ascribe to each 
one a particular form of assistance, as the Papists teach 
and do. For this is idolatry, and such honor belongs alone to 
God. 11 36) 
35) Chr. Dogin. 1, 613. 
36) Smalcald .articles, Part I1, Article II-- Concordia. Triglotta, P• 469. 
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THE EVIL ANGELS 
"A multitude of angels left their first estate and, 
making the beginning of sin, became evil spirits, or 
devils, with perverted and depraved intellectual and moral 
faculties" .37) These angels are called in Scripture those 
"who kept not their first estate, but left their own habi-
tation" (Jude 6) and those "who abode not in the truth" 
(John 8,44). They are very numerous; they form an indefi-
nite, great multitude. We are not told the1r · exact number, 
but we know that 1t 1s "legion" (Mark 5,9). Why did these 
angels leave their first estate, Why did they fall away 
from God? God's Word does not reveal to us the manner and 
cause of their fall. Dogmatic1ans have suggested either 
pride, an inordinate self-esteem and ambitious craving for 
divine honor and dominion, or, envy, intemperance or 
licentiousness. Dr. Pieper says: "Auch 1n bezug auf die 
besondere Suende, durch die der Teufel von Gott abgefallen 
1st, kommen wir nicht ueber die Vermutung hinaus. Die 
meisten nehmen wohl den Hochmut ala die Originalsuende 
an." 38) 
Quenstedt describes the matter as follows: "Superbiam 
fuisse primum angelorum paccatum, probaliter colligitur: 
1. ex l Tim. 3 16: 'Ne inflatus', T:>J'fw(}~,'s (Vulg.: in super-biam elatus), in condemnationem inc1dat diabol1', h.e., 
ne in eandem incurrat damnationem, quam ipse Satanas per 
arrogantiam pertulit. Ita Chrysostomus, Gerhardus, a111 ••••• 
2. ex tentat1one, qua Satan primis parentibus superbiae 
peccatum 1nst1llare ausus fuit, ut sc111cet affeotarent 
37) Graebner, Outlines of Doctrinal Theology, P• 52. 
38) Chr. Dogm. I, 611. 
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aequalltatem cum Deo; er1t1a, inquit, sicut Dii; 3. ex 
perpetuo conatu, quo Dei gloriam in se transfere studet ••• 
Probatur haec sententla etiam a Luthero in Gen. 1. 
Basilius Magnus, Cyprianus et Bernh~rdus invldiam superbiae 
1 ugun t • 11 39 ) 
"The language in Jude 6 indicates a sullen spirit in 
these angels which refused to remain subordinate to a master. 
The suggestion of the Tempter in Eden and in the desert 
certainly shows that the devil entertains thoughts of 
equalling God, and· the warning against pride which Paul 
administers to Timothy ls made very pointed by the reference 
to the devi 1 11 • 40) In the rebellion of the angels against 
God one of their number was the leader in wickedness. He 
is called the "devil", "Satan". His followers are called 
11 hia angels". (Matt. 25,41). 
St. Peter refers to them as the "angels that sinned" 
(2 Pet. 2·,4: God spared not the angels that sinned"). 
Thereby he indicates that sinning began with them and that 
sinning is their standing characteristic. "The .devil s1n-
neth from the beginning" says St. John (1 John 3,8). 
Having wilfully thrown aside their concreated righteousness, 
they have lost all sense of what is right a~d good. Their 
intellect is darkened. Lying is their element. "When he 
speaketh a lie he speaketh of his own" (John 8,44). The 
very name "devil" ( /, .,,'/0 ~ 0 s ) means "slanderer, liar, 
prevaricator". 
39 J S,,stema, I ., 729. 
40) Dau, Lectures, p. 13?. 
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Their fall has resulted in an utter perversion of 
their original nature. Their intellectual and moral facul-
ties are perverted and depraved. The devils have great 
knowledge, but all their knowledge is corrupted by their 
hatred of God and His creatures. Their knowledge of God 
does not deter them from their mad opposition to God. They 
are now 11Ytvr-tr.c ~ K,/()«f r .. (Matt. 10, 1) , defiled spirits. 
A frequent subject of dogmatical discussion is how the 
devil's intelligence is to be evaluated. On the one hand 
Scripture ascribes great sagacity to him as can be seen 
from the Temptation and Fall of man (Gen. 3). On the other 
hand their corrupt intellect acts most foolishly as can be 
seen from the eagerness with which the devils promot~d the 
destruction, the death of Christ, thereby inflicting the 
greatest harm upon themselves. Such is the depravity and 
the blind hatred which has come upon them. "Quenstedt 
remarks that when the devil said to Christ: 'If Thou art 
the Son of God', he either had no certain knowledge of the 
divinity of Christ, but merely suspected it, as Hilary 
thinks, or if he had a definite knowledge of the fact, he 
was plainly insane if he thought that he could destroy him." 41J 
About this Luther used to say: 11 Diabolus est doctor non 
promulua, sed expertus". 
The devils are constantly active in wickedness. With-
41) Dau, Lectures, p. 137. 
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out rest, with supreme energy, they go about their murderous 
purpose. The following humorous, but nevertheless so very 
true anecdote is told about them: "An old Scotch woman 
always had a good word to say for everybody. One day a 
friend said, 'Janet, I believe you would find something 
good to say of the devil himself'. ' Weel', remarked Janet, 
'he's a very industrious body'. 11 42) Despite their sagacity 
and energy they have, with their blurred intellect and 
blunted will, become the standing contradiction to truth 
and right. 
The evil angels are hopelessly lost. They know no 
hope. With eternal truth the words which Dante has in-
scr1 bed over the entrance to the Inferno ring out: "Abandon 
hope, all ye v1ho enter here". They cannot but s in. They 
are confirmed in wickedness. They are "the fallen spirits, 
forever rejected, who are the declared enemies of God and 
man, and endeavor to destroy the works of God".43) Ever-
las ting f ire is prepared for them. (Matt. 25,41). They are 
bound in chains of da rkness, reserved unto judgment. (Jude 6). 
God spared them not. He showed them no pity, appointed them 
no Redeemer, left them no time of grace nor room for 
repentance, and gave them no means of grace. Dr. Pieper 
tells us: "Mit der Frage, warum Gott nicht auch den gefal-
lenen Engeln wie den gefallenen Menschen einen Helland 
42) The Good News, Associated Lutheran Charities, Vol. XI., No. 11. 
43) Schwan, Catechi811l, qu. 115. 
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gesandt habe, betreten wir ein geheimniszvolles Gebiet. 11 44) 
Probable reasons h~ve been advanced. Gerhard has 
culled from the Fathers the following probable reasons why 
God who 1s a lover of men ( f<~«'rc9r.., 11os ) 1s not likewise a 
) : 1 . Not all the angels 
fell, nor did the entire angelic nature perish when the 
devils fell; this, however, happened in the Fall of Adam, 
1n and with whom the whole human race fell; 2. the devils 
did not fall having been tempted and seduced by another, 
but by their own malice, while man fell by his infirmity. 
"Doch muessen wir uns vorsehen, dasz w1r be1 dieser D1s-
tinktion nicht das freie Erbarmen antasten, wom1t Gott s1ch 
der Menschen .angenommen hat". 45) When Christ, after His 
quickening in the grave, descended into hell, it was not to 
preach the Gospel to the fallen spirits and to give them 
another chance, but to show Himself as their victorious 
Conqueror. 
The evil angels in their confirmed state of wickedness 
are, therefore, not morally indifferent and free to choose 
either good or evil, but they have a choice only between 
this or that form of wickedness. For their defection endless 
punishment, "everlasting fire" (Matt. 25,41) is decreed for 
them. The Augsburg Confession rejects the error of the 
Anabaptists who hold that the punishment of the devils and 
4.4) Ohr. Dogrp;. I ., 615. 
45) id. loe. 
• 
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the damned will have an end. "Also they teach that -at the 
Consummation of the World Christ will appear for judgment, 
and will raise up all the dead; He will give to the godly 
and elect eternal life and everlasting joys, but ungodly 
men and the devils He will condemn to be tormented without 
end. They condemn the Anabaptists, who think that there 
will be an end to the punishment of condemned men and 
devils 11 • 46 l The Anabaptists were following in the footsteps 
of Origen who cited the mercy of God in support of this be-
lief. However, we must remember that Go.d is also just, and 
that we can speak of His mercy only within the limits in 
which He has declared Himself merciful and has provided 
agents and instruments of mercy. Whatever remains dark to 
our mortal minds must be reserved for revelation in the 
light of glory. 
The eternal punishment of the evil angels has been 
described by Scripture as an everlasting fire by Which they 
are tormented, as chains by which they are held, as a 
prison in which they are jailed. They are doomed to hell. 
The nature, st~te, and locality of hell we shall, however, 
not consider here. Suffice it to say that real severe 
punishment is their lot. "Wer die ewige Strafe der boesen 
Engel und der von 1hnen finaliter verfuehrten Menschen 
leugnet~ musz konsequenterweise auch die ewige Sel1gkeit 
46) Augsburg Confession, Art. XVII • 
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(Matt. 25,46) und damit die ganze chriatliche Religion 
leugnen (l Kor. 15,19) ." 47) Furthermore, Scripture does 
not tolerate the view th~t the eternal fire is a cleansing 
fire or a fire through which the devils are annihilated. 
Their torment is eternal. What Scripture says about the 
torment of the evil angels is said for our instruction. 
It should call us to repentance and sincere faith in Him, 
who with His blood has purchased us from the torments of 
hell to be heirs in His Kingdom. 
"The evil angels, being since their fall enemies of 
God and His children, are under their princes ever bent 
upon destroying the works of God, counteracting His purposes, 
doing and promoting evil, and, though subject to God's 
supreme dominion and control and confined within the bounds 
of His permission, they are in various ways occupied in 
strengthening their kingdom and exerting their power in the 
minds and bodies of men. 11 48) Holy Scripture, for our 
instruction and warning, describes the activity of the evil 
angels in great detail. They maintain a constant active 
hostility toward God and all the works of God, especially 
man. The occupation of the evil angels is such that they 
endeavor in every possible way to harm man in his body, in 
his temporal possessions, and particularly in his soul. 
But in their enmity toward the human race they attack not 
only individuals, but also the fundamental ordinances and 
47) Chr. Dogm~ I, 616. 
48) Graebner~ Outlines of lJootrinal 'l1leology, p. 54. 
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states which support the temporal and spiritual happiness 
of men, the church, the state, and the home. 
The entire state of unbelief (status 1ncredul1tat1s), 
in which many men live-- within the heathen world and also 
within Christendom-- is the work of the devil. (2 Cor. 4, 
3 .4: "But if our gospel be hid, it is hid to them that are 
lost: In whom the god of this world hath blinded the minds 
of them which believe not, lest the light of the glorious 
gospel of Christ, who is the image of God, should shine 
unto them".) All who will not believe the Gospel of Christ, 
but think and do what the devil wants them to do, are in his 
power. To this class may be added all such as would deny 
the existence of the devil. When this state has become 
greatly aggravated, when the working of the devil is clearly 
evident, it is called diabolical obsession. An obsession of 
the mind and an obsession of the body is distinguished. 
Of the former Dr. Pieper says: "Es 1st eine schrift-
gemaeaze Terminologie, den status derer, die nicht glauben, 
dasz allein Christi Blut uns rein macht von aller Suende, 
ala obeessio sp1ritual1s zu bezeichnen. Wollen wir uns d1esen 
Auedruck fuer besondere Faelle und Personen reservieren, 
naemlich fuer eine 6este1~erte Teufelswirkung, die wir an 
einzelnen Personen {Judas) und zu besonderen Ze1ten wahr-
nehmen, so duerfen wir dabe1 doch n1cht leugnen, dasz Jeder 
Unglaeubige voellig in der Gewalt des Satans 1st, bis Gottes 
Gnade und Macht ihn errettet von der Obr1gke1t der Finsternis 
und ihn versetzt in das Reich seines lieben Sohnes". 49) 
· Judas Iscariot is considered the most flagrant example 
of spiritual obsession. The suggestion to betray Christ had 
49) Ohr. Dogm. I, 614ff. 
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come to him from the devil (John 13,2) and Judas had acted 
upon it (Luke 22,3), thus showing that he had yielded his 
mind to the domination of Satan. But after the Holy Supper 
the devil "entered into Judas" (John 13,27), that 1s, he 
spiritually obsessed Judas, driving him with increased 
force to commit his wicked deed. Augustine explains this as 
follows: "While the devil impelled Judas first as a stranger, 
he now possesses him as his own". Many dogmaticians con-
sider the Roman Papacy, Antichrist, as an example of 
spiritual obsession (2 Thees. 2). Others have referred it 
to the French Revolution and the activity of Communism. 
Especially the atheists, agnostics, and skeptics are con-
sidered as being spiritually obsessed. But Dr. Dau warns: 
"We must be careful not to assume reality that a person is 
spiritually obsessed because of his unbelief. It is only 
by the commission of some atrocious crime that we become 
aware of the extraordinary power which Satan wields over 
some men. We may be prompted to reserve our Judgment on 
some instances which the dogmaticia~s cite as evident cases 
of spiritual obsession".50) Sometimes an instance of 
spiritual obsession may be so utterly disguised that things 
which such persons do may seem to proceed from the Holy 
Spirit, as happens in the case of heretics, for Satan can 
be changed into an angel of light. 
50) Lectures on Dr. Graebner"s outlines, p. 159. 
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The tremendous power which the devil tries to exercise 
over the souls and minds of men is quite comprehensively 
outlined in Scripture. His objective always is to draw 
men to perdition. Christ warns his disciples that Satan 
had desired to sift them like wheat (Luke 22,31), that is, 
he sought to confuse and perturb their minds, shake their 
faith, and, if possible, cause them to apostatize on account 
of the offense which they would take at His passion. The 
battle for which Paul would arm the believers (Eph. 6,11) 
suggests that the devils strive by all manner of insults and 
assaults to cause the Christians to lose their souls. And 
the violent rage which 1 Pet. 5, 8.9 pictures in the 
devil 1s directed chiefly at the destruction of the souls 
of the believers, for the means suggested for resisting him 
are faith and prayer. Our Lord tells the Pharisees that 
they are the devil's offspring (John 8, 44), not physical 
progeny, but his spiritual children. And the Pharisees 
are warned, that unless they believe in their Savior and 
Redeemer, they shall die in their sins. 
On the basis of Matt. 12, 43ff the following has 
been said of spiritual obsession: "When a person has once 
been liberated by divine grace from the bondage under sin, 
and then begins to yield himself to a feeling of spiritual 
ease and security, and imagines that he may sin with 
impunity, he is in danger of obsession; for the devil that 
had left him may return with any number of demons worse 
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than himself-- for there are degrees of malignity among 
the devils-- and possess the person by dwelling in him." 
Spiritual obsession does not make a person irrespon-
sible. The mind of the obsessed co-operates consciously 
and willingly with the devil. 11Die geiatliche Besessen-
heit hebt die persoenliche Verantwortlichkeit nicht auf 
(Matth. 25,41); auch nicht den freien Willen, ala Freiheit 
vom Zwang gefaszt, weil der Unglaeubige Willig das Evan-
gelium nicht will und das Boese gerne tut". 51) 
Though spiritual obsession is by far the gravest and 
most disastrous, it is not e.a horrible to behold as cor-
poreal possession. Numerous instances of corporeal pos-
session a.re recorded in Scripture. The bodily possessed 
persons a.re the demoniacs of the New Testament, which Jesus 
healed. This possession can also befall the children of 
God, when with God's permission the devil is present in a 
person not only K«.:r • 
but also .> , K«r:' OU tr, o( y 
(by reason of his working), 
(by reason of his essence and person) • 
Paul was buffeted by Satan's angel (2 Cor. 12,7). Job was 
thus afflicted. The devil takes possession of the bodies 
of men either entirely or in part. It is his violent, 
savage, blasphemous activity which makes corporeal possession 
so easily discernible. Physical obsession destroys all 
responsibility of the obsessed. The devil in his own 
51) Pieper, Ohr. Dogm. L, 615. 
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person is present in the victim ( o1Jr0 "ta• r..,· .,,-., s ) • 
In pastoral work therefore those of the believers who are 
possessed should not be held accountable for their blas-
phemies, etc. 
Quenstedt lists the following signs of obsession: 
1. Sudden knowledge of foreign languages or of accomplish-
ments and skill which the obsessed had not acquired by 
study and practice, and which he does not remember when 
restored to sane conditions; 2. knowledge of hidden articles 
and of coming events; 3. unnaturs.l and superhuman physical 
strength; 4. the ability to exactly reproduce the cries 
of birds and beasts without their organs; 5. foul speech; 
6. coarse gestures; 7. bellowing voice; 8. blasphemy and 
gross slander; 9. savage cruelty against one's own body 
or against others. However, his warning deserves attention: 
"Singularis tamen circumspectio hie requiritur, ne 
gravioribus morbis afflictos pro obsessis habeamus." Not 
every case of insanity or epilepsy dare be classed as 
bodily obsession. Also, not all the work of necromancers, 
sorcerers, conJurers, and witches dare be looked upon as 
obsession. Some occurences of this nature must be referred 
to diabolical operation, but by far the greatest amount 
is accomplished by natural means, by fraud and deception. · 
Particular hostility is shown by the devils against 
the church. The gates of hell ( 7iu'..\-, :f 1'011 ), Matt. 16,18, 
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are constantly storming against the church, but never will 
be able to prevail. The hellish powers are behind every 
thing that tends to harm the church. They diseminate 
heresies (Matt. 13,2; l Tim. 4,1.2); they hinder the 
ministers of the church in their work (1 These. 2,18); 
they make the hearers at the church inattentive, prevent 
men's conversion (Luke 8, 12). They raise up persecutions 
and adversities against the church. "Insonderheit wird 
das Papsttum ala ein Meisterstueck des Teufels innerhalb 
der Kirche beschrieben. 11 52) Adverse legislation to church 
and our schools is also the work of the devil. 
Against state and home the devils also rage persis-
tently. They show their malice by instilling into the 
~inds of rulers pernicious counsels and by raising up 
political disturbances. The devil seduced David to a 
numbering of the people which displeased the Lord (l Chron. 
22,l); he led Ahab to war against the Syrians (i Kings 22). 
Furthermore, they hate the divine ordinance of the 
family. They seek to bring about commands for celibacy 
(1 Tim. 4,12); they tempt married persons to unfaithful-
ness. They sow discord and strife on families and hinder 
their peaceful and prosperous activities. (1 Cor. 7,5; 
Matt. 15, 22; Job 1,6). 
62) Pieper, Chr. Dogm. I, 616. 
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The multitudinous and intensely energetic activity 
of the devils should be a warning to us to be on our guard 
constantly. To withstand their assaults we must be forti-
fied with the word of God and prayer. Every Christian 
must watch and pray. However, our comfort is that the 
pernicious work of the devils is subjected to God's supreme 
dominion and power and confined within the bounds of His 
permission. 
************ 
The foregoing pages have given a general survey of 
the Scriptural doctrine of Angelology. In brief form the 
loci were presented under which the teachers of the church 
have systematized and outlined these teachings. Now our 
particular attention shall be directed to the Angelology 
of the New Testament. 
The whole New Testament bears testimony to the 
doctrine of the angels. Each Evangelist (Matthew, Mark, 
Luke, and John) speaks of them. St. Paul mentions them 
in his let~ers to the Romans, Corinthians (1 and 2), 
Galatians, Colossians, Thessalonians (2), Timothy {l). 
The Epistle to the Hebrews knows of them. Peter (1st and 
2nd letter) and Jude refer to them. The Revelation of 
St. John, the Divine, abounds in references to them. 
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Certain questions and problems arise as a person 
delves more deeply into the Scriptural assertions on this 
subject of the angels. To several of these problems our 
attention shall be directed. Much theological speculation 
has arisen about some of these; various divergent views 
have been advanced. Others have been most briefly glossed 
over by the theological minds. 
The following problems shall be discussed very briefly: 
l. Are the angels of God characterized by the distinctions 
of sex as are the other creatuTes of God? 
2. What is the difference in the rank of the angels? 




THE 11 SEXLESSNESS" OF THE ANGELS 
The whole creation of God falls into two distinct 
groups, the invisible creatures and the visible creatures. 
The invisible creation is shrouded 1n mystery for our 
human understanding. Of it we ~now only what the eyes of 
/ faith can see in God's revealed Word, the Scriptures. 
However, we can see and observe the visible creation, the 
whole realm of nature, and even our human understanding, 
limited as it ls, can see the design or· an all-wise Maker 
and Creator. Everything has been made and is governed by 
the Supreme Wisdom and Intelligence of Almighty God. 
Nature, the world around and about us, consists of 
animate and inanimate objects. All of the animate objects 
have been endowed with functions and organisms to propagate 
their kind. Plants, flowers, shrubs, trees, grasses, 
through stamens, pistils, ovaries, and spores can do this. 
We may even say that they are created male and female. So 
also in the animal kingdom the distinction of sex prevails 
throughout. The human race similarly is possessed of this 
difference which characterizes the creatures of God. It 
is His divinely ordained plan and method for the propagation 
of His creation. 
However, there is a creation of God which does not 
fall under this classification. It is the invisible 
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creation of the Lord, commonly referred to as the angelic 
hosts. Now the question arises: Does the distinction which 
the Creator has ordained for his visible creation also 
apply to the invisible? Are the angels also characterized 
·by sexual characteristics as men? Holy Scripture does not 
glve us much information on this subject. And those 
pa ssages which seem to allude or refer to this particular 
point are often misconstrued and misinterpreted. Therefore, 
we shall devote a portion of this treatise to the purported 
"sexlessness" of the angels. 
For the dogmaticians, especially also the Lutheran 
and Protestant dogmaticia.ns and teachers, the "sexlessness" 
of the angels pres ents no problem whatsoever. For them the 
angels ARE sexless. Though they may hold different meanings 
of the wo_rd "sexless", they do not indicate this in their 
writings. With absolute finality they make their state-
ments and for them the matter is closed. Representative 
of their statements ls Dr. A. L. Greebner's treatment of 
the problem: "Angels, being sexless, do not propagate 
their kind, .and being also immortal and incorruptible, 
their number is nel ther decreased nor diminished. 11 53) 
So also Dr. Dau: "Their number is not increased through 
procreation, b3cause no marriages take place among them, 
the angels being sexless". 54) 
53) A.L.Graebner, Outlines of Doctrinal Theology-, P• 50. 
54) Dau, Lectures on Dr. Graebner~s outlines, P• 132. 
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The Ch1liast Gaebelein: "Inasmuch as the;y are sexless, 
according to the testimony of our Lord (they marry not nor 
are given in marriage - Matt. 22,30), and therefore do not 
multiply as the human race does, they were all created at 
one time in the beg inning" • 55) Schmid: "The teaching of 
the Lord presupposes the existence of angels, as spirits 
which are immortal, and without material bodies dist1n-
gui shed by sex" • 56 I :Meyer: 11 Diese ausgebildete Engellehre 
durchzieht auch das ganze Neue Testament, wo ihnen 
Geschlechtslosigkei t zugeschrieben wird". 57T The Reformed 
dogma.t1cian Shedd: "The angels are sexless. Like man, they 
were created 'with reasonable and immortal souls', but 
unlike him, they were not 'created male and female'. Angels 
being sexless are not a race or species of creatures. They 
were created one by one, as distinct and separate individuals. 
This is proved by the fact that they do not have a common 
character and history; some remain holy and some lapse into 
sin" • 58 I Dr. Pieper is more cautious on this matter. He 
ventures to give no opinion of his own on the sex or sexless-
ness of the angels. He merely gives several quotations 
from other sources in his footnotes, and himself only states: 
"Die Schrift bezeichnet es ala ein Charakteristikum der 
Engel, dasz sie weder freien noch sich freien lassen, Matt. 
22,3ou.59) True enough--- no marriage among the angels; 
55) Ga.ebelein, The Angels of G"od, P• 16. 
56 I Schmid, Biblical T"ehology of the New Testament, P• 249. 
57) Jle~er, Konversationslexicon., s.T. Enge-1. 
58} Shedd, Dogmatic Theology, II, P• 4. 
59) Pieper, Ohr. Dogm. I, 617. 
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but does that also mean no sex? 
One of the principal passages of Scripture that must 
come under consideration at this point is Matthew 22,30 
and its parallels. Matthew 22,30 states: "For in the 
resurrection they neither marry, nor are given in marriage, 
but are as the angels of God in heaven". Jesus, our Lord, 
is speaking. He is addressing the Sadducees. The Sadducees, 
who denied the resurrection of the dead, tried again to 
trap the Lord. They think that they have a problem which 
the great Teacher cannot answer. With the {iendish gleam 
of victory in their eyes they approach Jesus and say: 
"Master, Mose~ said, If a man die, having no children, his 
brother shall marry his wife, and raise up seed unto his 
brother. Now there were with us seven brethren: and the 
first, when he had married a wife, and having no issue, 
left his wife unto his brother: Likewise the second also, 
and the third, unto the seventh. And last of all the woman 
died also. Therefore in the resurrection whose wife shall 
she be of the seven? for they all had her". Basing their 
supposition and their argument on the Old Testament law of 
Levirate Marriage, they were certain that now they had 
stopped the mouth of Jesus. However, Jesus rep::,.ies: "Ye do 
err, not knowing the scriptures, nor the power of God. For 
in the resurrection they neither marry, nor are given in 
marriage, but are as the angels of God in heaven." Principally 
His reply is to the resurrection problem and incidentally 
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he mentions the angels in this connection. The Christians 
who have fallen asleep in their Lord are free from all 
marriage relations and are like God's angels. The parallel 
passages, which record this same incident, are found in 
Mark 12,25 and Luke 20,35.36. In St. Mark's Gospel the 
words of Jesus are: "For when they shall rise from the dead, 
they neither marry, nor are given in marriage; but are as 
the angels which are in heaven." (Ma.rk 12,25). St. Luke 
says: "But they which shall be accounted worthy to obtain 
that world, and the resurrection from the dead, neither 
marry, nor are given in marriage: Neither can they die any 
more: for they are equal unto the angels; and are the chil-
dren of God, being the children of the resurrection." (Luke 
20, 35.36). The resurrected believers neither marry as 
men nor are given in marriage as women. 
Since these passages are the loci classici of the 
problem under considere.tion, it is well that we shall see . 
how the commentators treat this subject. Opinion there is 
divided on the sexlessness of the angel~. Both branches of 
thought a.re represented. Supporting the belief in sexless-
ness is Dr. Kretzmann, who states: "In heaven, Christ tells 
them, the resurrected believers will be sexless, like the 
angels, since there is no longer any need for marriage, both 
the procreation of children, and the sexual desires of the 
body being things of the past."oOJ The Pulpit Commentary 
seems to be leaning in this direction when it asserts: 
60 I Kretzma.nn, Popular Commentary, sub Jratt. 22, ~. 
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"Marriage is an earthly relationship and can have no place 
in a spiritual condition. All that is of the earth, all 
that is carnal and gross, all human passions, all that is 
connected with sin and corruptiQn, shall pass away." 61} 
Those assertions, however, seem to be too sweeping on 
the basis of the evidence at hand. The passages under con-
sideration only tel1 us that the angels do not marry. Does 
that necessarily imply the absence of sex? To me such 
reasoning seems quite fallacious. Non sequitur. The fact 
that the marriage relation no longer exists is not sufficient 
evidence that sex does not exist. Whether there is a need 
for such powers of reproduction does not enter in here. 
That will be considered later. The principle of reasoning 
is first involved. Non-use of faculties and powers does not 
deny their existence. Otherwise we would have a most peculiar 
situation in this world. What would people who espouse 
such views then say about all the celibates found in this 
world in religious groups and orders, and all others who 
have never made use of sexual faculties which we are confi-
dent they possess? Must we also term them as being "sexless"? 
Furthermore, the assertion that "the sexual desires of the 
body are things of the past" does not prove that sexual 
characteristics are a thing of the past 1n the resurrection 
body which is like unto the angels. However, such 1s the 
impression left by the former statement. The resurrection 
body is a glorified body, not subject to lusts and passions 
which are sinful, but it 1s not a mutilated body. Meyer, 
61) Pulpit Commentar.r, sub Matt. 22, ~. 
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in his commentary on the New Testament says: "at the 
resurrection, which will be signalized not by marrying or 
giving in marriage but by ushering in a state of things in 
which men will be like the angels, therefore a higher form 
of existence, from which the earthly conditions of life are 
eliminated, in which human beings will be not indeed dis-
embodied, but endowed w1 th a glor1 fled corporeality •11 62) 
Consider wha t absurdities the former contentions would 
lead to, if pressed to · the fullest extent. (Reduct1o ad ab-
surdum). If every sexual property is removed in the resur-
rection, what then was the condition of our first parents in 
the state of innocence? Then too they were holy and righteous, 
as they a re now in the resurrection. Did sexual characteristics, 
did sex, first appea.r when sin came upon our parents and all 
sinful urges came upon this earth? Is it impossible to believe 
that sex could exist in the holy and blessed state? Would 
Adam and Eve have spent a lone existence upon this earth 
without any progeny, had they not fallen into sin? 
However, it may be argued: Adam was married in Paradise; 
in heaven there is no marriage. That still would not affect 
the question of sex. Marriage is a relation; sex is a bodily 
characteristic. Marriage can be and is dissolved in the 
resurrection. A change or mutilation of our bodies is not 
involved. But if sex is removed, we would then not have the 
same bodies in the resurrection. 
The sexual properties, and even the sexual urge, a re not 
a product of the Fall of man. Even before the Fall God had 
62) Meyer, Conmentary on the New Testament, sub ntt. 22,30. 
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given the command, "Be fruitful and multiply". Only through 
the Fall the sexual passions have also been tainted by sin, 
degenera ted and degraded. My ~ontention there is, 
whether the angels are sexless or not, we cannot now yet 
say on the basis of these passages. These words of the 
Savior do not prove their sexlessness. His words refer only 
to the marriage relation. Marriage absolutely does note xist 
in the resurrection nor with the angels. 
In all due cha r i ty to the sources quoted, 1-t may be, 
that some, by using the term "sexless" really -mean "non-use" 
of sex. Then the former attacks would be unwarranted, but I 
would remind them that their choice of terms is not a very 
clear one. 
To the view of the writer a~so numerous commentators 
agree. Says Zahn: "Vom ehelichen Lemen kann bei den Auferstan-
denen ebensowenig die Rede sein, ala bei den Engeln Gottes 1m 
Hi@mel ••• Die Gleichheit mit den Engeln, die Geister sind, be-
schra.enkt sich durch den Zusammenhang auf das our~ {'"'r 0 ii """ o:h(. 
To thi s Meyer adds: "The ~essation of human 
propagation, not the abolition of the distinct i on of sex 
(Tertullian, Origen, Hilary, Athanasius, Basil, Grotius, 
Volkmar), is essentially implied in the of the 
spiritual body." 64) According to the Expositor's Greek New 
Testament, the resurrected believers are like "as angels, so 
f a r as marriage is concerned, not necessarily implying sex-
lessness, as the Fathers supposed". 65) 
63) f.ahn, Kormnentar zuarn...'Teuen Testament, sub Katt. 22,30. 
64) Yeyer, C"ommentary- on the New Testament, sub Matt. 22,30. 
65) Expositor's Greek New Testament, sub Matt. 22,30. 
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Another writer expresses himself as follows: "They 
a re free from sensuous feelings • • • Christ's reply (Matt. 22, 
30) is in eff ect this: The source of your error 1a that 
you do not fully recognize the power of God. You seem to 
think that God can make only one kind of body, with one 
sort of functions and dependent on one means of life. 
In tha.t way you limit unduly the power of God. 'In that 
age' (Luke 20,35) 'when they rise from the dead' (Matt . 12, 
25) men do not ea t and drink (Rom. 14,17). Not being mortal, 
they , a!'~ not·,idependent on food for nourishment, nor have 
they, by na ture, sensuous appetites, but are 
( 'equa l to the angels')". 66') 
Since t he angels do not marry, they do not need sexual 
cha r acteris t ics. Theirs is a fixed number, neither increased 
by propagation, for which marriage is necessary, nor diminished 
by dea th (Luke 20,36). The very fact that the good angels 
a re confi r med in their bliss and that :,the wicked angels are 
confirmed in their damnation, seems to preclude the fact that 
any additions wil l occur in their midst. Their immutability 
is thus def ined by Hollaz: "God alone is absolutely immutable, 
the a n5els are immutable only relatively, because they are not 
subject to physica l mutations, which a re peculiar to natural 
bodies . For the angels do not beget, nor are they begotten; 
they a re neither increased nor diminished; they neither grow 
old nor deca y· . " 67) Quenstedt says: "Angels are not able to 
create, to beget, to cha.nge substances, to perform true mira-
cles, to cure all diseases, to raise the dead •••• Because the 
angels were not to be multiplied as men by procreation, but 
were created at once by God, so there was a certain nQmber of 
them from the beginning, which, as i t was not increased in the 
' 66) Hastings, Dictionary of Christ and the Gospels, P• 54ff • 
67J Heinrich Schmid, The Doctrinal Theology of the Ev. Luth. Church, p.209. 
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course of time, nor will be increased, so also 1t will never 
be dimini shed". 68} St. Augustine says: "Marriages are on 
account of children; children on account of succession; 
succession on account of death. But in heaven, as there is no 
death, neither is there any marriage". Another Church Father 
ha s s a id: 11 Vlhere the cause of death is abolished, the cause of 
b i rth i s abo l ished likewise." But is the "cause of birth" 
the pr esence of sexual organism with its latent powers or 
the employment of these powers through orda ined means? 
If sex would be the result of marriage (because of 
marriage there is sex), then we could safely conclude that 
whe re there i s no ma rriage ( a s with the angels), there is 
no sex. However, the situation is reversed, (because of 
sex there i s marriage), and therefore this argumentation will 
not s tand. But perha ps it will not be presuming too much 
upon the skillful planning of His whole creation, to say 
tha t the Lord did not create sex in the angels since they 
h ave no need of it. It is indeed probable tha t such is the 
case. Still we do not want to press the Scripture pa ssages 
unduly to make t h em s ay wha t we wish them to say. 
Some particula rly fantastic beliefs ha.ve sprung up 
around the sex of the angels. Discussing the doctrine of 
the Shakers, Popule.r Symbolics says: 11Ann Lee taught that, 
since Adam and Eve as male and female are essentially the 
image of God, God must exist as an eternal father and 
mother. As such, they are said to be the parents of all 
human and angelic beings, which of course are also male and 
f eme.le." 69, Guenther asserts: "Der Schaeker F.W .Evans 
68) System&, I, 446. 
h9l r!-rsu:i'hnA-r _ laun1lt1A-r . A'rndt . Va.vAr . l>onnla.r SYmbolics. 'P· 421. 
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sagt: ' Die Schaeker glauben, dasz der Geschlechtsuntersch1ed 
ewig 1s t, da sz er der Seele anhaftet, und dasz keine Engel 
oder Geister existiren, die n1cht maennlich und weiblich 
sind' • " 70} To this must be added a more grotesque view 
which ls pr es ented by the Jewish Cyclopedia. Quoting 
anci ent r abbinica l writings it speaks of demons propaga ting 
themselves: ."In three respects demons resemble angels; in 
three othe r s , mankind. Like the angels they have wings, 
they move from one end of the ea.rth to the other, and are 
prescient. Like men they ea t and drink, propagate themselves, 
end d i e." 71J 
One of the special difficulties, which ha s troubled 
s chola.rs, i s the reconciling of Genesis 6, 2 with the words 
of our Lo rd which say tha t e.ngels do not marry. Genesis 
6,2 s t ate s : (And it came to pa ss) 11 That the sons of God saw 
the da.ughte r s of men tha t they were f a ir; and they took them 
wive s of all which they chose". 
The angels a re sons of God. 11 They are sons of God by 
creation a nd by obedience. (Job 1,6; 2,1; 38,7). They do not 
owe thei r exis tence to the ordinary process of filiation, but 
to an immedia te act of creation". 72) But are the angels 
meant in Genesis 6,2? 
Dr. Pieper answers that question: "Was d,_e Berufung 
auf den Spra.chgebrauch betrifft, dasz o' i! "? i~ "!]. '~+ 
immer nur Engel bezeichne, so beschreibt Stroebel in der 
Anzeige von Kurtz' 11 Ehen der Soehne Gottes mi t den Toechtern 
der Menschen" die Sachlage so: 'Moses reder sehr haeufig 
von Engeln, sber niemals nennt er sie 'Soehne Gottes'. So 
spricht er auch nicht selten von 'Soehnen Gottes', aber 
jedesmal versteht er Menschen darunter. Die Bezeichnung· 
70) Guenther, Popula.ere Syrnbolik, p.114. 
71) Jewish Cyclopedia, s.v.Angel. 
72) Hastings, Dictionary of Christ a.nd the Gospels, p.54. 
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der Engel ale 'Soehne Gottes' 1st eln vor Davids und nach 
Davids Ze1t ganz unbekannter Sprachgebrauch, und dlese Be-
zeichnung schon in der Genesis flnden zu wollen, 1st eine 
anachronist1sche peti tio principii." 73) 
The whole matter is presented summarily by Dr. Dau. 
"From the very ancient times (Philo) down to the present 
age (Hofmann, Kurtz) the account of the cohabitation of 
the "sons of God" with the "daughters of men" in Genesis 
6,2 has been interpreted of angel-marriages. Talmudists, 
Cabbalists, ·socin1ana, Justin, Clement of Alexandria, 
Tertullian, Sulp1tius, Severus, etc. have held this view, 
but the orthodox teachers of the church in all ages have 
repudiated it as 'monstrous'. Philo held that the angels 
who thuo burned with carnal lust were cast out of heaven 
for it. 11 74) J.T.Marshall, writing in Dictionary of 
Christ and the Gospels, refuses to let such condemnation 
fall on Philo and the Talmudists. He says: 11 The Jewish 
legends which interpret Gen. 6,4 as teaching a commingling 
of angels with women, so as to produce 'mighty men, men of 
renown' seem at variance with the above belief as to the 
immunity of celestial intelligences from all passion. It ls 
true that Jude 6 and Enoch 15, 3-7 both speak of the angels 
as having first 'left their habitation' in heaven; but the 
fact that they were deemed capable of sexual 1-ntercourse 
implies a much coarser conception of the angelic nature than 
is taught in the words of our Lord, of Philo, and of the 
Talmud. " 15 J 
73) Pieper, Ohr. Dog,n. I, 608, rootnotes. 
74) Dau, Lectures, p. 132. 
75) Hastings, Dictionary or Christ and the .~,9.J19ls, p. 54f'f'. 
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Hastings claims, "the sons of the Elohim can hardly 
be anything but a part of the heavenly host who fell through 
love of the daughters of men, as was already understood by 
Josephus". 76J The Jewish Cyclopedia clings to the Talmudist 
view, "they have intercourse with the daughters of men." 
Geseniua also insists that the sons of God spoken of in 
Gen. 6,2 as the progenitors of the giants were angels. 
Thus Scriptural Angelology would be made akin to the myth-
ology of Gentile nations, who had their male and female 
divinities, which were the parents of other gods, and who 
also occasionally had offspring from the mortals here on 
earth. 
Dr. Walter A. Maier has analyzed all incorrect inter-
pretations of this passage and has also presented the correct 
interpretation. This material was used in connection with 
his Lectures on Genesis and will be reproduced in toto. 
"Very much has been written in explanation of these 
terms and in the effort to identify 'the sons of God' and 
'the daughters of men'. We note: 
I. The Incorrect Interpretations. Among the several inter-
pretations which we reject there are especially four note-
worthy attempts to explain these terms: 
A-- The Jewish Interpretation, Jewish interpreters 
explained the "b'ne ha-elohim" as the sons of the aristocratic 
families, in opposition to the daughters of the common families 
of humble rank. The Targums of Onkelos and of Jonathan 
interpret this as. "the sons of the mighty". Symmachus offers: 
"The sons of the powerful". This is also the interpretation 
76J .Tames Hastings, Diction&ry' of the B-ible, s.T. Angel. 
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of the Midrash "Bereshith Rabba". In support of this 
theory reference is made to Ps. 82,6, where .the judges 
are called "gods" and in the parallelism, "children of 
the most high". Thia opinion, however, is to be rejected 
for these reasons: 1) "The intermarriage of different 
classes in society is nowhere represented as displeasing 
God or provoking divine judgment". {Green, "The Unity of 
the Book of Genesis", 53). 2) This theory does not explain 
the vital relation which this verse bears to the approaching 
Deluge that has been provoked by the universal godlessness 
and not simply by the depravity of the nobility. 3) The 
use of a term parallel to "b'ne ha-elohim11 in Pa. 82 is a 
specific and unusual usage of this term, in fact the only 
instance in the Scriptures where it is applied in this 
sense. Therefore, it cannot be accepted in preference to 
a more general and a more usual term, if the general use 
meets the demands of the verse. 
B-- The Pre-Adamite Theory. This interpretation 
accepts "elohim" in the sense of false gods, or idols, and 
decla.res that "b'ne ha-elohim" were worshippers of these 
false gods who were the descendants of some pre-Adamite 
race. Misinterpreting Rom. 5,14 {"Nevertheless death 
reigned from Adam to Moses, even over them that had not 
sinned after the similitude of Adam's transgression") this 
theory holds that the "daughters of men" were the descendants 
of Adam who had been faithful in their worship but who were 
tainted by their relations with the idolatrous men. Thia 
interpretation is to be rejected, for reasons very similar 
to those that make the Jewish interpretation impossible, 
namely: 1) We always accept "elohim" {and especially "ha-
elohim") in the sense of the true God, unless the context 
makes another interpretation imperative. This is not the 
case here and so we retain the usual meaning. 2) This 
theory does not bring out the connection which these opening 
verses bear to the Deluge, which they introduce. 3) The 
whole pre-Adamite theory has been rejected as impossible and 
fantastic. 
C-- The Rationalistic Interpretations. We note here 
especially these two: 1) N. Schmidt, in the Encyclopedia 
Biblica, says that the expression "son of God" iS a synonym 
of God. He says (4, 690): "A member of the genus 'God' 
seems to have been designated as "b'ne elohim". And again: 
"As 'the daughters of men' were simply women, so the 'sons 
of the gods' were· gods." In other words, the situation is 
conceived as exactly parallel to the mythological absurdities 
according to which Jupiter had a number of human wives. We 
reject this interpretation, quite evidently, because a) The 
theory that the 11 b'ne ha-elohim" is equivalent to "elohlm" 
cannot be demonstrated with any analogy in the Old Testament 
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and is, in fact, impossible. b) The translation of "elohim" 
as ·gods and the whole polytheistic notion which it involves 
is a biased and unwarranted conception. Why translate 
"elohim" suddenly as a plural, when in every instance in 
which it has occurred before this it ls a singular? c) T'oe 
degradation of the Bible to the level of the pagan myth-
ologies is utterly unwarranted, and is simply the vicious 
result of tendential destructive criticism. 2) A more 
popular interpretation takes the "b'ne ha-elohim" as the 
angels. This is the interpretation accepted by Skinner 
(139ff) and by practically all rationalistic interpreters. 
Skinner puts the situation baldly when he states that this 
"narrative relates how in the infancy of the human race 
marri age alliances were believed to have been formed by 
supernatural beings with mortal women and how from these 
unnatural unions there arose a race of heroes or demigods 
who must have figured largely in Hebrew folk-lore". In 
support of this interpretation, it is urged that the term 
"b'ne ha-elohim" is used in Scripture as a designation for 
the angels, and the following passages are cited to 
corroborate this assertion: Job 1,6; 2,1; 3,8. A similar 
expression is to be found in Ps. 29,1 and 89,6: "b'ne 
Elim". We reject tijis interpretation for these decisive 
reasons: a) We grant the fact that "b'ne ha-elohim" is 
employed in the Scriptures as a designation of the angels; 
but we assert that this unusual and poetic designation · 
cannot be substituted in a prose passage, where the usual 
and normal meaning of the term gives the only possible 
meaning. In the passages just listed, too, the angels are 
called "sons of God" because of their high spiritual 
character. Surely here, where the 11 b'ne ha-elohim" are 
fallen and seducing characters, this term c~annot refer to 
angels. b) The record, as verse 2 shows, does not speak of 
illicit intercourse and of unnatural relation, which must be 
assumed in the alleg~d relation with an~els; but it refers 
to permanent marriages, as the phrase, took to wives", 
indicates. c) The association of the human and superhuman 
that would come to pass in any union of women and angels 
is definitely ruled out by the Savior Himself when He states 
in Matt. 22,30 and in the parallel Mark 12,25, that those 
who are in heaven shall not marry, nor be given in marriage, 
but that they shall be as "angels of God." d) The results 
of this union are not the results which might be expected 
from a union of the human and the superhuman. The result 
is simply that the daughters of men "bare children unto 
them", the natural result of human union. e) The punishment 
of this relation does not affect the angels. If angels 
had tempted mortal women, these tempting angels would have 
been punished. But the sixth chapter simply describes God's 
punishment of wicked and violent men. f) The interpretation 
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of "b'ne ha-elohim" as angels does not bring these opening 
verses into connection with the Flood which follows. The 
wickedness of angels in seducing women would surely not be 
the reason for the destruction of the world. g) This theory 
is adva nced and supported to reduce the Bible to the level 
of heathen mythologies and to find in the Scriptures records 
parallel to the classic legends which tell of the intercourse 
which the gods and the demi - gods had with mortal women. 
Not only are the Scriptures infinitely exalted above every-
thing mythological, as has been demonstrated repeatedly, but 
there is also not the slightest reference to the possibility 
of a ngels transgressing in this way. The passages which are 
quoted in support of this theory, 2 Pet. 2,4 ("God spared 
not the angels that sinned, but cast them down to hell, and 
delivered them into chains of darkness, "etc.) as well as 
Jude 6 ( "And the angels which kept not their first estate, 
but left their own habitation, he hath reserved in everlasting 
chains under da rkness unto the judgment of the gree.t day") 
ca.nnot be tortured i nto becoming a reference to the alleged 
intermingling of angels and mortal women. 
II. The Correct Interprets.tion. The interpretation of this 
"b'ne ha-eloh1m" which we must accept takes this phrase as 
a r efe r ence to the sons of God as the pious, God-fearing 
S~hites, who were called by. this title, because they had 
the- ~pfrit of God in their lives and the love for God in 
their hea rts. They are God's spiritual children. Now, as 
the situation in the sixth chapter states, even these people, 
the pillars of religious life in the antediluvian days, had 
descended to such depths that they chose as their wives not 
God-fearing women, but the daughters of men, i.e. those women 
whose whole lives showed nothing higher than human aims and 
desires. These women were not God's children. In substanti-
ation of this interpretation we note the following corroborative 
facts: 
A-- The relation of God to His believing children is 
often expressed in Scripture by a picture which calls the 
believers sons and children. See, for example, passages such 
as the following: Ex. 4,22; Deut. 14,l; Deut. 32,5.6; Deut. 
32,18; Hosea 1,10; Is. 1,2; Is. 43,6. See also Isaiah 45,11; 
Jeremiah 31,20; Psalm 71,15; Malachi 2,11, where an Israelite 
who marries a foreign woman is said to have taken the daughter 
of a strs.nge god. The deaigna tion of the believers under 
the term "the sons of God" (note the use of the definite 
article 11ha-elohim" which is often used of the . true God) is 
thus made in analogy with many passages of the Scriptures. 
B-~ This is the interpretation which fits into the 
connection. Chapter 5 has just given the list of the des-
cendants of seth. Thia genealogy contained the list of 
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several men who were noted for their God-fearing life and 
for their faith. They were the "children of God". Now, 
chapter 6 starts to say that even the Sethitic line became 
corrupted and began to intermarry with the daughters of 
unbelievers and scoffers. This corruption became so 
universal that the Flood was inevitable. In other words, 
1f any other interpretation is attached to "b'ne ha-elohim" 
there is no connection between chapters 5 and 6 and no 
suitable introduction to the story of the Flood. 
C-- The displeasure of God at such intermarriages is 
often voiced at other places in Scripture. The Pentateuch 
forbids the intermarriage of Israelites and the Canaanites 
to prevent the contamination of Israel. "If the verses 
before point out the ruinous consequences of the intermarriage 
of the godly race with the ungodly, it furthers an aim which 
the writer of Genesis -and of the Pentateuch evidently had 
greatly at heart." (Green, 11 The Unity of the Book of 
Genesis," p.55) ." 77) 
August Pfeiffer 1n his Dub1a Vexata rejects the idea 
of angel-marria.ges on the basis of Matt. 22, 30 and also Acts 
17, 26. He says this idea "Repugnat naturae angelicae". His 
proof from Acts 17, 26 is particularly noteworthy 1n this 
connection. Dr. Pieper analyzes this quite 1n detail. He 
says: 
11Mit Recht verweist Pfeiffer ferner auf Apost. 17,26, 
wo gesagt 1st, dasz alle Menschen die je gelebt haben, Jetzt 
leben und bis an den Juengsten leben werden, von einem Blut 
( e',/ /v.'s o1"c'ror.T 0 s ), naem11ch von Adam, abstammen. Unter 
der Annahme a.ber, dasz nac.h 1 Mos. 6 ,2 die Engel m1 t den 
Menschen Ehen e1ngegangen sind, wuerde die Menschenrasse 
mit "Engelblut" vermischt sein und eine Art half-breed-
Rasse darstellen. Um dieses Argument abzuschwaechen, haben 
einige unter der Hand die Textworte 1 Mos. 6,2 dahin umge-
deutet, ala ob dort nur von einer gelegentlichen Verm1schung 
der E~el m1t den Menschen die Rede sei. Auch dies wuerde 
schon 'Engelblut" in die Menschenrasse hineingebracht haben 
und dem lj t'.,o5 .. -:,....T'•s widersprechen". 78) 
The proper solution is arrived at and expressed, 
77) Jtai~r, Notes-on- Gene-si..._p. 121-126. 
78 ) Pieper; · Chr ;-" Dogra. -I, 617. 
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among others, by Philippi: 11Fuer die Beziehung der Bne 
Elohim auf die Sethiten (nicht auf Engel) scheint uns un-
widersprechlich der Zusammenhang zu entscheiden." 79J 
Naturally, in this discussion the nature of the 
angels must be taken into consideration. They are spirits. 
A spirit has not flesh and bone as we mortals. Therefore, 
in view of this it would seem ridiculous to devot~ so much 
discussion to a matter like sex. Sex can only exist in 
liv1rgbe1ngs, having earthly, physical bodies. However, 
several assertions of Scripture must be dwelt upon in this 
connection. 
In Psalm 78, 24.25 we are told: "And had rained down 
manna upon them to eat, and had given them of the corn of 
heaven. Man did eat angels' food; he sent them meat to the 
full". It might be argued thus: We assert that the angels 
are incorporeal; however, angels' food is mentioned. Through 
bread and f,ood only physical bodies are nourished and sus-
tained. To this Augustine has already answered: "Das Manna 
wird Engelbrod genannt, nicht weil sich damit die Engel 
saettigen, die der Speise n1cht beduerfen, sondern weil es 
gle1ch dem Gesetz, durch der Engel Dienst dem Volk gegeben 
wurde 11 • ao J The Jewish teachers added their further rami-
flea t1ons hereto. "The Rabbis interpreted Daniel 7, 9 .10 
to reach that the nature of the angels 1s fire. They are 
79) Pieper, Chr. Dogm. I, 608. 
80) Compendium der !iheologie der f"aeter, Lehre und W'ehre, DI.I, 217. 
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nourished by the radiance which streams from the presence 
of God. They need no material nourishment, and their 
nature is not responsive to bodily pleasures. They are 
said to be spiritual beings, without sensuous requirements, 
without hatred, envy or jealousy." Bl) 
However, though the angels are spirits, we are con-
fronted with the fact that throughout the Scripture they 
often appear in human form, as real human beings. How is 
this appearance to be explained and what relation will this 
fact have to the subject under consideration, the aexlesa-
ness of the angels? Human beings without sex must necessari-
ly be considered freaks. How about the angels when they 
took upon themselves the human form? In their angelophanies 
were the angels distinguished by sex? 
The angels appeared to Abraham. Two of them were in 
the company of the Son of God ("the angel of the Lord") 
(Gen. 18). Later these sa~e two angels came to Lot to warn 
him to leave the city of Sodom (Gen. 19). An angel appeared 
to the priest Zacharias at the altar of the temple (Luke 1, 
11). Thia same angel Gabriel announced the birth of the 
Savior to the shepherdal angel hosts sang His ?raises on 
the fields of Bethlehem (Luke 2, 9.10.13). The women at 
the grave of Jesus saw the angels. Angels stood by at the 
Lord's ascension (Acts 1,10). An angel delivered Peter 
from prison (Acts 12,8.9). In numerous Scripture passages 
we are told that the angels talked, walked, ate and drank 
with men. 
81) Hastings, DLctionary of Christ and the Gospels,»• 54ft. 
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Some have explained the appearance of the angels in 
the following manner. "In the Scriptures angels appear 
with bodies, and in the human form, and no intimation is 
anywhere given that these bodies are not real, or that they 
are only assumed for the time and then laid aside. It was 
manifest indeed to the ancients that the matter of these 
bodies was not like that of their own, inasmuch as angels 
could make themselves visible and vanish again from their 
si,ght. But this experience would suggest no doubt of the 
reality of their bodies, it would only intimate that they 
were not composed of gross matter." 82) "Being by nature 
incorporeal the bodies in which angels appear to men must 
be either docetic or temporarily assumed." 85} 
Dr. Pieper ably summarizes the whole situation when 
he sa ys: "Es fehlt daher der Schriftgrund, wenn Kirchen-
vaeter usw. und auch neuere Theologen den Engeln einen 
feinen Leib in verschiedener Naeherbestimmung zuschreiben. 
Die Leiber, in welchen die an sich leiblosen und uns1cht-
baren Engel bei bestimmten Gelegenheiten erschienen sind, 
duerfen wir daher nur ala zeitweilig angenommene Gestalten 
auffas sen, die nicht zu 1hrem Wesen gehoerten (Unio 
accidentalis) und nur dem Zweck der ze1twe111gen Sichtbar-
machung d1enten." 84) 11 Dasz s1e menschliche Leiber zu 
einem bestimmten, ze1twe111gen Zweck angenommen haben 1st 
Qffenbar. Wie aber d1ese Leiber geschaffen worden sind, 
82J Cy-clopedia of Biblical, Theological, and Xccl•siastical Literature, 
JlcClintoci: and strong, s.T. Angel. 
85) l!"'rancis J. liall, Theological outlines, p. 122. 
84) Ohr. Dogm. I, 604. 
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ob von Gott aus Nichts, oder von den Engeln selbst aus vor-
handenem Stoff, da bekennen wir gerne unsere Unwissendheit. 11 85} 
As far as the eating of the angels is concerned we / 
are not to look upon it as mere appearance, but as real 
eating. It was, however, not nece.ssary to sustain and 
nourish the assumed body, but it merely served their commu-
nication with men, and the food was consumed in an unex-
pla inable manner, perhaps by fire. Thus Osiander: 11 instar 
flammae consumunt". Their eating is similar to the eating 
of Christ after His resurrection. 
Of their speaking Hollaz says: "They speak with God, 
with angels, and with men. They speak with God, by directing 
their thoughts to God, while they adore and praise him; 
they speak with angels, while they freely impress upon them 
intelligible conceptions; they speak with men, by means of 
an audible and distinct sound formed in the air in imitation 
of the human voice". Quenstedt asserts: "That speaking 1s 
done by means of a sound formed in the assumed bodies." But 
he prudently adds: "Here to be willing not to know, What the 
best Master does not wish to teach, is learned ignorance."86) 
The Talmud has very elaborately dealt with their 
assumed bodies. It gives to them various shapes and forms 
which are quite fantastic. "The angels appear at times 
standing, now in the shape of a man, or of a woman, and now 
85) Synodalbericht, J.li:ttler&r Diatrikt, 1885. 
86 J Heinrich Schmid, The Doctrinal TheolOQ" of the BTa.ngelical Lutheran 
Church, p. 213. 
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as wind or as fire. Of the three ansels that appeared to 
Abraham (Gen. 28,2) one was like a Saracen, one like a 
Nabatean, and the third like an Arab. To Jacob (Gen. 32, 
25) the angel appeared as a shepherd, as a heathen, and as 
a learned man. An angel assumed the shape of Moses in order 
to be captured by Pharaoh in Moses' place; another, taking 
Solomon's form, dethroned him. Their bodies were supposed 
to be like the figure described in Dan. 10, 6. 11 • 87T 
Very significantly, when the angels are mentioned as 
appearing in human form, they are always referred to as 
males in Scripture. The Bible never makes mention of female 
angels. Abram lifted up his eyes and looked, and lo, "three 
men stood by him". (Gen. 18,2). The Sodomites called to 
Lot, "Where are the men which came in to thee this night? 
bring them out unto us, that we may know them". (Gen. 19,5). 
Of the angel at the tomb of Christ it is said, "His 
countenance ( tc I/ .... «Jrou ) was like lightning, and his raiment 
( ,. r -. 1,-I av,-,..« auro.i' ) white as snow". (Matt. 28,2). At the 
ascension two men (.«..,J'f1.s cl'ila ) stood by them in shining 
garments (Acts 1,10). A superficial reading of these 
passages would seem to close the subject of the sex of the 
angels. However, these references dare not be pressed as 
assuming any definite sex. "They appear to be so represented, 
not to mark any distinction of sex, but because .the masculine 
is the more honorable gender." 88J 
87t Jewish Cyclopedia, s.T. Angel. 
88) Cyclopedia or Biblical, Theological, and Ecclesiastical Literature, 
?lcClintock and Strong, s.v. Angel. 
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The bodies which the angels assumed are merely a 
forma assistens, not a forma informans, a body which belongs 
to the essence of an individual. That would then indicate 
that any discussion of sex is useless, unless a person 
would concede that sex could exist either 1n spirits or in 
the temporary vehicles which the angels assumed when they 
appeared in human form. 
About the question of the sex of the angels, as 
pres ented on the foregoing pages I must draw the following 
conclusions. Many persons who treat this subject or refer 
to it fail to make a distinction between sex and passion and 
reproductivity. Sex is that characteristic which makes a 
person either male or female. Passion is that urge connected 
with the sexual functions, which because of the Fall has 
also become tainted with sin. Reproductivity is the employment 
of the sexual functions for the generation of offspring. 
All indications seem to point to the assumption that 
the angels are sexless, but such a statement cannot be made 
with absolute finality. We know that never have any marriages 
taken place among the angels, nor ever will. Our Lord tells 
us that. Also, that they have no interoourae wi th men, 
Scripture quite clearly makes known. Furthermore, since 
they are spirits and employ human bodies only as a forma 
assistens, it is difficult to conceive of sexual differences 
among them. Reproduction of their kind does not take place. 
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The use of sex is denied by Scripture; the sexlessness ls 
left undetermined. The angels have no need of sex. By 
implication we may · then conclude that they have no sex. 
After all this discussion it seems that "Parturient 
montes, nascetur rldiculua mus". What is the purpose of all 
such discussion? What's the use? It further affirms the 
position of the Lutheran church that in everything it wants 
to stand on the Bible and nothing bµt the Bible. It renounces 
all fantasy which may spring up around certain doctrines, 
even around minor points, and accepts the Scripture only. 
It furthermore, is a good exercise in interpreting the Scrip-
tures, for it necessitates absolute care in not going too far 
in our assertions. By that we are also taught that there are 
certain things which the Scripture does not choose to dis-
close to us since they are not necessary for salvation, but 
are merely taken to satisfy the intellectual workings of 
busy-bodies. 
This minor consideration, sex, in the doctrine of the 
angels is not a fundamental doctrine, necessary for salvation. 
Neither can it be classed as an articulis stantis et cadentis 
ecclesiae,-- for, important as the doctrine of the angels is, 
Christ our Lord for our salvation "took not on him the nature 
of angels; but he took on him the seed of Abraham". (Hebr. 2,16). 
************ 
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THE RANK OF THE ANGELS 
The angels of God in heaven form an army, a choir, 
a court. On Bethlehem's plains "there was with the angel 
a multitude of the heavenly host" ( fJT.f'o.•c.' «- -Luke 2,13). 
Our Lord also employs the military metaphor when he speaks 
of "more than twelve legions of angels" (Matt. 26, 53). 
The angels at Bethlehem as a heavenly choir sang the 
praises of the Christ-child. In the court of heaven, before 
God's throne (Matt. 19,28), the angels stand as courtiers 
1n vast numbers. As in earthly courts there are gradations 
of rank and dignity, so in heaven. What this difference 
in rank ls we shall endeavor to determine more closely 
as we consider the Scriptural references and the arguments 
and writings of numerous scholars. 
That the holy angels are evidently not all of the 
same rank appears from the terms by which they are desig-
nated; terms which imply diversity of order and authority. 
The Scriptures describe angels as existing in a society 
composed of members of unequal dignity, power, and excel-
lence, and as having chiefs and rulers. Answering the 
question, "Is there any evidence that angels are of 
various orders and ranks?" Hodge states, "That such dis-
tinctions certainly exist appears evident, 1st. From the 
language of Scripture. Gabriel is distinguished as one 
that stands in the presence of God (Luke 1,19), evidently 
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in some pre-eminent sense; and Michael as one of the 
chief princes, Dan. 10, 13. Observe also the epithets 
archangel, thrones, dominions, principalities, powers, 
Jude 9; Eph. 1,21. 2nd. From the analogy of the fallen 
angels, see Eph. 2,2; Matt. 9,34. 3rd. From the analogy 
of human society and of the universal creation. Through-
out all God's works gradation of rank prevails." 89) 
This is in essence also the view of Hollaz, "There is no 
doubt as to the existence of a certain order among the 
good angels ••• Proof (a) From the general rule, according 
to which God wishes everything in the church militant to 
be done decently and 1n order, 1 Cor. 14,40. There is no 
doubt, therefore, that there 1s a certain order among the 
blessed angels, and that the 'more perfect, as the Church 
Triumphant 1s more splendid that the church militant. 
(b) From the different designations of the celestial spirits. 
Eph. 1,21; Col. 1,16; 1 Thess. 4,16, and Jude 9. The 
different ,names imply a distinction among the angels. 
(c) From analogy. There is an order among the wicked angels, 
therefore also among the good. The former is proved by 
Luke 11,15 where Beelzebub 1s called the chief of devils, 
and Matt. 25,41, where mention is made of the devil and 
his angels." 90) 
In Scripture the term "cherubim" very frequently 
89) A.A.Hodge, outlines of Theologr, p. 198. 
90) Schmid, The Doctrinal Theologr of the iw. Luth. Church, P• 220. 
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denotes a class of angels. The same can be said of the 
"seraphim". The Bible also contains references to "arch-
angels". The greatest number of designations, however, 
is found in passages like Col. 1,16; Eph. 1,20.21; 1 Pet. 
3,22 and Col. 2,15. In Col. 1,16 we are told, "For by 
Him were all things created, that are in heaven, and that 
are in earth, visible and invisible, whether they be 
thrones, or dominions, or principalities, or powers: all 
things were created by him and for him." Eph. 1,20.21 
states: "Which he wrought in Christ, when he raised him 
from the dead, and set him at his own right hand in the 
heavenly places, far above all principality and power and· 
might and dominion, and every name that is named, not only 
in this world, but also in that which 1s to come." 
l Pet. 3, 22: "Who is gone into heaven, and is on the 
right hand of God, angels and authorities and powers being 
made subject unto him". Col. 2,15: "And having spoiled 
principalities and powers, he made a show of them openly, 
triumphing over them in it". Theological minds are almost 
universally agreed that in these passages the angels are 
spoken of and that the various terms which are employed 
may give some clues as to the distinction 1n rank. They 
therefore shall merit our further consideration. 
Another fairly accurate assumption is, that since 
certain angels bear personal names, this fact may have a 
direct relation to the position which they hold in heaven. 
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Most famili a r to us 1s the name Gabriel, whom we remember 
particula rly as the Lord's special messenger at the 
beginning of the New Testament era. However, he also 
appeared already in the Old Testament. (Dan. 8,16; 9,21). 
The Scri ptures mention at least one other name, Michael, 
' 
1n the canonlcal books and several others are found 1n the 
Apocrypha. 
In severa l passages the Bible speaks of an Archangel. 
"Christendom s peaks of archangels, and follows certain 
tradi tiona.l, apocalyptic views of different archangels, 
but in Scripture only one archangel ls seen." 91) 
Concerning the Lord's coming to judgment, 1 These. 4,16 
says tha t "the Lord himself shall descend from heaven 
with a. shout, with the voice of the archangel." His name 
is given to us by Jude who describes the dispute Vlith 
Satan over the body of Moses by "Michael, the archangel" 
( (Jc J.fJ."'1(( r. >,. 0 S - Jude 9) • The name Michael means "who 
is like God" and occurs also in the visions of the book 
of Daniel. There his work is mentioned in connection with 
the remnant of Israel and he is called Michael, "one of 
the chief princes" ( O ' ~ Ll .~ ~ ~ ll' ! \f B ) , Daniel 10, 13, 
and Michael, 11 the great prince" ( > i, J.. i] 1 °'f ~ ) , 
T 
Dan. 12,1. No doubt, the Greek ~fl.). (o1.. )..os is a -ren-
dition of the Hebrew crtw X"? 'i} o·,.~27. Once more, in 
Rev. 12,7, he is mentioned, where "Michael and his angels 
fought against the dragon." 
91) G'aebelein, The A:ogels of God, p.16. 
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Gabriel, the "man of God", or the "Mighty One", 
appeared to Daniel (Dan. 8,16) to interpret a vision. 
~e was commissioned again to visit the prophet to give 
him skill and understanding, and to reveal to him the 
prophecy of the seventy weeks. (Dan. 9, 16ff). He was 
also sent to Zacharias (Luke 1,19) and to the Virgin 
Mary (Luke 1,26). He calls himself "Gabriel, that stand 
in the presence of God. 11 Both Jews and Christians have 
also called Gabriel an archangel. However, he is never 
referred to by that designation in Scripture. On the 
basis of the Apocrypha,· especially the book of Tobit, the 
number of archangels is fixed at seven. There too Raphael 
is mentioned. (Tob. 12,15: "Und ich bin Raphael, einer von 
den sieben Engeln, die vor dem Herrn stehen11 ). The Second 
Book of Esdras (4,1) supplies the name of Uriel. To those 
legend has added Chamuel, Jophiel, and Zadkiel. (Other lists 
have Jeremiel and Sealthiel). "Apocryphal Jewish books, 
such as the Book of Enoch, supply those of Uriel and 
Jeremiel, while many are found in other apocryphal sources, 
like those Mil ton names in 'Paradise Lost' • 11 92) "In the 
Book of Enoch, cherubim, seraphim, and even the wheels 
of Ezekiel's vision become distinct classes of angels." 9~) 
These five then-- Raphael, Uriel, Chamuel, Jophiel, . 
Za~kiel (or Jeremie! and Sealthiel), together with Michael 
and Gabriel, comprise the seven archangels. 
92) Catholic Encyclopedia~ s.v. Angel. 
93} Encyclopedia Brittanie&, s.v. Angel. 
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The "cherubim" first appear to us as the guardians 
of Paradise after the expulsion of our first parents (Gen. 
3,24). Subsequently they are mentioned many times in 
Scripture, particularly in the Old Testament. The Biblical 
references do not suffice to give a definite and comprehen-
sive description of the essence and nature of these 
creatures. Still we are able to get a general picture of 
them in a brief survey of the Biblical data. 
Nothing definite is stated about their essence and 
appearance in the Genesis passage. We meet them again, 
however, in connection with the ark of the covenant. When 
the ark was constructed for the tabernacle, cherubim 
wrought of gold were placed facing each other, one at 
each side of the mercy seat, overshadowing it with their 
wings. This is described in great detail in Exodus, chap-
ters 25, 26, 36, 37. They symbolized the presence and 
unapproachability of Jehovah, whose glory was manifest 
between them, who thus dwelt in the midst of his people 
and who there received the people's worship and service. 
The attitude of the cherubim is one of worship and of deep 
c·ontemplatlon. Frequent reference ls made to Jehovah 
dwelling between the cherubim. The cherubim are mentioned 
as having been embroidered on the hangings of the 
tabernacle. 
In the magnificent Solomonic temple the cherubim 
again occupy an important role. Two enormous figures of 
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olive wood overlaid with gold were placed therein. (1 Kings 
6 and 7 and parallels). They were ten cubits (fifteen 
feet) in height with a wing spread of the same dimension. 
In carving cherubim also adorned the walls of the temple. 
The poetic language of the psalms pictures Jehovah 
as riding upon a cherub (Pa. 18,10). Particularly in the 
visions of Ezekiel do the cherubim appear. Nineteen times 
the cherubim are mentioned in the book of Ezekiel. In a 
vision by the river Chebar Ezekiel saw the cherubim with 
four faces and four wings (Ezek. 10, 1-22). They seem to 
be identical with four living creatures, previously seen 
by the prophet, creatures whose four faces were those of a 
man, a lion, an ox, and an eagle. (Ezek. 1, 5-12). The same 
creatures are referred to in the Revelation of St. John 
(4, 6-9), and therefore it is not presuming too much to 
say that he also saw the cherubim. 
Biblical writers have taken these facts to indicate 
symbolically that they are animate beings with the intel-
ligence of man, the strength of the ox, the courage of the 
lion, and the free motion of the . eagle through the air. 
Every reference indicates that they are a class of angels 
who stand close to God. The·y are his ministering spir1 ts 
who carry out his commands (Gen. 3,24). They symbolize the 
presence and the glory of God. It seems reasonable to 
believe on the basis of the Scriptural references that they 
I 






draw conclusions from the 'forma assistens' (the form 
which the angels assume) as to the nature and characteris-
tics of the cherubim". 94J 
The meaning and derivation of the term :::z..-n1is 
still more or leas undetermined. Its origin is not entirely 
clear. Most derivations are very far-fetched. "Apparently 
the best derivation of J.. ·\1-::::> would be from the root :i '1:). 
This root, however, does not occur in extant Hebrew. This 
root does occur in the cuneiform in the sense of 'to 
reverence', 'to shov, reverence to'. This would offer a 
very acceptable meaning and would merely require the 
assumption that the root which exists in the cognate 
cuneiform also existed in Hebrew". 95) 
In Mesopotamian excavations winged man-headed bulls 
of the Assyrians have been found. They seem to have 
certain external physical resemblances to the cherubim of 
the Bible. They also performed the same functions, being 
placed at the entrance of palaces and temples where majesty 
dwelt. Davis remarks to this: "It is possible, though not 
yet proven, that the Assyrians had acquaintance with the 
same idea" • 96) Critics like Jeremias claim that these 
Assyrian monsters bore the name 'kuribu'. Thereby the 
Biblical record is to be made dependent on the Babylonian. 
But Davis again asserts: "It is especially premature, 
94J ltaier, Notes on Genesis 
95) id. loc. 
961 Davis, Dictionary of the Bible, s.v. Cherub. 
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however, to assert that the bulls of Assyria bore a 
similar name to that of the Hebrew cherubim".97) More 
likely is the assumption that the Babylonian is a corrupted 
and depraved form of the Biblical conception. 
Of the association of cherubim with the Greek 
griffin, fabulous mytholigical monster, even Skinner, the 
radical critic says: "It lacks proof". Equally incredible 
is the view that the cherub is the storm cloud. This has 
been maintained on the basis of the flaming sword and the 
darkness under Him who rode on a cherub. 
Another group of angelic beings are the seraphim. 
The only place in the Bible where these marvellous beings 
are mentioned is in the temple vision of the prophet Isaiah. 
(Ia. 6). They stood before the enthroned Lord. 11Each one 
had six wings; with twain he covered his face, and with 
twain he covered his feet, and with twain he did fly" (v.2). 
One cried to another, "Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of 
hosts: the whole earth is full of his glory". The song of 
praise caused the door posts to shake and the house to 
become filled with smoke. The prophet confessed his sin-
fulness. One of the seraphim flew to him with a live coal 
in his hand, which he had taken with tongs from the altar. 
Th.e·rewi th he touched the prophet' a mouth and purged him 
9?J Davis, Dictiona.T7 of the Bible, s.T. Cherub. 
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from iniquity. Such is the information which Scripture 
gives. Nothing further is stated about the seraphim. 
Gaebelein (The Angels of God, p. 44) gives this 
rather interesting explanation. "The covering of their 
faces denotes their deep reverence. The higher a being 
is in creation the greater is the reverence given to the 
Creator-God. The Seraphim are nearest the throne, hence 
their great reverence. And reverence, in its fullest 
expression, as it beholds the infinite One, is worship ••• 
The seraphim also covered their feet. It means, symbolically, 
their humility. In covering their feet they acknowledge 
their own unworthiness. The last mentioned is, 'with twain 
he did fly'. This stands for service. They execute prompt-
ly and swiftly His commands. It is the very last, showing 
that service is not the first thing God wants. Reverence 
and worship is what God delights in." 
The derivation of the term D '::>, w has caused con-
. ,. : 
siderable speculation. Gesenius derives the name from the 
Arabic 'sharafa', high, noble. This is followed by Steudel, 
Oehler, ·and H. Schultz. Then the seraphim would be angel-
princes. Cheyne connects the seraphim with the fiery 
serpents ( O '~ ~ ~ i! n'}? 1. 'f ;::! - Num. 21,6) of the wilder-
ness, making them serpent-like creatures. That connection 
seems satisfactory. However, Cheyne's deduction cannot 
stand. Shape is not denoted by the name. The seraphim 
had wings and ~eet and differed radically from serpents. 
But the common characteristic, which finds expression in 
the word, is "burning", 11 fiery". This, applied to the 
seraphim would make them either ardent or glowing beings, 
or beings that burn things, Dillmann identifies them with 
the Egyptian griffins ('serref') or with the powers of 
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nature. Yet their adoration of God and their employment 
as His ministers indicates that they are moral beings and 
not physical powers personified. 
Without a. doubt the seraphim stand close to the 
throne of God . "In them we have an indication of an inner 
cordon that surrounds the throne". They worship God most 
fondly and execute His purposes of holiness in the world. 
Imposing enough as the names "archangel", "cherubim" 
and "seraphim" may sound, and even though it is admitted 
without di s pute that they stand high in the heavenly 
hiera rchy, still the Scriptures fail to give µs all details 
about t heir rank. We may say that they stand in a very 
clo s e r elation to God, but just which group of angels has 
preference over the other in exalted position, we cannot 
say. 
It is generally accepted that the New Testament 
epistles name an imposing array of angelic groups, when 
there we find "thrones" ( &r>o'yo, ) , "dominions" 
, 
11principali ties" ( J.F X""< ) , 
"powers" ( lfov6"lo11.. ), ---Col. 1,16--- "principality" (.:p,xfs- ), 
"power" ( e";o116"tc1.s ) , "might" ( /uYr1-1!"£.-.Js ) , "dominion" 
) Eph. 1,20.21--- "angels" ( ,;rl"1 ..\w• ) , 
"authorities" ( ljol) <f, w Y ) , and "powers" ( J11,.d,';uwY' 
1 Pet. 3,22. Very little about the particular station of 
the angelic groups can be learned from the derivation of 
these words. They are regularly . used in the Greek language 
)---
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to indicate positions of importance. They designate high 
and noble personages. And particularly do they refer to 
great and important power and might which accompany such 
positions of prime importance. However, the nature of 
the words does not give us any indication as to which 
position is superior to the other. 
Particularly noteworthy in these three most important 
lists presented by the apostles Paul and Peter (Col. 1,16; 
Eph. 1, 20.21; 1 Pet. 3,22), is the fact that several 
designa tions appear in two or three of the lists while 
others appear only once. Thus etova-t'« , "Authorities" or 
"powers", appears in all three passages; I Hllf'LOT)S J 
"dominions", a.nd ,; f J"/ , "principality" appear in 
Colossians and Ephesians; /'v'-'f'«/'4- ,s , "might", "power" 
appears in Ephesians and 1 Peter; IJ(Do''f"ot , "thrones", 
and d'tp Aot , "angels", occur only once in their respective 
passages. Furthermore, some of these terms appear in the 
singular in one instance, and in the other they are found 
in the plural. From the words per se we are not able to 
conclude anything about the particular position of rank. 
The association which the words b~ar to each other 
also does not warrant us to make any definite conclusions. 
No definite gradation of rank, either from higher to lower, 
or from lower to higher orders of angels· can be found in 
the order of the words. In each of the passages they 
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stand in different positions. Thus Kof,or7s, which 
stands second in the Colossian passage, is mentioned last 
in the Ephesian verse, etc. Though six distinctly dif-
ferent designations are used, they still do not elucidate 
' the question of the rank of the angels. Some writers have 
,II I ' 
C7fOY'Ol. , Xt.J f' to -r-7-rE.s , are, indeed, applied in Eph. 1,21; 
Col. 1,16, and elsewhere to the angels; not, however, to 
them exclusively, or with the intention of denoting their 
particular classes; but to them in common with all beings 
possess ed of might and power, visible as well as invisible, 
on earth as well as in heaven." 98) Dau: "The different 
orders and r~nks of the angels indicated in 1 Pet. ,,22; 
1 Thess. 4,16, and elsewhere do not prove that they differ 
in kind or essence." 99) 
A similar situation· confronts us when we begin to 
consider the rank and position of the evil angels. We 
know that also B.mong them differences exist. Scripture 
indicates this in various passages. What is more, we also 
know who the head of the vast body of evil spirits is. 
That is more than is told us about the good angels. The 
Bible speaks of "the devil ( oc dLc1.'(Jo~ 0 s ) and his angels" 
(Matt. 25,41). The Savior at the last day passes upon all 
unbelievers the sentence: "Depart from me, ye cursed,· into 
98) Cyclopedia o~ Biblical, Theological, and Ecclesiastical Literature, 
lirfoClintock and Strong, s.T. Angel. 
99J Dau, Lectures, p. 132. 
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everlastine; fire, prepared for the devil and his angels". 
Satan is also called "the prince of devils" (Matt. 9,34), 
"Beelzebub, the chief of devils" ( 8 "- s 1. ~o':,). ( )/ -o ""f ,(WY T..,,,. 
d<A<f- 0 v:wr) Luke 11,15. The head of the evil spiritual cohorts 
thus bears the name Satan ( J ~~~~y~ ), Luke 22,31, the 
"devil 11, "Beelzebub". Speaking of the evil angels Eph. 6, 12 
says: "For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but 
. , 
against principal! ties ( ,r,., 0's T1s «PX a..s ), against powers, 
( -' ' > ~ I > ,, fO "S <C(s t J "u u ( O( s ' against the rulers of the darkness 
against spiritual wickedness in high places ("F0S T~ 7Tr~~r4r&~« 
Many of these terms are 
identical to those used of the good angels. They, too, 
however, give us no further specification of rank. We must, 
therefore, limit our judgment to saying, there is one devil; 
many devils or angels are under him. 
About everything that can be said on this subject on 
the basis of Scripture has been summarized in one short 
paragraph by Hodge. 11In the spiritual world there is only 
one J'«J. 13 ° >.. 0 s ( devil) , but there are many J~('r- OYI. s ( demons) • 
These evil spirits are represented as belonging to the same 
order of beings as the good angels. All the names and titles, 
expressiv~ of their nature and powers, given to the one are 
also given to the others. That there is one fallen angel 
exalted in rank and power above all his associates is clearly 
taught in the Bible. He is called Satan (the adversary), 
the traducer, the evil one, the prince of the power of the 
air, the prince of darkness, the God of this world, Beelzebub, 
Belial, the tempter, the ol<l serpent, and the dragon." 100) 
The previous paragrap~s present almost all the 
100) Charles Hodge, Systematic Theologr,. p. 643. 
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information which the Bible gives about the Rank and Order 
of the Angels. Consequently, it is impossible to say too 
much on the subject without going beyond the bounds and 
limits which Scripture imposes. True to Scripture, the 
Lutheran dogmaticiana and writers must needs be limited 
in their assertions about this matter. With them and 
also with other Protestant writers there is comparative 
silence about the angel-hierarchies. Their statements are 
most brief. Most of their statements are antitheses 
against erroneous, elaborate views of a nine-fold angel 
order. 
Dr. Pieper writes: "Dasz es Ordnungen unter den 
Engeln gibt, geht aus den verschiedenen Namen hervor, die 
ihnen in der Schr1ft beigelegt werden ••• Aber die Zahl der 
Ordnungen und ihren genauen Unterschied koennen wir nicht 
bestimmen, weil h1erzu die Angaben der Schrift nicht hin-
reichen." 101J Dr. Dau: "All that we can know about the 
matter is that there are orders and ranks in the angel-
world, but it is impossible to fix the grades and determine 
their sequence, for in the passages of Scripture in which 
these ranks are mentioned, there is no unity of order". 102) 
Hollaz: "There is no doubt as to the existence of a certain 
order among the good angels, but what or what manner of 
angelic order that is, we think no one can know in this life• "10~) 
101) Chr. Dogin. I, 609. 
102l Lectures. p. 132. 
10~) Schmid, The Theology of the Ev. Luth. Church. P• 220. 
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Eckhardts Reallexicon: "Was fuer ein Unterschied zwischen 
ihnen sei, wissen wir nicht". 104) Thus also the Reformed 
Charles Hodge: "These holy angels are evidently not all of 
the same rank ••• Beyond this the Scriptures reveal nothing, 
and the speculations of schoolmen and theologians as to 
the hierarchy of the angelic hosts, have neither authority 
nor value. 11 105) 
The Church Fathers of the early centuries expressed 
various opinions about the orders of the angels. Following 
are the most important views expressed 1n a "Compendium der 
Theologie der Vaeter" (Lehre und Webre, Band 22, a. 277): 
Augustine: 11Wie es sich mit jener seligsten und h1JilI!llischen 
Genossenschaft halte, und welches da die Unterschiede der 
Personen seien, als, dasz ea, waehrend alle mit dem geme1n-
samen Namen Engel benannt werden, so doch Erzengel gibt, und 
Wie sich jene vier Benennungen von einander unterscheiden, 1n 
denen der Apostel jene ganze himmlische Genossenschaft zu-
sammengefaszt zu haben scheint, da er spricht: 'Beide die 
Thronen und Herrschaften und Fuerstentuemer und Obrigkeiten', 
-das moegen die sagen, die es koennen, wofern s1e jedoch bewe1-
sen koennen, was sie sagen; ich gestehe, dasz 1ch das n1cht 
weisz. 11 
Basil1~s: "Die einen der Engel stehen Voelker vor, die andern 
gele1ten einzelne Glaeubige. So v1el vorzueglicher aber eiri 
ganzes Volk 1st als e1n einzelner Mann, um so v1el groeszer 
musz natuerlich auch die Wuerde e1nes Engels sein, der 
Voelker vorsteht, vor jenem, dem die Hut e1nzelner vertrauet 
1st." 
Gregor: 11Die, welche Geringeres verkuendigen, warden Engel 
genannt, welche aber das Hoechste melden, Erzengel." 
Isidorus: 11Unter den Engeln findet ein Unterschied der Gewalten 
statt, und nach der Wuerde 1hrer Stufen s1nd 1hnen Aemter be1-
belegt und es warden die e1nen den anderen vorgezogen, sowohl 
an Hoehe der Macht, als an Kenntn1sz der Kraft." 
104) Homiletisches Re&llexicon, II, 697. 
105J Systematic i'heologr, p~ 639. 
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Salonius: "Ea waren zehn Ord.nungen der Engel, aber eine fiel 
durch Stolz, und deshalb arbeiten die guten Engel immer darauf 
hin, dasz die Zahl aus den Menschen ergaenzt, und Wieder zu der 
vollkommen, d.i. zur Zehnzahl gebracht werde. 11 
The people of God in the Old Testament knew of the 
distinction among the angels. They knew of the various Old 
Testament terms. Especially in the books of Daniel and 
Zechariah this idea is further portrayed. But this opinion 
that there were various orders of angels was not peculiar 
to the Jews only, or to the Old Testament worship, but was 
held by the Christians (both Jews and Gentiles) in the time 
of the apostles, and is mentioned by the apostles themselves. 
The distinct division of the angels, according to their 
rank in the heavenly hierarchy, which we find in the writings 
of the later Jews, was almost or wholly unknown in the 
apostolic period. The views of the later Jewish scholars 
are interesting and amusing. "When, however, the heavenly 
host is regarded in its most comprehensive aspect, a dis-
tinction may be made between cherubim, seraphim, hayyot 
( ~'·living creatures"), ofanim ("wheels"), and arelim ( the 
meaning of which term is unknown) ••• and Ezekiel describes 
the hayyot (Eaek. l,5f) and ofanim as heavenly beings who 
carry God' s throne • " 106 J 
Their seven archangels are classified as follows: "l) 
Uriel ("God is light"), set over the world's luminaries and 
106) Jewish ayclopedia, s.v. Angel. 
• 
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over Sheol; 2) Raphael, set over the spirits of men; 
3) Raguel ("the terrifier"), who chastiseth the world of 
the luminaries; 4) Michael, set over the best part of 
mankind over the people of Israel; 5) Sariel ("God 
turnethli) set over the spirits who seduce the spirits to 
sin; 6) Gabniel, set over paradise, the serpents (seraphim) 
and the cherubim; 7) Jerahmeel ("God is merciful") whom 
God set over the resurrection." 
"Maimonides, in his 'Yad ha-Hazakah, Yesode ha-Torah' 
II, counts ten ranks of angels, beginning from the highest: 
1) Hayyot; 2) ofanim; 3) arelim (.Is. 33,7); 4) hash mallim 
(Ezelc. 1,4); 5) seraphim; 6) malakim, "angels"; 7) elohim or 
godly beings; 8) bene Elohim, "sons of God"; 9) cherubim; 
10) ishim, "manlike beings". 
"The cabalists have a different list: 1) Arelim, with 
Michael as chief; 2) ish1m, with Zephaniah as chief; 3) bene 
Elohim, with Hofniel as chief; 4) malakim, with Uriel as 
chief; 5) hash mallim, with Hashmal as chief; 6) tarshishim, 
with Tarshish as chief (after Dan. 10 6); 7) sh1nannim, with 
Zadkiel as chief (after Pa. 68,18); 8) cherubim, with Cherub 
as chief; 9) ofanim, with Raphael as chief; 10) seraphim, 
with Jehoel as chief."101) 
As with many other doctrines of Scripture, so the 
Roman Catholic Church also is not at a loss in elaborating 
on the doctrine of the Angels. Particularly with regard 
to the rank of the angels, the celestial hierarchy, 
voluminous speculation has sprung up. The treatise "De 
Coelesti Hierarchia" (5th century), which is ascribed to 
St. Denis (Dionysius) the Areopagite and is based on Neo-
platonic doctrines, treats at length of the hierarchies and 
orders of the angels. This is the work which exercised such 
a strong influence on the Scholastics. Now it is generally 
conceded and believed that this treatise was not due to 
l07J Jewish ayclopedia, s.v. Angel • 
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St. Denis, but must date some centuries later. Papist1c 
theologians have borrowed from Pseudo-Diones1us Areopa.gita 
the view that there are nine "ordines seu chori angelorum". 
To this the Catholic Encyclopedia says: "Though the doctrines 
it contains regarding the choirs of angels have been 
received in the church with extraordinary unanimity, no 
position touching the nagelic hierarchies is binding on our 
faith". -- Dubito. -- Gregory the Great stated: "We know 
on the authority of Scripture that there are nine orders 
of angels, viz. Angels, Archangels, Virtues, Powers, Princi-
palities, Dominations, Thrones, Cherubim, .and Seraphim. 
That there are angels and Archangels nearly every page of 
the Bible tells us, and the books of the Prophets talk of 
Cherubim and Seraphim. St. Paul, too, writing to the Ephesians 
enumerates four orders when he says: 'above all Principality, 
and Power, and Virtue, and Domination', and again writing 
to the Colossians he says: 'whether Thrones, or Dominations, 
or Principalities, or Powers'. If we Join these two lists 
together we have five Orders, and adding Angels and Archangels, 
Cherubim and Seraphim, we find nine Orders of Angels." 108) 
St. Thomas Aquinas in his Summa Theologica divides 
the angels into three hierarchies, each of Which contains 
three orders (or ternaries). Their proximity to the Supreme 
108) Catholic Cyclopedia, s.v. Angel. 
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Being serves as the basis of this division. The highest 
are closest to God, and instruct the next class, and so 
on down the scale. The highest ranks are said only to 
assist, but not to minister. In the first hierarchy he 
places the Seraphim, Cherubim, and Thrones; in the second 
ti:ie Dominations, Virtues, and Powers; in the third, the 
Principalities, Archangels, and Angels. The first hier-
archy is supposed to attend immediately on God; the second 
to operate in nature and in warfare; the third to fulfill 
special missions and to minister to men. 
Of this skillfully constructed Scholastic dream 
Dr. Pieper says: "Luther und Dogmatiker weisen die neun 
Engelordnungen oder Choere mit ihren Unterabteilungen 
( terniones) als ungewisz zurueck". 109) Luther's words 
are: "Daher 1st es gekommen, dasz, nachdem die Leute nichts 
Gewisses davon (aus der Schrift) gehabt, dasz sie erdichtet 
haben die neun Choere der Engel ••• Aber so geht es zu: wo 
man keine oeffentlichen und gewissen Zeugnisse der Schrift 
hat, da meinen _vorwitzige und vermessene Leute gemeiniglich, 
sie haben Macht zu dichten und zu erdenken, was sie geluestet" .UO) 
Quenstedt, the able voice of conservative dogmaticians, 
fells his verdict as follows: "Ease determinate novem 
ordines sive choros angelorum, hosque in tree classes seu 
terniones, quas hierarchiaa vocant, esse divisos-- de quibus 
109) Ohr. Dogm. I, 609. 
110) St. Louis E'd. l, 2?. 
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ex Pseudo-D1onys1o Areopagita scholast1c1 et pont1f1c11, 
praesertim Becanus, multis philosophantur-- ut 1ncerta et 
falsa reiicimus." lllJ Even the Encyclopedia Brittanica 
states: "The nature and powers of angels form the most 
notorious problem of the misdirected subtelty of the 
schools •11 112J 
The angels of the seven churches 1n the first three 
chapters of St. John's Revelation do not pertain here, for 
opinion is predominantly on the side that they were not 
spirits of the heavenly hosts, but the bishops or pastors 
of the individual congregations. 
On the whole subject of the angel-hierarchy I must 
repeat the words of St. Augustine: 11 Dicant, qui possunt; 
ergo me ista ignorare confiteor. 11 
111) Systema, I, 681. 
112) Encyclopedia Brittanica, s.v. Angel. 
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DEMONIAC POSSESSION 
Until the "great and terrible day of the Lord" makes 
its appearance, while this earth stands, the evil angels 
will never rest in their destructive work. They are 
constantly bent upon nothing else but to destroy and tear 
down what God has made. Under their sinister spell, under 
the curse of sin, which they brought upon mankind by 
seducing him to his first transgression and departure 
from God, uthe whole creation groaneth and travailethu. 
All the works of God's hands are subjects of their hatred 
and spite. The opposition of the devil and his angels 
against all the earthly institutions is evident on every 
hand. They revel in war, hatred, bloodshed, dissention, 
lawlessness, vice, corruption, shame, and iniquity. Very 
dramatically and effectively Dr. -Luther describes the 
activity of the devils. He writes: 
uDie Heiden wissen nicht, woher das Unglueck so 
ploetzlich kommt; aber wir wissen es, dasz es eitel 
Teufels Arbeit 1st, der hat solche Helleparten, Blei-
kugeln und Buechsen, solche Spiesze und Schwerter, damit 
er unter uns schieszt, w1rft, und sticht, wenn Gott es 
ihm erlaubt. Darum zweifle nur Niemand dran, wo ein 
Feuer aufgehet, dasz ein Dorf oder ein Haus abbrennet, 
da sitzt allewege ein Teufelein dabei, das blaest immer 
in da.s Feuer, dasz es soll groeszer werden." ll~J 
11E1n Christ soll das wissen, dasz er mitten unter 
den Teufeln sitze, und da.sz ihm der Teufel naeher sei 
denn sein Rock oder Hemde, je naeher denn seine eigne 
115) st. Louis E'd. XIII, 2850. 
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Haut, dasz er rings um uns her sei, und wir also stets 
mi t ihm zu Haare liegen und uns mi t ihm schlagen muessen. 11 1141 
But particularly against the crown of God's visible 
c·reation, do the devils rave and storm. Mankind, the 
human race, is a special target for all of the fiery darts 
of the wicked one. 
Both the souls and the bodies of men are assailed by 
the devils. When these attacks assume a particularly 
violent and readily discernible form we speak of them as 
diabolic possession, demoniacal possession, or demoniac 
obsession. The work of Satan against the souls of men 
is called spiritual obsession (obsessio spiritualis); 
against the bodies of men it is called bodily, corporeal 
possession (obsessio corporealis). Both forms of devilish 
activity have been briefly touched upon in a former 
section of this treatise. To the first of these, spiri-
tual obsession, we shall now attempt to add only a few 
extra remarks. However, the bodily possession, which is 
commonly me~nt when we use the term "demoniac possession" 
shall merit the greater portion of this section. 
The dogmatician Quenstedt describes both forms of 
possession very concisely. His words about spiritual 
possession contain about all that can be said on this 
matter. 
114) st. Louis Ed. X, 1254. 
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Of possession he says: 
"It is an action of the devil, by which, through the 
permission of God, he instigates men to sin, and occupies 
and torments their bodies, that they may throw away their 
eternal salvation. Through the former, viz., the instiga-
tion to sin, there originates the spiritual possession; 
through the latter, viz., his occupation of human bodies, 
there originates the corporeal possession. The former is 
meant when it is said that the devil possesses and fills 
the minds and hearts of the wicked, enters into these and 
works in them ( b<-f't~·..,. ) Acts 5,3; Luke 22,3; John 13,2; 
2 Thess. 2,9; Eph. 2,2. The latter is meant when the devil 
immediately and locally exists and operates in a body, and 
controls it for the time being. Matt. 4,24; 8,16.28; 
Mark 7{i25; 9,17; Matt. 12,22; 15,22; Luke 4,33; Acts 8,7; 
19, 13 • I 115) 
The passages which Quenstedt cites in support of 
spiritual possession are Acts 5,3; Luke 22,3; John 13,2; 
2 Thes s. 2,9; Eph. 2,2. The first example given, is that 
of Ananias and Sapphira, to whom Peter said, "Ananias, why 
hath Satan filled thine heart to lie to the Holy Ghost •• ?" 
(Acts 5,3) •· Judas Iscariot is next named as a subject of 
spiritual possession, for "then entered Satan into Judas 
surnamed Iscariot •• " (Luke 22,3) and "Supper being ended, 
the devil having now put into the heart of Judas Iscariot, 
Simon' a son, to betray him" (John 13, 2) • On the basis of 
2 Thess. 2,9: "Even him, whose coming is after the working 
of Satan with all power and signs and lying wonders", 
Antichrist is regarded as a most flagrant example of spiri-
tual obsession, where with exceptional consistency a lie 
is believed and taught through countless generations. The 
115) System&, I, 456. 
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natural state of fallen man, in which he walked in sin and 
transgression without any restraint from God's word, is 
added to this liot of spiritual obsession, by virtue of 
the statement made Eph. 2,2; 11 Vlherein in time past ye 
walked according to the course of this world, according to 
the prince of the power of the air, the spirit that now 
worketh in the children of disobedience." This also has 
l~d most dogmatlcians to assert that the whole state of 
unbelief (Status incredulitatis), in a greater or lesser 
degree, is a form of spiritual possession. 
Describing spiritual possession more minutely 
Quenstedt furthermore remarks: "Its form consists partly 
in the nearer pres~nce of the substance of the devil to the 
soul of the wicked person, Luke 11, 24.26; partly in an 
efficacious · working ( ;.,," f ('</-c) propelling to certain 
crimes." The subject of spiritual possession ls desig-
nated as "the soul of wicked persons, conducting itself not 
merely passively, but, at the same time actively and as a 
co-worker with the devil. John 8, 44." 116) Spiritual 
possession has as its objective, together with all the other 
works of the devil, the eternal doom and destruction of the 
souls of men. It do·es not, however, relieve man of per-
sonal responsibility. 
116) Systema, I, 456. 
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Spiritual possession, because of its nature is not 
so readily discernible, since its manifestations are not 
always of a visible nature. It concerns the souls of men, 
and only as the working of the devil on the soul becomes 
evident in words and actions can we pass judgment. However, 
in the other form of possession, corporeal possession, the 
work of the devil is visible and can be quite easily dis-
tinguished. Corporeal possession, though usually not as 
fatal as far as the eternal welfare of a person is concerned, 
is much more violent in . its nature and much ·more pathetic 
to behold than spiritual possession. 
Corporeal possession has been described and identified 
in various ways, but essentially all definitions are alike. 
They all agree on the salient points. The Swiss scholar 
Maximilian Perty has given us a detailed and accurate des-
cription. He says: 
"Possession is that awful condition in which man 
appears to be seized by a foreign and evil being, Which 
during the attack controls the body of its victim as if it 
were its own possession, maltreats and tortures this body 
in every possible manner, causes the features to become distorted 
into a ferocious mocking, sometimes diabolical distortion, 
and-- this is characteristic-- causes the victim to express 
disrespect for religion in a bold, cynical manner. The 
phenomena of bodily possession are so dreadful and at the 
same time so strong that but little acuteness of observation 
is needed in order that the true relation may be recognized 
and also the unjust diagnosis of abnormal states, as if they 
represented possession, might be avoided. Possession may be 
assumed on three grounds: hatred of religion, the power of 
divining secret things, and psychic phenomena. Persons thus 
afflicted know about the sins of those present and in the 
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most reckless manner publish such information. They also 
recognize the spiritual power of those who resist them 
(as in the case of Jesus), know their thoughts, hence are 
able also to understand unknown tongues and are able to 
utter in such tongues some few words or sentences. At the 
same time the bodies a.re propelled by invisible forces, and 
there are phenomena of light and sound. The native of 
Gade.ra who was possessed (Luke 8, 26-29) shows the charac-
teristic marks of possession: 1. By the ·Sight of Jesus he 
becomes victim of an outburst of rage • . He recognizes in 
Jesus his opponent, but also knows the divine nature and 
sacred mission of Jesus. 2. He has supernatural strength. 
He breaks his chains and escapes into the desert. 3. The 
evil spirits, recognizing that the end of their activities 
is soon at hand, ask permission to pass into the herd of 
swine. Jesuo permitted this, possibly in order to put an 
end to their activity as far as human souls are concerned." 117) 
The dogmaticians of the church enumerate a great 
number of signs of possession, which to a certain degree, 
are to be found in most possessed persons. Hollaz states: 
"Let the various signs of corporeal possession be 
carefully examined, some of which are peculiar to the 
possessed, and some are common also to the melancholy, 
ecstatic, and phrenetic: and so they are to be taken and 
considered, not separately but conjointly lest we consider 
those afflicted with serious diseases as possessed persona. 
The marks of corporeal possession are, 1. The knowledge of 
strange languages and branches of knowledge, obtained with-
out study; 2. The knowledge and manifestation of occult and 
future things; 3. Speech, uttered with open mouth, and 
without the necessary movement of the organs; 4. Mimicking 
of 11 ttle 'birds, sheep, oxen, swine, bears, etc.; 5. Strength 
superhuman, in carrying immense burdens; 6. Horrid blas-
phemies uttered against the most sacred Deity; 7. A sudden 
violence done the body without the dissolution of the bodily 
frame, Luke 4,35; 8. Impure, cruel, terrible gestures and 
acts, e.g. they sometimes foam at the mouth, gnash their 
teeth, cast themselves into the water, into the fire, and try 
to commit suicide; 9. Severe internal torment in the bowels 
and other parts of the body, and swelling of the belly; 10. 
Loss of the senses, both internal and external, and of the 
faculty of locomotion. Matt. 15,22; 17,15; Luke 8, 27-35; 
Mark 1,24."uaJ 
ll'Z): Concordia 'l'heologic&l. 1lonthly-, IV, 1933, 589f. 
118 J Schmid, The Doctrinal Theology o~ the Ev. Luth. Church, P• 223. 
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This in essence is also the description of possession 
given by Quenstedt, who has a similar enumeration of signs. 
And most dogmaticians follow them in accepting these signs. 
Some of them are rather far-fetched and fantastic, and seem 
to me to be but accidental features and not essential marks 
of possession; still, on the whole, they contain about every 
manifestation that may show itself in corporeal diabolical 
possession. 
To get an accurate and complete picture of demoniacal 
possession we must turn to the pages of the New Testament. 
There we find numerous instances of possession recorded. 
The work of Jesus was also directed toward destroying the 
power which the devils held over the bodies of men. And 
it is quite natural to conclude that as Jesus was present 
with his healing power, even the particularly the activity 
of the devils was increased. In all the history of mankind 
never were the cases of demoniac possession so numerous as 
at the time of Jesus' earthly .activity. From the incidents 
which the holy wri te·rs have recorded for us we can observe 
the demeanor of the persons possessed, {the demoniacs), and 
can also see the method of Jesus in healing those who were 
possessed, by driving out the devils. The field of New 
Testament Demonology is very large. And it is significant 
that "concerning possession by demoniacs and its healing we 
have reports only in the first three gospels, while John 
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makes no mention of these miracles of Jesus. It is peculiar, 
also, that the narratives of the healing of people possessed 
with evil spirits are confined to the ministry of Christ in 
Galilee. In all accounts there is no instance of a miracle 
of this kind during the last part of the Lord's life, in 
Judea. 11119 f The Evangelist Mark gives the most complete 
account of these healings and gives us greater details than 
the other writers. 
Still in many cases the details of the case are not 
given. 11 He suffered not the devils to speak" (Mark 1,34); 
"He cast out devils" (Mark 1,39); "unclean sp1r1 ts fell down 
before Him" (Merk 3, 11.12) are familiar statements of 
Scripture. We are also told that the Lord gave His disciples 
power over unclean spirits, and that the latter cast out 
many . devils. (Mark 6, 7.13). The seventy returned with the 
joyous report that in the Lord's name even the devils were 
subject to them (Luke 10,17). Before His ascension Christ 
gave His disciples the promise: 11In my name shall they cast 
out devils" (Mark 16,17). Accordingly, also in the Acts 
of the apostles we find records of the cleansing of 
demoniacs. 
A general survey of the stories which give us an 
account of the healing· of persons possessed is submitted 
in the following tabulation: 
119) Kretzma.nn, Popular Commente.ry, N.T. I, 192. 
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SCRIPTURAL INSTANCES OF THE HEALING OF DEMONIACS 
Christ drove out many 
devils 
The healing of a demo-
niac in the synagogue 
of Capernaum 
The healing of the 
Gadarene 
Healing of the daughter 




Healing the boy with a Matt. 17 
dumb spirit (the lunatic) 
Mark 1,34 
Mark 1,23-37 Luke 4 
Mark 5,1-13 Luke 8 
Mark 7,24-30 
Mark 9,17-29 Luke 9 
Reference to Mary Mark 16,9 
Magdalene 
Healing of dumb man Matt. 9,32f 
Healing of man possessed Matt. 12,22 
of the devil, blind and 
dumb 
Healing the woman who had Luke 13,ll 
a spirit of infirmity for 
eighteen years 
References to the apostles driving out devils Acts 5,16 
Paul drives out an evil spirit Acts 16, 16-18 and 19, 11-18. 
**************** 
The devils which attacked the bodies of men are 
designated by various names in the Gospels. They bear the 
name el.,ra'rt." y' (Matt. 10 '8) ; simply "1T"Y6clf'~ ( Luke 9 ,39) ; 
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(Matt. 12,43); 7Tl"t.~_µ ... ,,0 -r/r'1r (Luke 7,21); nrt-ur,-. 
l,,,,r,Ht'ov ~K ... ~.:f"TbV(Luke 4,33); .,.,-.,..,'Jr· C:'.,\ .... ~or (Mark 9,17); 
In Matthew rh:J.,ro'"'ar is almost always used; in Mark 
both ~<r<f•YH>Y and '"NYt,'Jr-. q/1(0:/«f'TO"t" OCCUr .frequently, 
though the latter predominates; in Luke there is a more 
varied use. Though sometimes used in the singular, the 
vast majority of cases finds these expressions used in the 
plural form. 
Those persons in whom the devils made their abode and 
whose bodies they tormented are called demoniacs. The 
usual term employed in the Bible for demoniacal possession 
is ~<)"'or,Jor,t:. r- "S (e.g. Matt. 4,24), but also a number 
of other expressions for it are found in the Gospels, 
namely, t!a<,ror,v&E<.J (Mark 5,18; Luke 8,36); a'rl(""'CJ"0 S lr· 
-- I ~ A~ 11 y I, II r 11- TC otl(DL t7o<{° T°~ 
, (Mark 1,23; 5,2-- LY = 1n the 
power of); l'J..wr Jo1,14irt~ (Luke 8, 27); dl'd-;o,.HT'C1$ l',(<AJr 
Tn.uroe rlor.~on.'ou ,:l,t'K~''(/Jrou (Luke .4, 33); lYo,J.A••/;-v 0 s 
.,:,r~ -Coll ~ 'r O r: () V ( Luke 8' 29) • 
With but a few exceptions those who are said to be 
possessed are grown-up men. The exceptions are: certain 
women who had been healed of evil spirits, and Mary Magda-
lene (Luke 8,2); the woman who had been bound by Satan for 
eighteen years (Luke 13,11.16); a boy (Luke 9,39); and the 
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daughter of the Syrophenician woman (Mark 7, 25). 
It is very probable, however, that others, ~sides men, 
and the few exceptions mentioned are included in such 
passages a s Mark 1, 32f; Luke 7, 21. 
Corporeal possession can befall also a godly person. 
Yes, it is significant that those afflicted in the Bible 
a.re not the "generation of vipers", the Pharisees and their 
kind, but those that trusted in the Lord or at least were 
favora bly inclined toward Jesus. Through bodily possession 
Satan evidently was making a supreme effort to dash their 
faith to pieces. Quenstedt remarks to this: "The subject 
of it (corporeal possession) is not only a wicked man, but 
also sometimes a godly one, Mk. 9,21; since it occasionally 
happens that, through the secret but most Just Judgment 
and purpose of God,also upright men are poss~ssed by the 
devil. God gives over the wicked to be possessed by the 
devil that they may be punished and corrected, but the 
godly, tha t the wickedness of their sins may be exhibited 
and their faith exercised." 120) 
The New Testament references to demoniac possession 
give us the following signs: dumbness (.Matt. 9,33; Mk. 9,18); 
dumbness and deafness (Mk. 9,25); blindness and dumbness 
(Matt. 12,22); savage fierceness (Matt. 8,28; Mk. 5,4; 
120) Systema, I, 457. 
. , 
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Lk. 8,29); abnormal strength (Mk. 5,4; Lk. 8,29); falling 
into the fire and water (Matt. 17,15); convulsions (Mk. 1,26; 
9,20; Lk. 4,35); raving (Mk. 5,5); grinding the teeth 
(Mk 9,18); foaming at the mouth (Lk. 9,39.42). "One other 
sign of possession must be noted, a man who is 'mad', in 
the modern sense of being out of his mind, is said to have 
a demon; this is said of John the Baptist (Matt. 11,18), 
and of Christ (John 10, 20) 11 • 121 J 
In all of these cases symptoms are mentioned which 
accompany ordinary diseases and usual sicknesses, deafness, 
dumbness, blindness, epilepsy, and insanity. However, the 
superna tural knowledge of the possessed, their superhuman 
strength, and the fact that in one instance the demons 
passed from their human victim into swine, sets the demoniac 
possession apart from the usual sicknesses. Furthermore, 
Scripture distinguishes between those who were sick and 
the possessed. Mark tells us: "He healed many that were 
sick of divers diseases and cast out many devils" (1,34) 
and "they brought unto Him all that were diseased and them 
that were possessed with devils" (1,32). 
The work of Christ was to destroy the power of the 
devil. He gave to the business of casting out devils a 
large place in His public ministry. He claims such a 
miracle as one of his credentials. He said: "If I, by the 
121) Hastings, Dictionary of Christ and the Gospels, a.T. Demon. 
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finger of God, cast out devils, no doubt the kingdom of 
God is come upon you", Luke 11,20. Christ's enemies tried 
to accuse Jesus of being in league with Satan and sought 
to attribute his power over the devils to his working 
through Beelzebub. Christ, however, was not possessed, 
nor did he use or need the help of devils. Of His own 
divine power He could put them to flight. The devils 
realize this and tremble. Very seldom does He come into 
direct personal contact with the victim of possession, 
but with a word He drives the devils out. His power over 
the devils is a bsolute; they are wholly subject to Him, 
and are compelled to yield Him obedience, though most 
obviously it is an unwilling obedience, (Luke 4,35). 
Christ's words are never severe when addressing those 
possessed. Without anger, but with absolute firmness he 
"rebukes" the devils. The devils recognize Christ not 
only as Jesus of Nazareth, but as the "Holy One of God" 
(Luke 4,34) and as the "Son of God11 (Luke 4,41). The 
means of casting out devils are given us in Scripture as 
). 0 /'«' (Matt. 8,6); ~;. "ifr,.'r-."'" lh. 0 -;, (Matt. 12,28); :y 
do.Krv'J":;' /h.ou (Luke 11,20); :7rn-,,...,(i' .. -r (Matt. 17,18); 
(Matt. 8,32); ;·f~>. IJ€ (Mark 5,8; Luke 4,35). 
When the disciples cast out demons, it was by virtue of 
His name ( '": ... r-: ~vof-.-r, tf"''l"",'"'· ,f1.l9,/Jorrr.. Matt. 7,22; 
Luke 10, 17) • . 
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Briefly, the following is an account of the principal 
Scriptural stories of demoniac possession: 
1. A Demoniac in the Synagogue of Capernaum. Mark 1,21-27; 
Luke 4, 33-36. After Jesus had gathered his first 
disciples, He came to Capernaum. It being the Sabbath-day, 
He entered the synagogue and taught. A man with an unclean 
spirit cries out, "Let us alone; what have we to do with 
thee, thou Jesus of Nazareth? art thou come to destroy us? 
I know thee who thou art, the Holy One of God". Jesus 
"-rebuked" the spirit and said, "Hold thy peace, and come 
out of him". Reluctantly the spirit obeyed, having. first 
torn the man and cried with a loud voice. 
2. The Healing of the Gadarene. Mark 5,1-13; Matt. 8, 
28-34; Luke 8,26-36. A man possessed of an unclean 
spirit, who had been living in the tombs, whom no fetters 
could hold, who cried aloud and cut himself with stones, 
approached Jesus and said, "What have I to do with thee, 
Jesus, thou Son of the most high God? I adjure thee by 
God, that thou torment me not". These words were prompted 
by the command of Jesus, "Come out of the man, thou unclean 
spirit". Upon having been asked his name he replied, "My 
name is Legion, for we are many". The devils besought Jesus 
that He would not send them away out of the country. Jesus 
permitted them to enter a herd of swine (2000), who then 
dashed themselves off a precipice into the sea. 
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3. The Daughter of the Syro-phenician Woman. Mark 7, 
24-30; Matt. 15, 21-28. At the borders of Tyre and 
Sidon, a woman, a Syro-phenician, besought Jesus for her 
young daughter who had an unclean spirit and was grievously 
vexed by. the devil. Jesus tested her faith, by telling her 
that the children's bread was not cast to the dogs. Because 
of her faith and perseverance Jesus granted her request, 
saying, "O woman, great is thy faith: be it unto thee, even 
as thou wilt." Her daughter was made whole from that very 
hour. 
4. The Boy with a Dumb Spirit. (Lunatic). Mark 9,17-29; 
Matt. 17,14-21; Luke 9,-37-42. A man from the multitude 
brought his son who had a dumb spirit and was a lunatic. 
This tormenting by the devil had beset him from childhood. 
The possession was particularly violent, so that the 
fa.ther had to say, "Wheresoever he taketh him, he teareth 
him; and he foameth, and gnasheth with his teeth, and pineth 
away ••• And oftimes it hath cast him into the fire, and 
into the water, to destroy him". The disciples were power-
less to drive out this spirit. Jesus, however, spoke, "Thou 
dumb and deaf spirit, I charge thee, come out of him, and 
enter no more into him". And the result was, "the spirit 
cried, and rent him sore, and came out of him". 
5. Mary Magdalene, and certain Other Women. Mark 16,9; 
Luke 8,2. "And certain ••• had been healed of evil spirits 
and infirmities, Mary called Magdalene, out of whom went 
seven devils." 
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6. Dumb Man Possessed with Devil. Matt. 9,32-33; Luke 
11, 14. "As they went out, behold, they brought to him 
a dumb man possessed with a devil. And when the devil was 
cast out, the dumb spake." 
7. Man Possessed with Devil, Blind and Dumb. Matt. 12,22. -
"Then was brought unto him one possessed with a devil, 
blind and dumb: and he healed him, insomuch that the blind 
and dumb both spake and saw." 
8. Woman with Spirit of Infirmity. Luke 13,11. "And, 
behold, there was a woman which had a spirit of infirmity 
eighteen years, and was bowed together, and could in no 
wise lift up herself. And when Jesus saw her, he called 
her to him, and said unto her, Woman, thou art loosed from 
thine infirmity. And he laid his hands on her; and 
immediately she was made straight and glorified God." 
9. Damsel Possessed with Spirit of Divination. Acts 16, 
16-18. "And it came to pass, as we went to prayer, a 
certain damsel possessed with a spirit of divination met 
us, which brought her masters much gain by soothsaying. 
The same followed Paul and us, and cried, saying, These 
men are servants of the most high God, which shew unto us 
the way of salvation. And this she did many days. But 
Paul, being grieved, turned and said to the spirit, I 
command thee in the name of Jesus Christ to come out of her. 
And he came out the same hour." 
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10. The Evil Spirit whom the vagabond Jewish exorcists 
could not heal. Acts 19,13-14. "Then certain of the 
vagabond Jews, exorcists, took upon them to call over 
them which had evil spirits the name of the Lord Jesus, 
saying, We adjure you by Jesus whom Paul preacheth. And 
there were seven sons of one Sceva, a Jew, and chief of 
the priests, which did so. And the evil spirit answered 
and said, Jesus I know, and Paul I know; but who are ye? 
And the man in whom the evil spirit was leaped on them, 
and overcame them, and prevailed against them, so that they 
fled out of that house naked and wounded;" 
The fact and the phenomena of demoniacal possession 
have frequently been denied by scholars, both ancient and 
modern. To the scoffers and unbelievers who wish to deny 
everything Biblical and supernatural, especially the divine 
miracles, such as the healing of demoniacs entails, the 
accounts of the demoniacs are pure fiction. They cast 
aside the plain facts of Scripture and maintain that 
possession is purely a physical and mental disorder. What 
lends such views an added degree of plausibility is the 
fact that many of the symptoms of demoniac possession are 
the same as those that are found with ordinary diseases and 
sicknesses: blindness, dumbness, convulsion, epilepsy, 
insanity. 
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The Catholic writer Hall speaks of such a view as 
follows: 
II . Because the disorders which in Scripture are referred 
to demoniaca l possessions are susceptible of accurate 
description in terms of medical science, it does not follow 
that demoniacal agency must be denied. This appears when 
we note that, if devils can disturb our bodily functions, 
the disorders that result must be those, and only those, 
to which the human organism is naturally liable. That is, 
they will be subject to pathological description. Our own 
wills frequently set in operation the physical antecedents 
of natural diseases, which shows that personal agency cannot 
be excluded in explaining the dis·orders in question merely 
because they are susceptible of scientific diagnosis •11 I22J 
Common objections to the doctrine of possession are: 
1. That calling persons demoniacs proves Just as little 
that they were under the influence of demons, as calling 
persons lunatics proves that they were under the influence 
of the moon. - However, we need not depend merely on the 
use of the term. Scripture gives the added information 
that evil spirits were dwelling in these persons; these 
spirits are addressed as persons and commanded to depart. 
2. The phenomena exhibited by the demoniacs are those of 
known bodily and mental diseases. - However, symptoms as 
supernatural knowledge and power are not strictly 
characteristic of purely physical disorders. And the 
presence of bodily disease is no proof that the agency of 
evil spirits was not active in its production and its con-
sequences. 3. Such cases do not now occur. That assump-
tion is problematical. But even assuming that such cases 
122) Ball, Theological Outlines, p. 123. 
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do not now occur would prov~ nothing to the point. There 
may have been special reasons for allowing such displays of 
Satanic power when Christ was on earth, which no longer 
exist. Tha t miracles are not wrought in the Church now, 
is no proof that they were not wrought during the apostolic 
age. 
To deny the existence of demoniac possession has as 
its motive and basis the old Saduceeical idea of trying to 
deny the existence of Satan, the devil. Through some subter-
fuge modern scholars and critics must ease their consciences, 
Which inwardly tremble at the thought of being tonnented 
eternally by Satan. Therefore, they try to ascribe to him 
no rea l existence. 
However, scholars who believe in the Bible even in our 
modern times have ably defended the reality of the devils 
and their work with respect to man. Writing in the Hibbert 
Journal, a Methodist minister of Manchester, England, 
Edward Langton, discussing the subject of the Reality of 
Demonic Powers, states: 
"At the present time the Church's attitude to this 
important aspect of Christian doctrine must be held to be 
far from satisfactory. Having recently had occasion to 
review the evidence for the belief in demons, historically 
and critically, from the Middle Ages until the present 
time, we have been forced to the conclusion that there is 
far more evidence for the belief in the reality of evil 
spiritual powers than has been recognized in recent years 
by Christian theologians. 
"We are faced by the situation, first, that the New 
Testament writings, which form the basis of Christian 
Teaching, emphatically affirm the reality of a kingdom of 
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evil spirits, acting under one personal head, called Satan 
or the Devil, and assert that this kingdom of evil is 
largely, if not entirely, responsible for physical, moral 
and s piritua l evil in the lives of men. That Jesus and His 
disciples so taught, and that they acted upon this assumption, 
is, we believe, indisputable. The only question which 
appears to be open for discussion is whether ln so teaching 
they were asserting the truth concerning the existence of 
actual s piritua l real i ties, or were merely maintaining 
tra.di tiona l . views, current everywhere at the time in Which 
they lived, and from the influence of which they could not 
escape. There 1s, it is true, the further suggestion that 
the teaching of Jesus concerning the existence of evil 
spirits generally, and demon possession in particular, is 
due to 'accomodation' to popular beliefs . (Later he refutes 
those theorie s). 
"Secondly, we are compelled to admit that the Church 
from the Apostolic Age to a period considerably beyond the 
Refor ma tion ha s universally and emphatically affirmed the 
reality of demon powers and their unceasing activity in the 
lives of men. The teaching of the Spostol1c Father~, and 
other early teachers from Justin Martyr to Augustine, is 
full of r e f e rences to demons which are everywhere held to 
be real personal spiritual powers continually influencing 
the lives of men. Tne same is true of the teaching of all 
the e;re a t wr1 ters of the earlier and later Middle Ages. 
Gregory the Great, Isidore of Seville, and John of Damascus 
have much to sa y concerning the evil operations of demons. 
The grea t theologians and speculative thinkers of the Church 
of the Middle Ages dfscussed the origin, nature and operations 
of these powers in almost every conceivable aspect. 
Anselm, Bernard, Peter Lombard, Thomas Aquinas never for a 
moment doubt the existence of demons, and their responsibi-
lity for evil in the lives of men, whilst the literature 
of the Middle Ages generally is simply saturated with the 
belief. 
11 But even the Reformers, though revel ting from much 
that they regarded as belonging to medieval superstition, 
were as emphatic a s the Schoolmen and the monks in the 
belief and teaching concerning the existence and operations 
of demons. Luther, Calvin, and the English Reformers were 
all of one mind upon the subject. · 
"The age-long teaching concerning demons, is, therefore, 
the common her1 t a ge of all the Christian Churches. 11 12S) 
123) Hibbert .rournal, Vol XXXIII., lfo. 4, July' 19S5, P• 606-606. 
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After having voluminously presented their views 
Which deny the existence of the devils, the radical 
scholars are confronted with one great difficulty which 
1s hard to circumvent. That 1s the fact that Jesus, the 
Savior, throughout h1s m1n1stry and 1n all h1s actions and 
teachings supported the belief 1n the devils. And that 
very fact has always been one of the strongest points of 
argument for conservative theologians. 
Says Charles Hodge: 
"That the demoniacs mentioned in the New Testament 
were not mere lunatics or the subjects of ~p1lepsy or other 
analogous diseases, but cases of real possession, 1s plain, 
First, because this was the preva111ng belief of the Jews 
at that time; and secondly, because Christ and His apostles 
evidently adopted and sanctioned that belief. They not 
only called those thus affected demoniacs, but addressed 
the spirits as persons, commanded them, disposed of them, 
and 1n every way spoke and acted as they would have done 
had the popular belief been well founded. It is certain 
that all who heard Christ thus speak would and did conclude 
that He regarded the demoniacs as really possessed by evil 
spirits. This conclusion He nowhere contradicts; but on 
the contrary, in His most private conferences with the dis-
ciples abundantly confirmed. He promised to give them 
power to cast out demons; and referred to his possession of 
this power, and his ability to delegate its exercise to 
his disciples as one of the most convincing proofs of his 
Messlahsh1p and divinity. He came to destroy the works of 
the devil, and that He did thus triumph over him and his 
angels, proved that He was what He claimed to be, the promised 
almighty king and conqueror, who was to found that kingdom 
of God of which there 1s to be no end." l.24J 
To lend plausibility to the denial of Satanic power 
and to reconcile the attitude of Jesus with their views, 
124) Hodge, S-ystema.tic Theology, p. 6.45t. 
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the radicals make the criticism that we cannot accept 
such stories a s those recorded of the demoniacs as actual 
fact. They maintain that Jesus was only humoring a notion 
of the time in seeming to recognize the existence of such 
demons and that He only acted a part which was not real in 
seeming to ca st out what was not in. Their general mode 
of reasoning i s contained in the remarks of. Rev. Wood, 
writing i n Peake's Commentary. He says: 
11 I\Iany of the stories related of Jesus are stories 
of the healing of demoniacs, and in some of the cases of 
the cure of d i s ease the disease is attributed to evil 
powers (for example Luke 13,16). From Mark's Gospel it 
a ppea r s t ha t t he driving out of demons was an essential 
part of t he pr oclama tion of the Kingdom. Jesus himself 
clea rly believed in demons and saw a proof of the nearness 
of the Kingdom in the downfall of their power. He apparently 
a ccepted the popular diagnosis a.a due to demoniac influence. 
But for f a ith thi s r a ises the question of the limitation 
of the knowledge of Jesus." 125) 
The "accornoda tion" view has been characterized by the 
preacher Al exander Maclaren as "unworthy of the sacred 
narrative and a reflection on the sincerity of the Teacher 
before whom we all bow. 11 If the exponents of the 
"accornodati on" theory would be absolutely frank, they would 
make the blunt statement: Jesus was mistaken, for that 
is the essence of the whole theory. The "limitation of 
the knowledge of Jesus", espoused by Rev. Wood, is attacked 
thus by Dr. Graebner: 
"Now, the question here raised- "the limitation of 
the knowledge of Jesus"- is one from which the human mind 
l25J. Peake, p. 663, quoted by Graebner, c.T.14. IV, 590. 
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might well shrink. (Prof. Friedrich once told me in 
correcting a sermon that it should be 'shrink back'.) 
The power of Christ registers itself in visible signs, 
but the mind of Christ- what ls its height and depth and 
what the sweep of its knowledge? What method shall we 
use when we address ourselves to this task? As a matter 
of fact, however, Mr. Wood, using the methods of the 
Higher Critlclsm, undertakes this task with great confidence, 
and he ls able to report that the problem of the relation 
between the human soul and the unseen powers of evil was 
one Which "the limitations of the knowledge of Jesus" made 
too difficult for Him. In His diagnosis of this particular 
problem he blundered; He misread the facts. The "limitations" 
of His knowledge made it possible for Him to mistake some 
ordinary trouble of the brain or of the nerves for a case 
of satanic possession. As a result Jesus Christ is 
revealed in the gospel as making Himself ridiculous by going 
through the form of casting out a devil when no devil 
existed." 126) 
Bishop Gore states his conviction on this matter 
as follows: 
"People glibly say that Christ shared the delusions 
of the age as to the existence of evil spirits. Well, He 
certainly talked of evil spirits. He certainly looked out 
upon the evil of the world, and He saw in it a rebel will 
behind men's will. 'An enemy', He said, 'hath done this'. 
But I have yet to learn what is the superior wisdom which 
can say that that estimate of things is wrong in spite of 
and in the fs.ce of the experience of all the greatest 
saints of God. I do not think He was deluded. I see no 
right that men have to assume the sort of omniscience 
Which should declare Him in this respect deluded. I believe 
His word • 11 1271 
The dogmatlclan Charles Hodge writes: 
"To explain all this on the principle of accomodation 
would destroy the authority of Scripture. On the same 
principle the doctrine of atonement, inspiration, divine 
influence, and every other distinctive doctrine of the 
Bible, may be, and has been explained away. We must take 
the Scriptures in their plain historical sense- in that 
126) Concordia Theological Monthly, IV, 590ff. 
127) id. loc. 
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sense in which they are designed to be understood by 
those to whom they were addressed, or we do thereby 
reject them as a rule of faith. 
11 There is no special improbability in the doctrine 
of demoniacal possessions. Evil spirits do exist. They 
have access to the minds and bodies of men. Why should 
we refuse to believe, on the authority of Christ, that 
they were allowed to ha.ve special power over some men? 
The world, since the apostacy, belongs to the kingdom of 
Satan; and to redeem it from his dominion was the special 
object of the mission of the Son of God. It is not sur-
prising, therefore, that the time of His advent, was 
Satan's hour; the time when, to a greater degree than 
before or after, he manifested his power, thus making the 
fact of his overthrow the more conspicuous and glorious."128) 
Prof. George Parks Fisher of Yale University, in his 
Manual of Christian Evidences states in answer to the 
11 accomoda tion II theory: 
"The opinion has been adopted by not a few Christian 
scholars that the language of Christ on this subject was 
uttered simply by way of accomodation to a prevalent 
belief and in order to effect the cure of those who were 
under the influence of it. In other words, He entered 
into the idea of the persons thus afflicted with disease-
humored the delusion, as it were- as a means of causing 
their recovery and of assuring them of it. Their mistaken 
belief was harmless, from a religious point of view, and 
Christ was under no obligation to disabuse them of it, 
any more than to instruct them on the causes of disease in 
general and to clear their minds of other medical delusions. 
"Christian scholars to whom this solution is not 
satisfactory are content to accept as real the fact of 
demoniacal possession at that epoch when the minds of men 
were oppressed and distracted by that inward conflict with 
evil. It was an extraordinary crisis in the spiritual life 
of individuals and of society. Too little is known of the 
supernatural world to warrant a dogmatic denial of the 
possibility of such an influence exercised by evil spirits. 11129) 
1281 Hodge, Systematic Theology, p. 645:f:f. 
129T c.T.11. IV, 591.592. 
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The compr·ehensive treatment of the Reality of 
Demonic Powers in the Hibbert Journal, which has been 
previously referred to, in a most scholarly way discusses 
all denials of and all opposition to Demoniac Possession. 
Knowing :full well that it is impossible for me adequately 
to reproduce the elaborate argumentation, I am tempted to 
reproduce it in its entirety. However, since that would 
draw into this treatise a large amount of material, 
irrelevant to the subject under our immediate consideration, 
I shall endeavor briefly to glean from it the most 
important truths. 
Rev. Langton, the author of the article, says: 
"The serious s tudent of Christian theology is bound, 
sooner or l~ter, to b~ confronted by the question as to 
what should be our attitude to this very large body of 
agreed teaching concerning the existence and operations of 
evil s pirits. Does it belong merely to the stage of 
primitive thought? and is it simply a survival of tradi-
tional ideas which flourished in the dark days of a pre-
scientific age, which cannot be harmonized with a 
scientific view of the life of man? •••• 
"The extent to which belief in the existence of evil 
spirits has declined during the past century can be seen 
by anyone who cares to examine the Manuals of Theology 
Which have long been current amongst the various Protestant 
Churches. Most of them make but the barest reference to 
the subject, whilst some of the larger Systems of Doctrine 
either reduce Satan to an evil principle personalized, or 
regard him as a legendary creation. It is well known that 
some philosophers and theologians have attempted to explain 
the origin and nature of sin and evil as resulting from 
the conflict which takes place between the lower and higher 
parts of man's nature, without any reference to the 
operations of the Devil or demons. According to Schleier-
macher, Jesus and His Apostles simply availed themselves 
of the popular ideas which were current at the time in 
Which they lived. He regards the popular idea of Satan as 
a synthesis of various conceptions which had flowed together 
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from different sources. He thinks that Jesus and His 
apostles never intended to ratify any doctrine upon the 
subject ••••• 
"In his a rticle on the 'Devil' in the Encyclopedia 
Brittanica (11th Edit.) Dr. Garvie cites the various 
opinions concerning the Devil held by famous Christian 
teachers of the nineteenth century, most of whom depart 
from the traditional view, and himself affirms that belief 
in Satan is not now generally regarded as an essential 
article of the Christian faith, nor is it found to be an 
indispensa ble element of Christian experience. On the 
other hand, he says: 
'Science has so explained many of the processes of 
outer nature, and of the inner life of man, as to leave no 
room for Satanic agency. On the other hand, the modern 
view of the inspiration of the Scriptures does not 
necessitate the acceptance of the doctrine of the Scriptures 
on this subject a s finally and absolutely authoritative.' 
"He expres ses the view that the teaching of Jesus on 
this ma tte r may be accounted for either on the theory of 
accomoda tion, or more probably as a proof of the limitation 
of knowledge which was a necessary condition of the Incar-
nation. He is also of the opinion that as a revealer of 
God and redeemer of men it was not imperative that Jesus 
should either correct or confirm men's belief in this 
respect. 
"The attitude thus expressed by Dr. Garvie may safely 
be held to represent a great body of opinion in the Protes-
tant churches at the pre sent time." 130 J 
Dr. Langton contends that this revolution in Christian 
theology has been brought about by several modern factors. 
First is the influence of Anthropological discoveries and 
the modern appl1cat19n of the study of Comparative Religion. 
Anthropology reveals that primitive peoples believed in a 
great number and numerous manifestations of spirits. Spirits 
were supposed to have inhabited men, trees, mountains, 
brooks, etc. Modern Comparative Religion makes all these 
beliefs, Jewish, Christian, and pagan, interrelated. And the 
130) Hibbert Journal, Vol. XXXIII, 4, 1935, 606tt. 
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conclusion that is then drawn is, that we have outgrown 
these primitive beliefs. We no longer believe 1n spirits 
1n trees, rivers, mountains, etc. It 1s, therefore, 
asserted that the belief in evil spirits or demons, which 
1a simply a continuation of primitive man's belief 1n 
hostile disembodied human spirits, 1a equally unjustifiable. 
Further, says Dr. Langton, "the progress of modern 
Scientific Conceptions generally has tended to undermine 
the belief in s pirits of all kinds. The unending series 
of scientific discoveries during modern times has favored 
a purely materialistic and mechanistic theory of the 
universe." "The results of innumerable investigations 
into the systems of nature have thus seemed to point to 
the operation of a perfectly built machine, governed by 
natural laws, in which the activities of spirit beings 
are decidedly out of place. Such spiritual activities 
would dislocate the machinery and introduce an element of 
uncertainty into this regular, mechanically operating 
universe." This theory pushed to extremes disavows the 
existence of God and· 1s akin to Deism. 11 W1 th such a con-
ception of the universe in vogue, the opinion naturally 
gained currency that the various accounts of the inter-
vention of spirit beings to be found in ancient and 
modern literature must be viewed as merely superstitious 
survivals, or as the fruit of imagination." 
"Perhaps the strongest of all causes tending to 
promote disbelief in demons has been the progress of 
Modern Psychological Science." Oesterreich's "Possession, 
Demoniacal a nd Other" speaks of the cases of demoniacal 
possession, saying, "they are to be accounted for simply 
as cases of abnormal psychology, and as being due to 
psychic states which assume the guise of separate per-
sonalities and behave in all ways as though they were 
real spirits". Says Dr. Langton: "It is probably true 
to say tha t the most popular theory in vogue today is that 
the cases of demon possession described in the Gospels 
were really pathological conditions which in the light of 
present knowledge are to be interpreted as due to hysteria, 
dislocations of personality, the existence of multiple 
psychic states, and the capacity of dissociated psychic 
states to behave in the most amazingly life-like manner. 
The demoniac aspect of the matter is held to be due to a 
firmly rooted belief in evil spirits current at the time, 
and in their power to take possession of men." And 
finally, he reaches this conclusion: 
"For our part, after years of study upon the subject, 
we are convinced, first, that the grounds indicated above, 
upon which the traditional belief in demons has been con-
demned as obsolete, are not conclusive or altogether valid. 
And, secondly, that no theory so far proposed as a substi-
tute for the traditional doctrine of evil spirits or demons 
has proved itself capable of explaining all the facts so 
well as the traditional theory does. We share to the full 
the desire to explain the facts of nature, however mysterious 
they may be, by means of naturalistic interpretations, when 
that is possible. But no theory will be finally satisfying 
to the truth-loving mind which leaves certain important 
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Phenomena unexplain~d. And before we relinquish our hold 
upon the traditional belief in demons we need to make 
reasonably sure that· there are good grounds for so doing;" 
One more subject to be considered is the phenomenon 
of Spiritism. What relation does it bear to Demoniac 
Possession. Evidence of demoniacal possession is evident 
in some of its phenomena. Though much of the work of 
mediums is fraud and base deception and trickery, still 
there are some cases where things are accomplished that 
must definitely be branded as supernatural. Those phenomena 
are the work of the devil and his evil spirits, and in 
such cases the mediums represent true instances of 
possession. 
The damsel who is spoken of in the Book of Acts 
(16, 16-24) as having a spirit of divination, was of this 
type. By her soothsaying she brought her mesters much 
gain until Paul drove out the demon. 
In the modern history of Spiritiam numerous such 
cases also exist, which parallel this and other examples 
of demoniac activity in the Gospels. Several quotations 
from Spiritist writers will suffice to make this clear. 
"As far back as 1877 Dr. L.S,Forbes Winslow wrote 
in Spiritualistic Madness: 'The mediums often manifest 
signs of an abnormal co~dition of their mental faculties, 
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and among certain of them are found unequivocal indications 
of a true demoniacal possession. 11 131) 
"Mr. Dal Owen, himself an ardent Spiritist, was 
constrained to write years ago·: 'There are more reasons 
than many imagine for the opinion entertained by some able 
men, Protestants as well as Catholics, that the communica-
tions in question come from the powers of darkness and 
· that we are entering on the first steps of a career of 
demoniac manifestation, the issues whereof men cannot 
conjecture' •11 1321 
In many instances the convulsi·ons, the nervous and 
bodily prostrations, attendant upon s_piri tis tic manifesta-
tions are almost identical to the signs observed in the 
demoniacs. Rev. G.S.Seaman, in Facts and Fallacies of 
Spiritualism, (p.6), tells of the following confession of 
a spiritistic writer: 
"For seven years I held daily intercourse with what 
purported to be my mother's spirit. I am now firmly 
persuaded that it was nothing but an evil spirit, an 
infernal demon, who gained my soul's confidence and led 
me to the very brink of ruin. 11 1331 
In this connection it is only natural that the 
devil should employ one of the greatest gifts of God, the 
gift of speech in furthering his delusion. He does that 
through much of the "ecstatic" speaking which character-
izes numerous sects and cults, such as the Shakers, 
Irvingites, Mormons, etc. Significant, however, is the 
fact that this speech is a rapid, usually unintelligible 
131) Concordia '11h.eologieal Mo~thly, IT, 596. 
132) id. Ioe. 
133) id. loe. 597f. 
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muttering, which no one would 1dent1fy a.s a gift of tongues 
except the person seized by the paroxysm or some interested 
Witness. Edward Irving, founder of the Irvingites himself 
sta tea: "The things I was made to utter flashed in upon my 
mind Without forethought, without expectation, and without 
any Plan or arrangement, - all was the work of the moment, 
and I was the passive instrument of the power which used 
me 
11
, and an eye-witness adds to this: "When utterance br.oke 
from him, instead of articulate words, nothing but muttering 
followed, and with this an expression of countenance most 
re vol ting ." 134 J 
A ques tion which causes wide speculation is, whether 
such demonia.c pos session as the B1 ble relates is still 
found in our day. Dr. Kretzmann writes: 
11 In regard to the question whether this peculiar 
malady, po s session of evil spirits, is still found in our 
days, and especially, whether this is true of individual 
cases, it i s best to hold opinion and Judgment in abeyance. 
People have confessed in some cases that they could 
actually feel the power of the devil, who also tormented 
them in their body in a most excruciating manner. But we 
have no Scriptural ground for assuming the existence of 
this form of disease in our days. But that is true, and 
cannot be denied, that Satan takes possession of the heart 
and mirid of man, makes him spiritually blind, dead, and an 
enemy of God. He has his constant work in the children of 
unbelief, and also makes use of every opportunity to hurt 
and harm us in our body and in our earthly possessions, in 
so far as God permits this, either as a divine punishment 
or as a fatherly chastisement." 135) 
134) O. T.M. IV, 597-598. 
135) l[retzma.nn, Popular Oonmentar;r, lf.~., I, 192. 
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Though hasty judgment with respect to bodily possession 
is better held in abeyance, nevertheless numerous cases that 
have given the a ppearance of real possession have been placed 
on record. Dr. Theo. Graebner, in an article on Demoniacal 
Possession in the Concordia Theological Monthly, 1933, lists 
a large number of such cases. Some of these I have been able 
to verify in their original source-texts; others I will merely 
reproduce, firmly relying on the scholarliness of this 
investigations. 136) 
Particularly in heathen lands do we find much that 
answers the description of bodily possession. Dr. Miller, 
author of China Inside Out, cites this case which had been 
reported by a Chines~ missionary: 
"In a remote village a Chinese missionary was called 
to a house in which a Chinese woman lay upon a couch, 
writhing in rage and fury, frothing and screaming in a 
terrible fashion. The people of the village regarded her 
as being possessed of an evil spirit. For three daps previous 
to the coming of the missionary she had repeatedly exclaimed, 
'Some one will come to drive me away'. After looking 
earnestly at the poor woman for a few minutes, the Chinese 
pastor said very emphatically, 'You must leave 1n the 
name of the Lord Jesus', whereupon he sang a hymn, read a 
passage of Scripture and began to pray. During the prayer 
the woman suddenly became quiet and after the prayer was 
perfectly normal. The astonished people of the village, on 
beholding the miracle, besought the man to remain among them, 
but he proceeded at once on his journey. So far as is known, 
the woman never relapsed. 11 
Other missionaries also bear testimony to such facts 
and to this Dr. Miller comments: 
"Unusual manifestations of good often arouse . strange 
activities of evil. \Vhen Jesus was upon earth, such oases 
1~6) All subsequent quotations are ta.ten from Dr. Theo. GraebnerYs 
article, Demoniacal :Possession, which appeared in the Concordia 
Theological Monthly, Vol. IV, (1933f, p. 589ft. 
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opcurred. The coming of the Christian faith to China has 
created a somewhat similar s1 tuation here, and 1 t is not 
strange tha t similar manifestations of malignant possession 
should be found." 
David Kelly Lambuth of Vanderbilt University, reporting 
1n the 'Independent' states: 
"Si nce the conditions of life and work on the 
Chri s tian fron tier i n the Far East are similar to those 
of the early days of Christianity, this article throws 
some light upon New Testament narratives. In China the 
same effect of the environment upon the missionary has 
been observed." 
He then gives reports from Missionaries' letters 
(particula rly from Korea) to support this statement, as 
follows: 
"In a country where the evil spirit is so dominant 
and so t angible one comes to a vital sensation of his 
presence." 
"Certainly I am more conscious of the real presence 
of the devil in Korea than in America. Many of the 
missionaries have been acutely conscious of his palpable 
presence in the very room with them." 
"The consciousness of a real personal devil is as 
vivid as the sens e of God's presence, though infinitely 
removed in kind. In Korea you feel him in the atmosphere. 11 
One writer calls Korea "the haunted house among the 
nations, afflicted with the delirium tremens of paganism". 
"The Christians, too, hold to the possession by evil 
spirits." 
"Demoniac possession in that country becomes a thing 
too evident to doubt." 
"Thousands of people· are slaves to evil spirits." 
Another tells of "miracles performed, the crazy made 
of sound mind, the devil-possessed set free." 
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"At the service was a young man demoniacally 
possessed, made dumb by his indwelling spirit for three 
years. After long prayer and a command to the spirit to 
depart, it left him, and he began to read aloud." 
"In our work in Korea we are continually coming in 
contact with the most extraordinary cases of apparent 
demoniac posses sion and cure, containing all the phenomena 
that characterized demonized minds in the days of Christ." 
"If you had lived in the midst of the native quarter 
vri th me and heard at midnight the cries of terror of those 
appealing to the evil spirits for help or being tortured 
by them, veritable possessions by devils would then seem 
no impossible thing to you. 11 
Mis s Harrison, working under the China Inland 
Mission, says: 
"If Christians who know the power of the Cross should 
go and challenge the mediums, or rather the powers speaking 
through the mediums, commanding them in the name of the Lord 
to declare themselves, they would confess, though much 
against their will, that they are demons. 
"We have recently been helping a young woman who for 
many yea rs has been tormented by demons, to fight through 
to freedom. When it began speaking through her, attempting 
to deceive us into thinking it was the young woman herself 
speaking, we demanded of it an answer to the question, 'Who 
are you?' It tried evasion, but held to it, replied, 'I am, 
I am', several times, and then changed to 'We are, we are' 
and finally to 'We are demons'. Asked, 'How many?' evasion 
was again tried, but the Lord has given His servants 
authority over these spirits, so they have to ober., and we 
got the answer, 'Five'. The woman is now better.' 
Miss Carmichael, a missionary worker in the Tinnevelly 
district of East India, places the following experience on 
record: 
"We were seated on the floor of a fashionable residence. 
Its owners were members of one of the higher castes. The 
walls were decorated with the emblems of various idols. We 
were conversing with some of the young women, and they 
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appeared interested (in Christianity). An old woman 
entered, and immediately silence fell upon the group. 
She sat down and began a conversation, but there was 
not much progress. We began to sing a hymn, and the 
woman mumbled to herself- then suddenly, she became 
the object of a seizure such as I have never witnessed. 
She cried, 'Let me sing~' And she did sing. It was a 
song bewailing the hopelessness, folly, and shame of 
idolatry. Then, however, foreign thoughts began to 
rise to the surface. The excitement of the old woman 
was like tha t of a maniac, her upper body moving up and 
down, While her fury seemed to increase. With her fist 
she made menacing motions before our eyes. Then her 
body seemed to lengthen. One moment she would appear 
to dart forward, then again she was held by an invisible 
power. How long this lasted I do not know. The clenched 
fist of the terrible old woman was continuously waving 
over her head, and without interruption a monotonous 
melancholy song came from .her throat in a hoarse howling. 
Meanwhile darkness had fallen, and the oil lamp gave an 
unsteady, changing light. We were like under a hypnotic 
spell. The woman in whispered hints revealed that they 
knew wha t was going on- a demonstration of invisible 
powers that ruled in the darkness of this world. 
"Finally, the woman collapsed, every limb of her body 
quivering, her glittering eyes still directed at us. She . 
tried to s peak again, but was not able to do so. We depart-
ed quietly, realizing that we had been clos~ to the spot 
where Sa tan has his throne." 
In 1860 and again in 1910 a series of Satanic seizures 
occurred upon the inhabitants of Madagascar which have been 
described as follows: 
"The attacks come with great suddenness and cause 
the afflicted to act like a victim of a mania. They leap 
into the air with wild screams and gesticulations, perform 
an uncanny dance, sometimes climbing walls and precipices 
inaccessible under normal conditions; sometimes they utter 
exclamations which they later explain as the effect of the 
promptings of spi rits. Others again show extreme fright. 
They run panic-stricken and blindly over the roughest kind 
of ground, often rushing into water, where they drown if 
rescuers are not immediately at hand. A missionary related 
that he spoke to a young woman who had been a victim of 
the disease, but had now recovered. She said that during 
the seizure she was hardly conscious of what was going on; 
that she felt herself completely in the power of the demon 
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and had to perform what 1t demanded of her, even though 
1t should be su1c1de. When asked whether she felt any 
bodily pain, she said, 'Indeed, I felt as if I had fire 
Poured out through my entire body, especially in the head.' 
She also sai d tha t her attacks came once a day, sometimes 
oftener, and would sometimes last twelve hours. '!he 
remarkable t h i ng is tha t the b1lo disease never attacked 
any inha bitants tha t had been converted to Christianity." 
In Occidental civilization the following cases may 
be mentioned. Dr. Graebner says: 
"The mos t famous instance of demoniacal possession 
in mode rn times i s the case· of Gottliebin Dittus, a girl 
of t wenty- f ive, who in 1842 became a parishioner of Pfarrer 
J .c •Blumhardt of Moettllngen, V/urttemberg. Blumhardt 
describe s with meticulous detail the attacks to which this 
girl was subjected and also the treatments and final cure. 
From eve r y s t andpoint it is probably the most horrible case 
in the hi s tory of demonology. After reading his account, 
one i s l ef t with a feeling of astonishment, not that the 
girl finally wa s liberated of the demons that ensconced 
themselves in her poor body, but that Blumhardt and his 
elders did not go stark raving mad when they witnessed the 
closing scenes of the possession. Concerning the truthful-
ness of the a ccount there cannot be the slightest doubt. 
Any biogr aphy of Blumhardt will contain the story in outline. 
There i s nothing like it in literature." 
The periodical, The Living Church, of March 28, 1921 
places the following story of an Episcopal clergyman on 
record: 
"A fe,1 days ago there came to me a woman of fifty-
five, l a r ge, robust, and apparently in good physical health. 
Several years ago, she said, her husband and she had rented 
their house at a New England seaside place to some 
Spiritualists who were desirous of holding a camp-meeting 
there. Since that period the woman seemed to have been 
'possessed ' by spirits. The manifestations were that her 
voice, from having been clear and of high pitch, had 
degenerated into a hoarse and halting whispering. Her 
breath was at intervals almost cut off, resulting in 
gasping periods. From time to time, in voices wholly 
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di verse from her own, either originally or as modified by 
the 'possession' she would utter longer or shorter speeches 
in language s totally strange to her. Connected discourses 
were common. 
"Upon her second visit to me, after going over her 
statements very carefully and making up my mind that she 
was a genuine case of possession, I took her into the 
chapel of my parish church, and after praying for the power 
to cast out evil s pirits, I brought her to the altar rail 
and began t o say the traditional sentences of exorcism. At 
the firs t word she wa s seized with a convulsive shivering. 
One of t he si sters who work in my parish knelt beside her 
and supported her, reciting a litany and ejaculatory prayers 
continuous l y throughout the process of exorcism. The whole 
proces s occupied a n hour and ten minutes. 
"Successive convulsions shook this woman, as many, 
I should e s timate, as a hundred times. After about twenty 
minutes the r e appeared to be a stoppage of the process, 
Which had been repeating itself. This marked, as it would 
appear, t he s uccess ive ejections- I can think of no word 
that more exactly describes it- of demons, or spirits, from 
her. Then, a s I say, the process stopped. The convulsions 
continued, but the relief and temporary quiescence after 
each one, which had been the regular sequence down to that 
time ceased. The convulsions became more and more violent, 
and a deep t hroa ty voice, apparently coming from the region 
of the woman' s stomach, began a rapid utterance, increasingly 
loud and dis tinct, in wha t appeared to me (with· my limited 
knowledge of Romance languages, which includes French, 
Spanish, and Italian) to be in medieval Italian. It was 
unmista kably a 'man's voice'. 
"The process was the same in every one of the hundred 
or more castings out. The body would be convulsed, the face 
would be twisted into an appearance which I can only describe 
as 'devili sh', heavings of the body and choking groans would 
ensue, and then, with a rasping sigh, apparently the demon, 
or spirit, would go out. Once, in a terrible convulsion, 
the whole body became rigid as it had at the time of the 
speech in what I took to be the Italian of the Middle Ages 
and a shorter oration in what I imagined to be Hindustani was 
made. 
"At the end of an hour and ten minutes it would appear 
that the last demon, or spirit, came out, and the woman 
collapsed; but although nearly prostrated by the prolonged 
physical strain, during all of which she perspired freely 
and in which tears ran down her face, to be, from time to 
time, spasmodically wiped away by her, in the brief intervals 
between the castings out, she was entirely normal, merely 
exhausted. I then .said appropriate ·prayers over her and 
communicated her with the Sacrament. Afterwards, with my 
help and the sister's, she arose and sat for a f~w moments 
in the chapel and then came to the room where I am 
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accustomed to meet people for interviews, accompanied by the 
Sister. She said that she was relieved of the horrible load 
Which she had borne for years, very, very tired, b.lt at 
Peace for the fir st time in years. After resting a short 
time with the s ister in attendance, she went to her home. 
"I ha ve had occasional practice in exorcising before 
this time, but just such an experience, the casting out of 
a verita bl e legion of demons, I had never previously 
encountered. The entire process bore every mark, so far as 
I know, of the typica l casting out bf a multitude of 
possessing s pirits from the one subject, as recorded in the 
various documents bearing upon that subject, which are still 
extant a nd which have come under my eye. 
"If I have correctly interpreted this case,- and I 
have every reason to believe that I have done so,- the one 
chief point which occurs to me as of primary value, is the 
demonstra tion of the harm done by Spiritualists in arousing 
and a ssembling the discarnate spirits with which they dare 
to deal. May God keep all His people from such visitations 
and indwellings of the powers of darkness and evil and grant 
us, who a r e se t a part for confounding Satan and all his 
works, light and power to dissipate them and destroy their 
noxious and horrible activity~" 
The following is an extract from the diary of 
Rev. G.H,Hilmer, when he was a circuit-rider stationed at 
Nardin-Bla ckwell, Okla. in 1907: 
"In the summer of 1907 I traveled about with my 
ponies in search of mission prospects. In scouting the 
territory, I made no contacts, but I found every little 
town lodge-ridden, more lodges than days of the week. I 
passed a few deserted churches and chapels. As the Lord 
would guide me, I let my ponies go whither they listed. Thus 
I passed through the little town of H., Kans. I came to 
a place where the road ended before a cross-road. It was 
about dinner-time; two men were just finishing a load of 
hay. I approached these men for information as to any 
German-speaking neighbors. But I was given to understand 
that, if I were some kind of agent, I had better stay out 
of this community. The elder of these two men, who was 
the father of the other, said this with a Low-German accent• 
I answered him in Low-German and informed him that I was 
indeed an agent of our Lord Jesus Christ. Then he smiled, 
stretched out his hand, and invited me to come along for 
dinner. He left his son to take the load of hay home and 
got into my buggy. Having reached his farm home, he ordered 
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his other son to ta.ke care of my team, and we went into the 
house. Not a word had been said about his family. 
"We entered at the k1 tchen door. No sooner had I put 
my foot on the threshold than I was startled by a terrible 
scream and a deep moaning from a rear room of the house. 
We entered the dining-room; dinner was on the table. I was 
introduced to the farmer's wife and oldest daughter. They 
looked pale and embarrassed to meet me under such circum-
stances, but I assured them that I was a messenger of God 
to bring them the comforts of the Gospel. We sat down to 
eat; not a word was said. During the meal one could hear 
occasional thumps, which Jarred the walls of the house, 
accompanied by weird sounds. After dinner the father took 
me into the back room to show me what the family had pent 
up in there. 
"There sat in an old rocker a little girl about eight 
or nine yea rs old. She had a bundle of raga in her hands, 
and she was twisting them and pulling on them in every way, 
moaning, foaming, screaming, rocking forward, violently 
jumping up in the air, taking an onset for the wall like a 
goat. The poor child had knocked all the hard wall plaster 
off as far as she could reach with her head. Her forehead 
was a mass of sores, now bleeding again. A pitiful heart-
rendin~ s cene to behold. 
Her parents related the following: When little 
Catherine was about three months old, she got the whooping-
cough with all its attending paroxysms and debility. For 
about two yea rs after the child was subject to severe spasms. 
In her fifth year she developed chorea, or St. Vitus's dance. 
A number of different doctors treated her. Even child 
specialists were baffled and pronounced her case a mystery to 
medical science. At times her mind was entirely clouded. 
She seemed to be under supernatural control. 
"I left and promised to be back in two weeks. In the 
mean time I organized a preaching-station at South Haven, 
Kans. I studied the case and .wrote to a child specialist in 
Kansas. He came and examined the child. His opinion was 
that an evil spirit was vexing the poor little child. I 
conferred with some of the brethren. I remember that the 
Rev. Ph. Roesel was of the same opinion that we had to do 
With a real case of demoniacal possession, similar to the 
one recorded in Matt. 17,15ff. which cannot be cast out 
except by prayer and fasting, v.21. 
"On a later date the parents confessed that they had 
sinned grievously concerning this child and that the Lord was 
nowvisiting their iniquity upon their child. But they 
repented and humbled themselves, imploring the Lord to have 
mercy upon them. 
"A date was set for a family gathering and devotion on 
September 29, 1907. I explained the matter to those 
assembled and asked them to join me in fervent prayer. They 
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consented. The child had at times shown supernatural 
strength. When I suggested to the parents that they take 
little Ca therine out of her pitiful environments, they 
were afra id tha t I would lose control over her. But it 
turned out d iff erently. I held her in my arms, and we all 
knelt down, tea rfully i mploring our merciful God and Savior 
to help thi s poor victim of the devil, since it was His 
child, Which He had received in Holy Baptism. We actually 
felt the presence of the Lord in this sacred hour. Catherine 
became quiet; she seemed to be exhausted. But only for a 
short time. She pointed to the organ and to our surprise 
asked me t o sing wl th her. She still remembered a few 
Chri s t mas s ongs , Gott 1st die Liebe, Ihr Kinderlein kommet, 
etc. I sang with her, a nd she sang with us, although her 
voice was hoa r se and feeble. The family was overjoyed, tears 
streaming down t heir eyes, and praise and thanksgiving gave 
vent to our f eelings when we all joined in singing Lobe den 
Herren, den maechtigen Koenig der Ehren. Catherine' a sore 
forehead healed up, her little room was replastered, and she 
became normal again. A few years later she still showed the 
awful physical effects of her vexation, but she was healthy 
and cheerful and praised the Lord every day." 
Dr. Th eodore Grs.ebner speaks of e.n obvious case of 
possession which he witnessed. He says: 
"Thi s was the case of a farmer's boy near Hay Creek, 
Minn. Reared in a Christian family and a faithful member 
of our chur ch, he had "spells", during which a voice not 
his own wo ul d speak through his tongue, uttering words of 
unchastity a nd profanity completely foreign to his speech 
otherwise; s ome times giving evidence of information that 
could not be accounted for by natural sources; sometimes 
interjecting words in his own character, complaining of 
the power that was in control of his members. He would then 
be convulsed and thrown about, a state of unconsciousness 
would follow, and then there would be a complete recovery, 
Without any tra ce of the experience. The attacks always 
.yielded to the Word of God and prayer." 
While I wa s in my firs t years of College I had 
opportunity on several occasions to observe a case which 
as the years go by has impressed me more and more as having 
been some sort of Satanic seizure. On several visits to 
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the home of th is person I was privileged to accompany my 
pastor and the things that I saw then will always stay in 
my memory. The per non that was afflicted was a lady about 
thirty-five years old- but she looked twice her age. I was 
able to ga ther the following case history at the time. 
While sti l l a young girl this person had fallen into a 
large open kettle of boiling water. (She lived on the farm}. 
Medical help vms a ble to do nothing for her and had given 
her up. Then a sort of f a ith-healer, whom the farmers 
called a "Hexe nmeister" was called in, and with his weird 
ritual he effec ted what was termed a complete recovery within 
a few da ys . As a young man my father did farm work for this 
very man, a nd he has given me some very vivid descriptions 
of his pr e.cti ces. But to get back to the subject of our 
considera.tion. Afte r her "recovery" the girl at first 
appeared to be perfectly normal, but soon thereafter various 
abnormalitie s set in, which followed her throughout life. 
The local physicians were unable to do anything about her 
condition. Her doctor even told me: "Colored water is just 
s s good for her a s the most expensive medicine". The only 
person tha t seemed to have a quieting effect upon her during 
her "spells" was her pastor, who brought the word of God 
to her and prayed with her. Everybody in the community 
regarded her as 11 bew1 tched", and even though the pastor, who 
visited her at leas t every week for a number of years, did 
not want to commit himself definitely, he gave me various 
hints which seemed to indicate that he also thought the 
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supernatural was involved. Upon one visit to her place we 
saw her on the floor, walking on all fours, her hair 
dishevelled, saliva dripping from her mouth, muttering to 
herself entirely oblivious of all s.bout her. Her clothes 
were a mo s t tattered mess and no efforts of her relatives 
With whom she was staying could move her to do anything 
about it. At interva ls her face would assume most revolting 
contortions, her utterances would appear to be "baby-talk" 
one moment and utterly unintelligible the next. On this 
one occasion after the pastor had spoken to her about the 
word of God and had prayed with her, she ws.s able to rise 
up, she tidied herself and even went out into the yard to 
cut some gr a pes at the grape arbor. I was informed that 
What I h ad wi tnes sed was quite a usual occurrence and that 
at times she even became violent in her paroxysms. Further-
more, Vlhen she was under her "spell" she claimed to be 
totally blind, but afterwards she would again give every 
indicati on of being able to see. A number of years ago she 
died. Though I would not want to label such a case definite-
ly as a case of possession, since I myself did not attend 
upon it and follow it continuously, still those things which 
I saw and heard were such as I have never seen before or 
after, and surely they were some abnormal afflictions and 
torments of the old Evil Foe. 
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